
SPECIFIC BEHAVA
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE sk411 and knowledge for PrECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

A

5- 10. Vacuum dac...nato,t with awtomat-i_c 6e ed te pipe , pneumatic. contAg.,
and decAtticae evapo.mto,t.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

Wher ::onsideri ng the conduct of

an actual specific covt.cctive
procedure. or when confronted
with i t l-y name, functional

descrictill, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

n

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, includiig how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULI'S DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above impl ies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-
functions in vent fan, alarm system, injector, evaporator, pressure or
vactium gages, rate controller or rotameter inoperative; damaged cyl in-.
der; damaged valves; kinked pig tail; loose connections; bent or mis-
aligned charts; pen not printing; compressor hot; motor hot or inopera-
tive; air storge tank empty; rupture disc ruotured; atypical sound.

RESPONSEDETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general respone (R)
above impl ies appropriate _representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder
1 ifting bar; sl ippery walks or stairs (e.g. , oil , grease, ice, etc. ) ;

leaking cylinders, valves, diaphragms, pig tails, and rupture disc;
defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug;
electrical equipment; chlorine in piping and equipment; opening pipin
and equipment.

g

2. Attention to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, replacing
valves and pig tails, handling chemically covered components.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask, self-
contained air mask, chlorine cylinder leak repair kits for various size
cyl inders .



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINI.NG PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT .

C-10 . Mechanically ceeaned bubbta codAoZ wtLt w4.-th gnindeit

at it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific com.ccti..ve
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfuhctions in rake not moving, motor turni ng; rake nut moving, motor

not turning; rinder not grinding, motor turning: grinder not grinding,
Q motor not turning; broken chain (inc. link, link pin, cotter pin); broken

sprocket, rake, rake cleaner, screen belt, rake drive, belt drive, shaft;
worn out bearings, link pin out, pin sheared; inoperative motor, bubbler

control , water valve.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains, rakes
belts, shafts, couplings, grinder teeth, sprockets, etc.), slippery
walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc. ) , open doors o r covers, electrical
.equipment, explosive fumes, welding torch.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: Making adjustments with switch
in automatic position, entering deep wells.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
rubber gloves, safety-shoes or boots, hard hat, etc.), railings, stair
safety treads, first aid kit, electrical lockout tags and keys.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403---D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

D-10. Amted unLt wi.th buciza devatot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

R

When consi dering the conduct of
an actual specific Come.ctive
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-
function-in-atypical sound, higher than normal temperature, vapors, vi-
bration, pilot 1 ights off, i noperati ve uni t , unl ubri cated bearing ,

overloaded prime movers, electrical motor inoperative, electrical control
equipment inoperati ve , grease or oi 1 on motor windi ngs , i nsul at i on burned

off of electrical wiring, overloaded process, absence of agitation.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, couplings, etc.), slippery walks (e.g. grease, oil , ice, etc.),
open tanks, smooth treads, wet treads, electrical equipment, belts.

2. Attention to these-high risk activities: working near or on moving
parts, working in unventilated area, hand removal of grease.

3. Use of these i tems of safety equipment: 1 i fe preserver, protect i ve

clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.).

Lify
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 403 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

E-10. Rectangulta untt wth telezcopic valve chat() o66, denzity meivc
time ceock, and ttough wi-th Acitapvt.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual speci fi c com.cctive

procedure, or when confronted
wi th i t by name functi onal

description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (5)
above impl i es appropriate representation of at 1 east
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: corrtcting condition with respect to the
malfunction of misal igned flights; sprockets with chains off; broken
shafts, broken flights, broken chain (inc. pins, links); worn flights
and shoes; stuck on, leaking telescopic valve; motor running/pAmp not
moving; pump turning backwards; inoperative density meter or time
clock.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above impl ies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains,
belts, shafts, couplings, etc.), slippery walks and stairs (e.g.,
grease, oil , ice, etc.), pits, electrical equipment, ladders, radia-
tion, falling objects.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working in or near open pits.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preservers, explosion proof
flashlight, hand rails, dosimeter, barricades.

Ltloyn3 71_1



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1403 F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING 'PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. Rotaity cliAtAibuton, ztandand nate Mit w,ith dozing tank

as it relates 'to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific covLective
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
descripti on, or other- standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

-
1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-

function in forced air system inoperative, rotary distributOr not turn-
ing/sewage not flowing, bad bearing, mercury seal gone, dosing tank
inoperati ve.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

- the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: slippery walks (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., pulleys, belts, fan, etc.), paint
fumes, mercury.

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: safety treads on stairs and
ladders, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat,
boots, etc.).



ISPECIFI C-J3EHAVIOR
CURRI CULUM GUIDELINES /a - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knoWledge for AERATION CMP UNIT .

G-10 . Di66u.6 ed un,i,t wLth zwing -type di66tvseit piwduc.Ln $ne. bubbtez

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific covtect(Ive
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . .

Trai nee, from recal , wi 11 describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects of \

the procedure 'rel ated di rectly to

employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For,specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting mal functions in meter readings
(high, low) atypical sound, roll of liquid, frothing, DO (high, low),
meters, b14fers, motors, pumps, surging.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: wells, loose railings, electrical
equipment, gratings, slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), ro
tating equipment.

2. Attention to these high, risk activities: working near unrailed pits or
wells.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preserver.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

H- 1 0 . CcuLat, peJaphutal e.e.d una with s uttion

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUM3ER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific coctixe.
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-
functions of misalignment of flights; chains off sprockets; broken
shafts, sprockets , fl ights , and chain (inc. pins, 1 inks) ; worn fl ights
and shoes; stuck or leaking telescopic valve; motor running/pump not
movin_g; pump tprning backwards; inoperative density meter ortime clock;
suction arms not turning; pump not pumping; meter reading (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains, belts,
shafts, couplings, etc.), slippery walks and stairs (e.g., grease, oil,
ice, etc.), pits, electrical equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working in or near open pits.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preservers, explosion proof
fl ashl i ght , hand rails .



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . . .

1-10. AeAobic pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NU1BER.40 3:

When consideri ng the conduct of
an actual specific covtecti.ve
procedure, or when confronted
with i t by name , functional
descri otion, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (5)
above impl i es appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-

functions of rake not moving, motor turning;- rake not moving, motor
not turning; grinder not grinding, motor turning; grinder not grinding,
motor not turning; broken chain (inc. link, 1 ink pin , cotter pin);

broken sprocket , rake, rake cleaner, screen belt, rake drive, belt
drive, shaft; worn out bearings, link pin out, pin sheared; inoperative
motor, bubbler control , water valve.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representati on of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: ground undermined, wet or damp
grass or rocks, electrical wires in damp areas, poisons for control of
plants and animals, stepping in chuck holes, contamination by contact,
boat and motor, rodents , herbi cides and soi 1 steri 1 i zers , chuck hol es ,

holes in fence , electri cal shock, slippery di kes, nongrounded control
panel.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: removal of vegetation by hoe
adjacent to electrical wire, reaching over pond to remove debris.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fence, adequate lighting, signs,
ocks , el ectri cal wire enclos ed , fi re fighti ng equi pment , protecti ve

clothing (e.g. , gloves, boots, etc.), adequate fencing and signs, safety
of equipment in boat.

tic:2(y ?4_
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES La - J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

J-10. Floatation unit with aiA.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific colutective
procedure, or when confronted
with i t. by name , functi onal
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure rel ated di rectly to
empl oyee safety, , i ncl udi ng how (why),
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions in worn bearings, hot bearings, hot motor windings, in-
accurate gages, pressure imbalance, high solids in overflow, worn
chain, sprockets off track, excess flow from stuffing box, vibration,
noise, odor, pressure loss, liquid level variations, low pump discharge,
high discharge head, inoperative motor, pump, screw, skimer or
compressor.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

-the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: steps, pits, slippery floors
and walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), loose hand rails, moving
parts (e.g., sprockets, chains, drive gears, belts, pulleys, etc.),
electrical equipment, high water pressure equipment, gratings, high
air pressure equipment and piping, wells, pits, tanks.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: operation of skimers,
screw, moving shafts, working in or near pits, lifting heavy objects.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
rubber boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explosion proof electrical
equipment.

423



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR I.
0 CURRICULUM'GUIDELINES K

WASTEWATEll PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT .

K-10. Fixed cove/L, gas tecacutati.on unit (4.4A. exte/Lnat he.a.t exchangu

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific covtectilve
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-
functions in heat exchanger not lighting; recirculation pump inoperative
sludge pump, heat exchanger water pump, and gas compessor inoperative.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
coupi ings, belts , pull eys, etc . ), sl ippery wa 1 ks or stairs (e.g. , grease,
oil, ice, dtc.), fire, explosion, lifting heavy

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around possi-
ble sources of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat , etc.), vents, gas flame traps, pressure
relief, valves, no smoking signs, hand rails, safety treads on ladders and
stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof electrical fixtures, fire fight-
ing equipment.

11,21%
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUI DELINES 403 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAI N I NG PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . . .

L- 1 0 . Ft.oatimg co eA unit with gas s to &age

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific co iftectix e.

procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
descri op on , or other standard
representati on thereof

Trainee , from recal 1 , wi 11 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
.employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the e.general stimulus (5)
above impl ies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to malfunc-
tions in gas pressure (high, low), inoperative pump, cover stuck,
water in gas lines, pressure valve on waste gas 'burner stuck, vacuum-
pressure relief valve inoperative*

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general response (R)
,above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention ta these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), fire, explosion, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around
sources of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), no smoking signs, hand rail s,
safety treads' on ladders and stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof
el ectrical fixtures, fl ame trap, fire fighting equipment.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 103 - M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT .

,M- 1 0 . Chemical c.onclai.on-img unZt with cznateic-cultitent

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER.403: .

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific covEecti.ve
procedth'e, or when confronted
with i t by name, functional

descri oti on, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the emplOyee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above impl i es appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions in rake not moving, motor turning; rake not moving,
motor not turning; grinder not grinding; motor turning; grinder not
grinding, motor not turning; broken chain (inc. link, link pin, cotter
pin); broken sprocket, rake, rake cleaner, screen belt, rake deive,
belt drive, shaft; worn out bearings,llink pin out, pin sheared; in-
operative motor, bubbler control, water valve.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: acidic and alkaline solutions,
spraying or splattering sludge and chemicals; rotating or oscillating
equipment, slippery floors and catwalks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.),
chemical i rritati on.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: mixing chemicals, pres uriz-
ing chemical storage containers, walking in or near pits, lift ng
heavy objects, handling chemically coated equipment and components.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: face shields, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, aprons, rubber boots),
solutions, eye wash stations, protective breathing apparatus.

q- 02 3



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1103 - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

N- 1 0 . Vacuum chtoninatoit with automati.c eed to pipe and el
pnemnatic co ntitot.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific covtective
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functi onal .

description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

to op

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, intluding how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10., the general stimulus (S)

'above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctipns in vent fan, alarm system, injector, evaporator, pressure
or vacuum gages, rate controller, or rotameter inoperative; damaged
cylinder; damaged valves; kinked pig talls; loose connections; bent
or misoligned charts;.pvn not printing; compressor hot; motor hot or

.

inoperWve; air storage tank empty; rupture disc ruptured, atypical
sound,f clogged filters; tubes, sample pump not running.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific cmp UNIT N-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .`

1. Attention to these sounces of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder. )

lifting bar; slippery walks Or stairs (e.g., oil, grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphragms, pig tails, and rupture disc;
defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug;
electrical equipment; chlorine in piping and equipment; opening piping
-and

equipment.

2. AttentiOn to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, replacing
valves and pig tails, handling chemically covered components.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask, self-
contained air mask, chlorine cylinder leak repair kits for various size
cyl i nders.

Lt3
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES \ 403 - o

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA \

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP UNITS .

0-10. Vacuum Iiittek unit mi.th. cloth

.0-11. Continuou lieed centtifiuge unit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

,

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific comective
procedure, or. when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (S) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions in inoperative drum, no'vacuum, no pressure, inoperative
sludge pump, torn media, inoperative motor.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

These Specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions in inoperative sludge pump or centrifuge, inoperative
motor.

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases,
walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: pr'oper lighting, belt guards,
railings, first aid kit, proper ventilation, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, etc.).

Continued on following page

Pio1
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 403-0

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases, walks
(e.g., grease, oil , ice, etc.).

2: Use of these iXems of safety equipment: proper lighting, belt guards,
railings, first aid kit, proper ventilation, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, etc.).

a



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - P

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . .

P- 10. MuL.tLple hewah inc.i.neAaton und

as it_relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUNER 403:

,R

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific c.o.I.Accave
procedure, or when confronted
wi th i t by name, functi onal

description, or other standard
representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general stiMulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions such as rake not moving, motor turning; rake not moving,
motor not turning; grinder not grinding, motor turning; grinder not
grinding, motor not turning; broken chain (inc. link, link pin, cotter
pin); broken sprocket-, rake, rake cleaner, screen belt, rake drive,
belt drive, sheft; worn out bearings, link pin out, pin sheared; in-
operative motor, bubbler control, water valve.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., belts,
gears, shafts, pulleys, etc.), heated parts, flammable paint.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: handling hot materials.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, asbestos gloves,
etc.).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES LiO3 - Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q710. Dinect keu4e4y4tem

as it relaies to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific comecti.ve
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspectssof
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions such as bearing atypical noise, loss of pressure or
flow, pump drive or coupling failure, loss of power, impeller in-
operative, bearing failure, ruptured piping, filter clogging, packing
failure.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: open channels, walks (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., belts, couplings, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment.: rails, chains, life preservers,
ropes, harnesses, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard
hat, etc.), lock out tags and keys.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES la - R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT...

R-10. Centulized teconding and totalizing 4ptem including Parahall
-game, yenta/Li meta, magnetic gow man, and utametet

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific cmtectLve
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to mal-

functions in incorrect flow measurement, obstructions in primany meas-
uring elements.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

-the following . . .

Attention to these sources of danger:'' poorly ventilated or open pits,
electrial shock.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES la - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . .

S-10. System with magnetizaity connected, pneumatically contkotted,
dieset dniven, cultAiiugat pumo; 4peQ4 teducet connected,
etectqicaey conttaltd, moton ditiven, pove disptacement
pumps; and the piping appitopAAtite theuto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific couective
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the erroloyee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 5-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific conditions: correcting condition with respect to
malfunctions in worn pump components--impellers (radial, mixed flow,
axial); casings (volute, diffuser, split); packing (seal, mechanical);
bearing (e.g., radial, thrust, etc.); shaft (inc. sleeve); couplings;
wear rings; piston; air chamber; eccentric; diaphragm; rotor; stator;
worn diesel unit components (inc. air starter, fuel injector, lube oil
system, thermocouples, cooling water system, control panel); worn
magnetic clutch unit components (inc. bearing guide rectifier, load
cell, cooling loop, air compressor, rheostat); bubbler system components
malfunctioning (inc. differential-pressure cell, air compressor, pressure
switches, flow regulator); worn electric motor components (inc. stator
and rotor windings, bearings seals); worn speed reducer (inc. gear,
actuator, belt); valves inoperative (e.g., gate, check, globe, plug,

, butterfly, cone, ball, regulating, etc.); clogged, worn or inappropriate
pipe fittings (e.g., T's, ells, Caps, Y's, Flanges, eccentric and con-
centric reducers, etc.); reduced or no output, noise; excessive pressure;
loss of pressure; heat build up in piping; clogging; cavitation; lubrica-

stion failure; cooling failure;.breakage of belts, valve control line,
pipeline or valves.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific PIP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1/40/
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ContiAued from previous page, Specific Behavior 403-S

1. Attention to these sources of danger: loose clothing, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), rotating and reciprocating parts;
handling contaminated equipment, hot manifolds, engine noise, hot pipe
(e.g., steam, engine lube oil, engine cooling water, engine exhaust,
etc.), hoist equipment under tension (pressurized or spring loaded).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, hard hats, gloves, etc.), flashlights, first aid kit,
fire fighting equipment, ear protection, explosion proof flashlight
safety solvent, grounded tools and extension cbrds, lockouts and tags,
eye protection.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403- T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . . .

1-10. Sotem using delta tnasioAmem, gene/tato., etectkicat switch
geaft, automatic citatit actuatoius on motou, and tetemeteiang
with ataAftm

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific catnective
procedure, or when confronted
with it bqi name, functional

description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

STIMULUS DETAIL:

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting conditions with respect to mal-
functions in stoppage of equipment, slow-down of equipment, dimming of
lights, sparking, failure of equipment to shut off at specified setting.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: electrical shock, thermal burns,
noise, rotating equipment, flammable solvents, explosive atmosphere.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: activating or deactivating
circuits, locking outequipment during repairs.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: pad locks, ear muffs or ear
protector, rubber mats under all switch gear panels, explosion proof
flashlight, protective clothing (e.g., rubber boots, safety shoes,
rubber electrical gloves, insulated jacket, hard hat, etc.), first aid
kit, fire fighting equipment, load break ratings on switchgear, short-
ing sticks, DO NOT OPERATE tags.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403 - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . . .

1.1-10. Sy4tem with inteknatty puduced gaz with high pne64u/Le tanhh

and /Waxy po4Ltive di4ptacement compte44014

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific comcctive
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to the
malfunctions in leaking or inoperative valve, drip trap; inoperative
or inaccurate meter; pressure reducing valve; pressure relief valve,

manometer, pressure gages; inoperative flame arrestors or gas booster
and motor, excessively high-or low pressure, excessive H2S content,
motor control failure to start or stop unit at specified operating
levels, inoperative rotary positive displacement compressor and motor,
leaking gas sphere.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: gas leakage, excessive high
pressure, negative pressure, rotating equipment, abrasions to hands
while turning valve handles or using valve chains, explosive mixtures,
improper disposal of spent gas scrubber contents, iron sulfide in
exposed gas lines and units, hoisting, solvents and wiping or cleaning
rags used in painting, belts, couplings.

2. lbse of these items of safety equipment: explosion proof equipment,
non-sparking tools, explosion meter, hydrogen sulfide amp tools, con-
tinuous operation gas monitor, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., rubber gloves and boots, hard hat, etc.),

salt tablets.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 50.- V

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

LABORATORY CONTROL skill and knowledge for LABORATORY CMP UNIT . .

V (Laboutony Contnot)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 501:

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides, etc.), available for use
in the conduct of the tests, and
using the reference tools will
describe the conduct of sampling
and anlysis and the facilities,
equipment, and supplies involved;
using the reference tools, trainee
will actually perform the sampling
and analysis in accordance with
the most current recommendations
as reported by the relevant profes-
sional organization.

When given the task of performing
the laboratory control procedures,
and confronted with the need to
conduct any common laboratory
analysis, identified by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS V, the general stimulus (S) above
implies appropriate representation of at least the
following . . .

1. These laboratory analyses: settleable matter, relative stability test,
pH, total acidity, total acidity for sludge, volatile acids, alkalinity
of wastewater and sludge, suspended solids, total and volatile solids,
volatile and suspended solids for activated sludge, settleable solids
for activated sludge, S.V.I., S.D.I., sludge age, dissolved oxygen,
biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, chloride, chlorine
residual, chlorine requirement, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrites nitro-
gen, organic and total Kjeldahl nitrogen, sludge filter ability, % CO2
(gas), % H2S (gas), % CH4 (gas), grease, temperature, coliform ortho-
phosphate mechanical analysis of grit, conductivity.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): all abbreviations
and full names of analysis and related chemicals, fixed suspended solids,
total fixed solids, total ash, percent organic solids, chlorine require-
ments.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS V, the general response (R) above
implies appropriate representation of at least the
following . . .

o
Antinued on following page
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Continued from previouk page, Specific Behavior 501-V

1. Use of these reference tools: standard methods for the waste and
wastewater, simplified laboratory proceedings for wastewater examination,
chemical rubber handbook, EPA/WQO wastewater analysis.

2. Consideration of this combination of units: all individual units,
preliminary units (B, C, D), primary units (B, C, D, E), secondary units

Avo (F, G, H, I), sludge handling (J, K, L, M, 0, P), total plant (B - Q).
(Tests should be run on influent and effluent of combination of units).

Note: .preliminary units pre)

primary units pri)
secondary units SU

sludge handling SH

total plant (TP

3. Taking these laboratory samples at these locations for these analyses:
settleable matter [composite - none; grab - E, H, pre, pri, SU, TP], rela-
tive stability [composite - none; grab - Q], pH [composite - E, F, G, H,
I; J, K, L, M, 0, P, Q, pre, pri, SU, SH, TP; grab - A (influent)], total
acidity [composite - A (influent); grab - A (influent)], total actdity

for sludge [composite - none; grab - K, L], volatile acids [composite -

none; grab - K, L, SH], alkalinity of wastewater and sludge [composite -
A (influent); grab - K, L, M, SH], total suspended and volatile suspended
solids [composite - E, H, pri, SU, TP; grab - E, G, H, Q, pre, pri, SU,
TP], total and volatile solids [composite - TP; grab - A (influent), J,
K, L, M, 0, P, SH], settleable solids for activated sludge [composite -

none; grab - G], S.V.I. [composite - none; grab - G], S.D.I. [composite -
none; grab - G], sludge age [composite - none; grab - G, SU], dissolved
oxygen [composite - none; grab - G, H, I, Q, SU], biochemical oxygen
demand [composite - A (influent), E, H, Q, pre, pri, SU, TP; grab - A
(influent), E, H, Q, pre, pri, SU, TP], chemical onfgen demand [composite
- A (influent), Q, pre, pri, TP; grab - A (influent)], chloride [composite

A (influent); grab - A (influent)], chlorine residual [composite - none;
grab - B, N], chlorine requirement Icomposite - none; grab - B, NJ,
ammonia nitrogen [composite - none; grab - A (influent), Q], nitrate
nitrogen [composite - none; grab - Q], organic and total Kjeldahl nitro-
gen [composite - none; grab - A (influent), Q], % CO2 [composite - none;
grab - K, L, V], % H25 [compoitte - none; grab - K, [, V], % CH4 [compos-
ite - none; grab - K, L, V], grease [composite - A, D, E, K, L; grab -
A, D, E, K, L], temperature [composite - none; grab - C, K, L], coliform
[composite - none; grab - Q], nitrite [composite - none; grab - Q],
sludge filterability [composite - L, M, 0; grab - L, M, 0], orthophosphate
[composite - none; grab - Q], conductivity [composite - none; grab - A],

mechanical analysis of grit [composite - B; grab - B].

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: calculations associated with the analyses of settleable matter,
relative stability, pH, total acidity, total acidity for sludge, volatile
acids, alkalinity of wastewater and sludge, total suspended and volatile
suspended solids, total and volatile solids, settleable solids for

Continued on following page
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 501 - v

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 501-V

activated sludge, S.V.I., S.D.I., sludge age, dissolved oxygen, bio-
chemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, chloride, chlorine resi-
dual, chlorine requirement, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, organic
and total Kjeldahl nitrogen, % CO2, % H25, % CH4, grease, temperature,
coliform, nitrite, sludge filterability, orthophosphate, conductivity,
mechanical analysis of grit, use of slide rule and calculator for,multi-
plication and division of number including decimals.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 502 -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

LABORATORY CONTROL skill and knowledge for LABORATORY CMP UNIf . . .

(Labonatoity Contica)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 502:

When given the task of determin-
ing if a specific plant meets
standard requirements and speci-
fications related to quality of
wastestream and receiving water

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
rel evant reference tool s needed ,

and using the reference tools will
name the standard analyses and the
frequency of these analyses to
determine the operational efficiency
of specific units or combinations of
units.

STIMULUS DETAIL: 'Fier specific CMP PROCESS V, the general stimulus (S) above
mplies appropriate representation of at least the
following . . .

1. These requirements or specifications: state stream requirements or state
effluent requirements, engineers specifications of plant.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS V, the general response (R) above

implies appropriate representation of at least the '

following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: flow diagram, U.S.G.S. stream data,
engineers prel iminary design report, operational reports.

. Consideration of this combination of units: all individual units,
preliminary units (B, C, D), primary units (B, C, D, E), secondary units
(F, G, H, I), sludge handling (J, K, L, M, 0, P), total plant (B - Q).
(Tests should be run on influent and effluent of combination of .u!ats).

tNote: prel imi nary units pre)

primary units pri)

secondary units SU)

sludge handling (SH)

total plant (TP)

3. Taking these laboratory samples at these locations for these analyses;
settleable matter [composite - none; grab - E, H, pre, pri , SU, TP], rela-
tive stability [composite - none; grab - Q], pH [composite - E, F, Gx

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 502-V

I, J, K, L, M, 0, P, Q, pre, pri , SU, SH, TP; grab - A (influent)], total
acidity [composite - A (influent) ; grab - A (influent)], total acidity for
sludge [composite - none; grab - K, L] , volatile acids [composite"- none;
grab - K, L, SH],,alkalinity of 'wastewater and sludge [composite - A (in-
fluent);grab - K, L, M, SH], total suspended and volatile suspended solids
[composite - E, H, pri, SU, TP; grab - E,,G, H, Q, pre, pri, SU, TP],
total and volatile solids [composite - TP; grab - A (influent), J, K, L, ,

M, 0, P, SH], settleable so)ids for activated sludge [composite - none;
grab - G], S.V.I. [composite - none; grab - G], S.D.I. [composite - none;
Irab - G], sludge age [composite - none; grab - G, SU], dissolved oxygen
composite - none; grab - G, H, I, Q, SU], biochemical oxygen demand
composite - A (influent), E, H, 1:), pre, pri, SU, TP; grab - A (influent),
E, H, Q, pre, pri, SU, TP], chemical oxygen demand (composite - A
(influent), Q, pre, pri, TP; grab - A (influent)], chloride (composite -
A (influent); grab - A (influent)b chlorine residual [composite - none;
grab - B, N], chlorine requirement [composite,- none; grab - B, N],
ammonia nitrogen [composite - none; grab 6 A (influent), Q], nitrate
nitrogen [composite - none; grab *- Q], organic and total, Kjel dahl nitro-
gen [composite - none; grab - A (influent), Q], % CO2 [composite - none;
grab - K, L, V], % H2S [composite - none; grab - K, L, V], % CH4 [compos-
iter- none; grab - K, L, V], grease [composite - A, D, E, K, LI grab -
A, 0'; E, K, L],-temperature [composite - none; grab - C, K, L], col iform
[composite - none; grab - Q], nitrite [composite - none; grab - Q],
sludge filterability [composite - L, M, 0; grab - L, M, 0], orthophosphate
[composite - none; grab - Q], conductivity [composite - none; grab - A],
mechanical analysis of grit [composite - B; grab - 13].

..1 "-
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 503 - v

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

LABORATORY CONTROL skill and knowledge for LABORATORY CMP UNIT . . .

(Lctboh.atvuj Contnot)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 503:

Given the task of determining if
the results of the laboratory
analyses in a specific plant meet
standard requirements and speci-
fications related to quality of
wastestream and receiving water . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools needed,
and using the reference tools will
specify if results fall within an
acceptable range' of values.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP. PROCESS V, ,the general stipulus (S) above

implies approprfate representation of at least the
following . . .

1. These laboratory analysis results: settleable matter (m1/1), relative
stability (%), pH (units), total acidity (mg/1), total acidity for
sludge (mg/1) , volatile acids (mg/1 ), al kal inity of wastewater and
sludge (mg/1), suspended solids (mg/1), total and volatile solids
(mg/1 or %), volatile and suspended solids for activated sludge (mg/1),
settleable solids for activated, sludge (m1/1), S.V.I. (units), S.D.I
(units), sludge age (days), dissolved oxygen (mg/1), biochemical oggen
demand (mg/1), chemical oxygen demand (mg/1), chloride (mg/1), chlorine
residual (mg/1), chlorine requirement (mg/1), ammonia nitrogen (mg/1),
nitrate nitrogen (mg/1), nitrite (mg/1), organic and total Kjeldahl
nitrogen (mg/1), CO2 gas (%), H2S gas (%), CH4 gas (%), grease (mg/1),
temperature (degrees), col i form (mpn/100 ml ), sludge filterability

. [1b/(ft`)(hr)].

RESPONSE DETAIL: For speciffc CMP PROCESS V, the general response (R) above
implies appropriate representation of at least the
following .

1. Use of these reference tools: flow diagraM, engineers preliminary
design report; operational ,reports, state stream requirements or state
effluent requirements.

2. Usings these tables, graphs, nowigraphs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: percent removal or efficiency, detention time, process load-
ing, population equivalent, stream loading.
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 514 - V

WASTEWATER PLANT'OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

LABORATORY CONTRDL skill and knowledge for LABORATORY CMP UNIT . .

V (Labonatoxy Co ntito t.)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 504: ,

When considering the conduct of a
specific laboratory analysis, or
'when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will
describe and/or demonstrate those
aspects of the analysis related
directly to employee safety, in-
cluding how (why) they protect
the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS V, the general stimulus (5) above
implies appropriate representation of at least the
following . . .

1. These laboratory analyses: settleable matter, relative stabiiity, pH,
total acidity, total acidity for sludge, volatile acids, alkalinity of
wastewater and sludge, suspended solids, total and volatile solids,
volatile and sUspended solids for activatedL sludge, settleable solids
for activated sludge, S.V.I., S.D.I., sludONage, dissolved oxygen,
biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, chloride, chlorine
residual , chlorine requirement, ammonia nitrogen,, nitrate, nitrite,
nitrogen, organic and total Kjeldahl nitrogen, % CH4 (gas), % CD2 (gas),
% H2S (gas), sludge filterability, grease, temperature, coli form brtho-
pho:phate , al 1 abbrevi ations and ful 1 names of analysis and related
chemiuls, mechanical analysis of grit, conductivity.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): all abbreviations
and full names of analysis and related chemicals, fixed suspended solid's,

total fixed solids, total ash, percent organic solids, chlorine require-
ment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS V, the general response (R) above
implies appropriate representation of at least the
following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: broken glass,- dangerous chemicals,
hot containers, compressed gas, toxic fumes, leaving hot plates on when
not in .use.

Continued on following page.
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 504-V

2. Attention to these high" risk activities: handling of glassware (e.g.,
making rubber to glass connections, etc.); handling of chemicals, (e.g.,
concentrate acids and bases, etc.); exposure to toxic fumes (e.g.,
chlorine gas cylinders, chloroform, and volatile solvents, etc.);
pipetting chemicals or other liquids.

3. Use of these items cif safety equipment: first aid kit, laboratory apron,
safety glasses, suction bulbs for pipettes, ventilated hood, exhaust
fan, shower, fire extinguisher, safety blanket, asbestos gloves, tongs,
rubber gloves, face shield, safety manual, emergency phone number, (e.g.,
doctor, ambulance, fire department, etc.), safety shower and eye washer,
boric acid and bicarbonate solutions.

v
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Ea A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . . .

A - U (OpeAatZonat PhOCe44e..4 06 the. Cornpozite Modet Reant)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 601:

When given the task of planning
the overall operation of a
specific plant for a certain period
of time, and confronted with the
actual condition(s) of the waste-.
water entering or of the waste-
stream within the plant, or a
verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will
identify by common name, physical
or functional description, or
other standard representation
thereof, the process unit(s)
directly -involved in dealing with
the condition(s) and will describe
how the unigs) deal with the
s'pecified condition(s).

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A U, the general stimulus (.S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these characteristics of the wastestream: flow
(high, low), level (high, low), temperature (high, low), pH (high, low),
color, odor (e.g., H2S, hydrocarbons, etc.), toxic gases, floating
material (e.g., rags, sticks, etc.), turbidity (high, low), suspended
solids (high, thw), industrial wastes (e.g., heavy metals, oils, etc.),
septic sewage, oil, grease, velocity, sludge density (high, low),
calorific Value (high, low), grit composition (inorganic, organic);
BOD, COD, 'foam, DO, ice, gas (inc. CO2, CH4, H2S), alkalinity (high,
low), settleable matter, relative staBility, acidity, volatile acids,
volatile solids, S.V.I., S.D.I., sludge age, chloride, chlorine residual,
chlorine demand, .ammonia nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen,
organic and total Kjeldahl nitrogen, coliforms, orthophosphate,
conductivi ty, sl udge f i 1 terabi 1 ity.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A - U, the general response ('p).
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 601 A - U

1. Consideration of these wastestream conditions as they relate to various

process units:

Flow as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, P,

Q, R, S, T, U, V
Level as it relates to A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L. N, 0, R
Temperature as it relates to A, E, F, I, J, K, L, P
pH as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, R, S, Q
Color as it relates to A, B, E, F, G, I, Q
Odor as it relates to A, B, E, F, G, I, K, L, N, P, Q
Toxic gases as they relate to A, B, C, K, L, U
Floating ,material as it relates to A, C, D, E, H, I, Q
Turbidity as it relates to D, E, F, G, H, I, Q
Suspended solids as they relate to D, E, F, G, H, 1, Q
Industrial wastes as they relate to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L,

M, N, 0, P, S, Q
Septic sewage as it relates to A, B, D, E, F, G, I, K, Q

Oil as it relates to A, B, E, Q
Grease as it relates to A, B, E, H, Q
Velocity as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, N, R, S
Sludge density as it relates to E, H, J, K, L, M, 0, P, Q, R, S.
Calorific value as it relates to P
Grit composition as it relates to D, Q
BOD'as it relates to B, E, F, G, Hi I, J, L, N, 0, Q

COD as it relates to B, E, F, G, H, I, J, L, N, 0, Q

Foam as it relates to A, B, E, G, I, Q
DO as it relates to A, B, G, H, I, Q
Ice as it relates to A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, Q, R, S
Gas as it relates to K, L, U
Alkalinity as it relates to I, J, K, L, M, 0
Settleable matter as it relates to A, D, E, I, Q
Relative stability as it relates to B, F, G, I, N,
Acidity as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, R,

S. Q
Volatile acids as they relate to K, L
S. V. I. as it relates to G
S. D I. as it relates to G
'Sludge age as it relates to G
Chloride as it relates to E, Q
Chlorine residual as tt relates to N, Q
Chlorine demand as it relates to,B, N, Q
Ammonia nitrogen as it relates to E, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Nitrite nitrogen is it relates to E, F, G, I, Q
Nitrate nitrogen as it relates to E, F, G, I, Q -

Organic and total Kjedahl nitrogen as they relate.to E, F,G, I, K, L, Q
Conforms as they relate to B, F, G, I, N, Q
Orthophosphate as it relates to E, F, G, I, Q
Conductivity as it relates to E

Continued on following page
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 60]. A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 601 A - U

2. Consideration of these process variations: trickling filter (roughing,
polishing, standard rate, high rate, single stage, two stages), aeration
(conventional, step, tapekd, complete mix, contact stabilization, bio-
sotption, modified high rate, extended aeration, aerated lagoon, Kraus).

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): recirculation.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 602 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . . .

A - U (OpeAati.onal. PAoceAziez o6 the. CompoziZte Mode!. Hatt)

they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 602:

When given the task of planning
the overall operation of a
specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted
with an actual minion industrial
waste, or a common name, verbal
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe the possible
effect(s) of the waste (if
present in plant's influent) on
the plant's treatment process and
on the receiving stream.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A - U, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of'at least
the following . . .

1. These wastes: metal wastes (chromates), phenolic wastes, dairy wastes,
cannery wastes, petrochemical, pesticide, cyanides, acid wastes,
alkaline wastes, volatile organic wastes, inorganic solids (dissolved
and particulate) meat packing, textile wastes, tannery wastes,
pharmaceutical, brewery, distillery, explosive and flamable, paper and
pulp, laundry, radioactive wastes.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A - U, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: industrial waste survey, Waste treat-
ability studies, industrial waste texts and journals, plant flow
diagrams.

2. Consideration of these effects: corrosion, deposition, slime growths,
chlorine demand, plugging, wear of equipment, overload of mechanical
equipment, overload of process unit (e.g., organic, solids or hydraulic,
etc.), loss of biological growth, impairment of capacity, upset of
chemical equilibOium, health risk to persons, explosion hazard,
biological kills, economic loss, esthetic and recreational losses.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 602 A -

3. Consideration of these industrial wastes as they affect various process

units:

Metal as it relates to A, E, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Phenolic as it relates to A, B, F, G, I, K, L, N, Q
Dairy as it relates to A, B, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Cannery as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, Q
Petrochemical as it relates 'to A, B, E, F, G, I, K, L, Q, P

Pesticide as it relates to A, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Cyanide as it relates to A, B, F, G, I, K, L, N, Q
Acid as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N,.D, P, Q,

S

Alkaline as it relates to A, F, H, I, K, L, Q
Volatile organic 'as it relates to A, B, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Inorganic solids as they relate to A, E, F, G, I, K, P, Q

Meat as it relates to A, C, D, E, F, G, I, K, L, N, Q, S

Textile as it relates to A, C, E, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Tannery as it relates to A, C, D, E, F, G, I, K, L
Pharmaseutical as it relates to A, B,, F, G, I, K, L, Q
Brewery as it relates to A, F, G, I, P, Q
Distillery as it relates to A,- F, G, I, Q
Explosive, flammable as they relate to A, P
Pulp and paper as they relate to A, B, C, 0, E, F, G, I, K, 1, Q
Laundry as it relates to A, F, G, I, Q
Radioactive as it relatet to A,13, C, D, E,.F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N,

O,P,Q
4. Consideration of these process variations: trickling filter (roughing,

'polishing, standard rate, high rate, single stage, two stages), aeration
(conventional, step, tapered, complete mix, contact stabilization, bio-
sorption, modrfied high rate, extended aeration, aerated lagoon, Kraus. ,
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 603 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . . .

.A U (Opeitationat lkoce.64e4 o the. Compozite. Modet Pe..cutt)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 603:

When given the task of planning
the overall operation of a speci-
fic plant for a certain period of
time, and confronted-with an
actual process unit, or a coninon
name, functional or physical
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Tra i nee, from recal 1 wi 11 des-

cri be the purpose of the process
unit within a treatment plant and
how its function relates to other
units within the plant.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A 7 U, the gtheral stimulus (S)
above impl i es appropriate repi'esentation of at 1 east

the, following . . .

1. These process units:

Collection - Combined system with industrial waste
Prechlorination - Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe,

pneumatic control, and electrical evaporator
Screeoing and grinding - Mechanically cleaned bubbler control unit with

grinder.

Grit removal - Aerated unit with bucket elevator
Primary sedimentation - Rectangular unit with telescopic valve draw off,

density meter time clock, and trough with scraper
Trickling filtration - Rotary distributor, standard rate unit with

dosing tank

Aeration - Diffused air unit with swing type diffuser producing fine
bubbl es

Secondary sedimentation - Circular, peripheral feed unit with suction
Pond stabil ization - Aerobic pond
Thickening Floatation unit with air
First stage digestion - Fixed cover, gas recirculation unit with

external heat exchanger
Second stage digestion - Floating cover unit with gas storage
Sludge conditioning Chemical conditioning unit with counter-current

elutriation
Postchlorination - Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe and

close loop pneumatic control
Sludge dewatering - Vacuum filter unit with cloth; Continuous feed

centrifuge unit

Continued,on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 603 A - U

Sol ids disposal - Multiple hearth incinerator unit
Effluent disposal - Direct reuse system
Flow meaturement - Centralized recording and totalizing system including

Parshall flume, Venturi meter, magnetic flow meter, and rotameter
Pumping and piping - System with magnetically connected, pneumatically

controlled, diesel driven, centrifugal pumps; speed reducer connected,
electrically controlled, motor driven, positive displacement pumps;
and the piping appropriate thereto.

Electric power - System using delta transformers, generators, electrical
switch gear, automatic circuit actuators on motors, and "telemetering
with alarms

Gas power - System with internally produced gas with high pressure tanks
and rotary positive displacement compressors

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A - U, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Consideration of these reasons or causes: collection of domestic waste-
water, floating solids, industrial wastewater, storm water; removal of
odor, color, floating solids, suspended solids, settleable solids,
col loids, di ssol veesol ids, biological solids , amnia - N, nitrate - N,
phosphorous, organic - N, total nitrogen, chlorine denand, BOD, COD,
col iforms; reduction of odor, color, floating solids, suspended sol ids,
settleable solids, colloids, dissolved solids, biological solids,
ammonia - N, nitrate - N, organic - N, total - N, phosphorous, chlorine
demand, SOD, COD, total and volatile solids; production of gas (inc.
Methane, CO2, nitrogen), soil conditioner, reuseable water.

2. Consideration of these process units as they relate to various other
process units:

A as it relates to B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, R, S, Q
B as it relates to E, F, G, I, Q, S
C as it relates to 0, E, F, G, I, K, P, Q, S 3

D as it relates to E, G, H, I, K, L, P, Q, R, S
E as it relates to F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, 0, P, Q, R, S
F as it relates to H, Q, R, S
G as it relates to H, Q, R, S
H as it relates to F, G, J, K, 1, M, N, 0, P, Q, S
I as it relates to N, Q, R, S
J as it relates to K, L, N, 0, P, S.
K as it relates to L, S
L as it relates to M, 0, P, R, S
M as it relates to 0, P, R, S
N as it relates to Q, S
0 as it relates to P, S
P as it relates to S

Continued on fol.lowing page
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR , ,

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 60 A - il
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA,

Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 603 A - U

Q as it relates to B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0
R as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N,S), P, Q, S
S as itsrelates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0,`P-, R
T as it relates to A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J; K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S
U as it relates to K, L, S

3. Consideration of these process variations: trickling .f iVer (roughing,
polishing, standard rate, high rate, single stage, two-stage), aeration
(convegtional, step, tapered, complete mix, contact stabilization, bio-
sarption, modified high rate, extended aeration, aerated lagoon, Kraus). ,

ta
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SPEtIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES &J4 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRI,TERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . .

A (Opmattonat Pnoce44e4 o6 the Compozite Madei. Pant)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 604:

R .

When given the task of planning
the laboratory control procedures
of a specific plallt . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools needed,
and usin§ the reference tools will
identify appropriate sampling
locations and will describe the
significance to`the plant as a
whole of each sampling location.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESSES A - aene.ral stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation'of at least
the following . . .

1. These types of plants with flows up to 10 MGD:

Primary plant including process units A, B, C, D, E? J,.K, L, M N, 0, P,
Q;R, S, T, U

Secondary plant' including process units A, B, C, D, E, F, H. J, K,.L, M,
N, 0, P, Q, R, S, 1, U

Secondary plant including process units A, B, C, ,D, E, G, H J, K, L, N,
r N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U

Lagoon including process units A; I, -Q, R, S, T

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CilP PROCESSES A - U, the 'general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at-least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: standard methods for the examination of
water and wastewater, simplified laboratory procedUres for wastewater'
examination, plant floi diagram.

2. Consideration of this combination of
preliminary units (B, C, D), primary

G, H, I), sludge handling (J, K,
(Tests should be run on influent and

units: all individual units,
units (B, E), secondary units
L, M, 0, P); total plant (B Q).

effluent of combination of units):

Continued on following page



Continued from previ6s page, Specific V.ior 604 A - U

Note: preliminary units (prl
primary units (pri

secondary units (SU
sludge handling (SH
total plant (TP

3. 1kin i these laboratory samplekat these locations for these analyses:
s able matter [composite - One; grab - E. H, pre, pri. SU, TP], rela-
tive stability [composite - none; rab Q], pH [composite - E, F, G, H, I,
J, K, L, M, o, p, q, pre, pri, SU, SH, TP; grab - A (influent)], total
acidity fcoMposite - A (influent); grab - A (influent)], total acidity for
sludge [composite.- none; grab - K, L], volatile acids [composite - none;
grab - K, L, SH],' alkalinity of wastewater and sludge [composite - A (in-
fluent); grab - K, L, M, SH], total suspended and_volatile suspended solids
[compoiite - E, H, pri, SU, TP; grab - E, G, H, Q, pre. pri, SU, TP],
total and volatile solids [composite - TP; grab - A (influent), J, K, L,
M, 0, P, SH], settleable solids for activated sludge [composite - none;
grab - G], S.V.I. [composite - none; grab - G], S.D.I. [composite - none;
gra -.G], sludge age [composite - none; grab - G, SU], dissolved oxYgen
[com site - none; grab - G, N, I, Q, SU], biochemical oxygen demand
[compo ite - A (influent), E, H. Q. pre, pri, SU, TP; grab - A,(influent),
E, H, Q, pre, pri, SU, TP], chemical oxygen demand [composite - A
(influent), Q, pre, pri, TP; grab - A (influent )], chloride [composite -
A (influent); grab - A (influent)], chlorine residual [composite - none;
grab - B, N], chlorine requirement [composite - none; grab - B, N],
ammonia nitrogen [composite - none; grab - A (influent), Q], nitrate
nitrogen [composite - none; grab - Q], organic and total Kjeldahl nitro-
gen [oomposite - none; grab - A (influent), Q], % CO2 [composite - none;
grab - K, L, V], % H2S [composite - none; grab - K, L, V], % CH4 [compos-
ite - none; grab - K, L, V], grease [composite - A, D, E,'K, L; grab -
A, D, E, K, L], temperature [coMposite - none; grab - C, K, L], coliform
[composite - none; grab - Q], nitrite [composite - none; grab - Q],
sludge filterability [composite - L, M, 0; grab - L, M, 0], orthophosphate
[composite - none; grab - Q], conductivity [composite none; grab - A],
mechanical analysis of grit [composite - B; grab - B].
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 605 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . . .

A - U (Opetationat Pucusea o6 the Compo4ite Modet Ptant)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 605:

When given the task of making
preliminary proposals regarding
'the wastewater treatment needs
of a specific community area . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tools needed, and using the
reference tools will determine the
specific data needed and will name
the most probable processes needed
in a treatment plant to meet the
conditions indicated and will pre-
pare a simple line diagram showing
the relationship of the named
processes.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESSES A - U, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These types of communities: populations of 5,000; 10,000; 25,000; 50,000.

RESPONSE 'DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESSES A - U, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following : . .

1. Use of these reference tools: census records, USGS stream data, state
stream requirements or state effluent requirements, river basin planning
studies.

2. Use of these types of data: STORET laboratory reports, wastewater flow
records, trends (e.g., population, economic, industrialization,
recreation, etc.).

3. These types of plants with flows up to 10 MGD:

Primary plant including process units A, B, C, D, E, J, K, L, M, N, 0,
P, Q, R, S, T, U

Secondary plant including process units A, B; C, D, E, F, H, J, K, L, M,
No 09 P9 Q9 R9 59 T9 U

Secondary plant including process units A, B, C, D, E, G, H, J, K, L, M,
N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U

Lagoon including process units A, I, Q, R, S, T
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES E06 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS of . . .

A - U (Opertattonat Pxoce44e4 q the Compo4ite Model. Rant)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 606:

When given the task of plan-
ning the overall operation of
a specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted
with an actual majon disaster
(condition) that is in either
a possible, pending, or
occurred status, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the disaster
as such and, from recall, will
identify the probable related
operational disruptions, plant
damages, and threats to health, and
will recall the names of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides, etc.)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
indicated immediate and/or long
term preventive and/or corrective
measbres; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESSES A - U, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these characteristics: flood, earthquake, war,
sabotagq, fire, explosion, structural failure, total process unit
failure.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESSES A - U, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Consideration of these effects: loss of life, injuny, illness,
detrimental effect on receiving water, public health, destruction or
dmnage to unit processes and associated cOmponents, overload of unit
processes, contmmination of surrounding environment,.loss of supplies
and records.

2. Consideration of these points: emergency and long term public notice;
dealings with unions; legal, insurance, governmental officials (e.g.,
police, fire, health, civil defense, etc.); design engineers.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, SpeCific Behavior 606 A - U:

3. Use of these reference tools.:'. plans of related organizations (e.g.,
civil defense, fire department, police department, Corps of Engineers,
public health servide, etc.), flow diagram, emgineertng design specifica-
tions, "as-built" plans, "WPCF manual 011", equipment manufacturers
manual, plant operational and maintenance manual, disaster plan for
plant.

..it -V
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 6(17 - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

A (Cottection)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation,of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func- .

tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or

unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS A, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

- the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: sanitary system with industrial waste, combined system
without industrial waste, sanitary system without industrial waste,
storm system, industrial system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: Fdrupits,of tMP PROCESS A, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use.of these reference tools: process unit or component manUfaCturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory repofts; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.*

477
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Continued from previous page, Specific Bghavior 607-A

2. Consideratton of these parameters: Comparative (sinvly more or less);
capital, operatton, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of-control achtevable; reliability (freedom film failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and aVailability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land

requirements. .

3. Essential use ,of these terms (not already implied): flow variations,
corrosiveness, overflow regulation.

1
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Ea - B

WASTEWATER PLANT 'OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

B (ftechtohination)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the tisk of-relating
optional process units, and con-
'fronted with a commnn name, physi/
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or'unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or -

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS B, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe, electrical
control, and electrical evaporator; solution feed chlorinator with dis-
charge to pipe; solution feed chlorinator with discharge to channel;
solution feed chlorinator with discharge to basin; vacuum chlorinator
with electrical evaporator and discharge to channel; vacuum chlorinator
with electrical evaporator and discharge to basin; chlorinator with
only manual control.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS B, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following.. . .

Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatnent manuals, journals, and texts.

. .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-B

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);

capital,.operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;

degree of/control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-

ency on surrounding environdent (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land

requirements.

3. Essential use of theei terms (not already implied): solution, feed,
dry chlorine handling, mixing, manual feed.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Ely - c

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL-CMP UNITS of . . .

C (Sumening and &Lading)

as they relateto the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a ;mon name, physi-
cal orjUnctional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component*
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

se°

STIMULUS DETAIL:

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional Oescription, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
-"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionalNy and/or
mechanically.

For units of CMP PROCESS C, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: mechanically cleaned electrode control unit with grinder,
mechanically cleaned timer control unit without grinder, mechanically
cleaned electrode control unit without grinder, mechanically cleaned
fleet control unit without grinder, mechanically cleaned manual control
unit without grinder, mechanically-cleaned bubbler control unit without
grinder, mechanically cleaned timer control unit with grinder, mechani-
cally cleaned float control unit with grinder, mechanically cleaned
manual control unit with grinder, comminution unit, fine screen unit,
disc screen unit, band screen unit, drum screen unit, oscillating
sereen unit, hand cleaned rack unit, wire wedge screen unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS C, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

)
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Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-C

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacture/s
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manUals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flowhandling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure);,depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): control method,
mechanical configuration.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 6(j7 - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and.knowledge forALL CMP UNITS of . . .

(ait Removat)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION.BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

R

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are simdlar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS D, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" 4esignators
from the CMP: aerated unit with screw conveyor, aerated unit with air
lift, aerated unit with clam shovel, velocity control unit with screw
conveyor, velocity control unit with bucket elevator, velocity control
unit with clam shovel, surface overflow unit with screw conveyor,
surface overflow unit with bucket elevator, surface overflow unit with
rake, cyclone unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS D, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, Journals, and texts.

Continued on following page
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Continued fftm previous page, Specific Behavior 607-D

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;

.

degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environmenile.g., soil, etc.); Personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): mechanical configura-
tion (type of removal), primary removaLmethod.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES EV - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

E (P'im/Ey Sedimentation)

as the relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

S-

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functiOnal description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify .

by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard.representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit Component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit 'or unit component

,relates and will recall the name(s)
of reTeVant types of data and-
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or
Unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For uhits of CMP PROCESS E, the general stimulus'(S)
above' tmplies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designatbrs
.

from the CMP: circular unit with telescopic.valve draw off, density
meter time clock, and trough with scraper; rectangular unit with sight
glass, direct.draw off and trough with scraperl. rectangular unit with
sight glass, dlrectdr4w off, and helical skimmer; circular unit with
sight'glass, trough wi h scraper, and direct sludge draw off; circular

sightAlass (trough with scraper, and telescopic valve draw
off.; rectangular un -with helical skimmer and density meter time clock

:erectangirlar unit wi h helical skimmer and telescopic valve draw off;
° square unit; imhof tank; septic tank; lagoon; two story mechanical
uni4 evacuator wilt.

RESPONSE-DETAIL: For units of-CT PROCESSIE, tlie general response (R)
above tmplies,apprOpriate represeritation of'at least
the following . -

, Continued on foringeloage
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Continued, from previous page, 'Specific Btavior 60i-E

1. Use of these v'eference tools: process. unit or component manufacturers

1 i sts bul 1 eti ns , and cat al ogs ; laboratory reports ; operati ons manUals ;

wastewater treatment manuals journal s , and texts .

2 . Cons i derati on of these parameters : Conmarati ve (si nwly more . or less )4
capital , operat i on , and maintenance costs ; fl ow handl ing capabi 1 i ti es ;

waste 'handling capabi 1 i ties (e.g. , types , etc. ); effi ciency capabi 1 i ty;

degree of control achi evable4rellabil ity ( freedom from fai 1 ure) ; depend-
ency on iurrounding ,envi ronment (e.g . , soi 1 ,,- etc. ); personnel moni toring

requi red; parts requi regents and avai 1 abi 1 ty; skills needed for opera-
ti on and maintenance; resi stance to upset; nuisance to nei ghbors ; 1 and

requi rements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not al ready impl ied): sludge removal
method, scum removal 'method, mechanical equipment, control methods.



SPECIF I C BEHAV I OR
CURRICULUM ,GUIDELINES fij/ - F

..,

WASTEWATER PLANT 'OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of

' F (TA-Lc/ding Fittitati.on)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 667:

S. R

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with ecoeron name, physi-
cal or functional ,description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . . r

Trai nee, from recal 1,, will ideilti fy
by commappe, physical- or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof,,the'
"PRINCIPAL" 'process unit(s) or
unit .component(s) to which the
"OTHER" 'unit or unit component
relates and will recall the namets)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the uni ts or
uni t comonents are simi 1 ar and/or
di fferent functional ly and/or
mechanical ly.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of eMP PROCESS F, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the follbwing .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: rotary distributor, high rate unit; rotary distributor,
roughing unit;-fixed nozzle unit.

RESPONSE DET!:. F r units of CMP PROCESS F, the general response (R)
aboVe implies approrriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists , bulletins I and catal ogs; 1 aboratory reports ; operations manual s ;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts,
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-F

2. Consideration of these.parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
apital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
enty.on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera;
ti on and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land.
requirements.

1. Consideration of these process variations: trickling filter (roughing,
polishing, standard rate, high rate, single stage, two stages).

4.' Essential use of these terms (not already implied): distribution, rate
of application, position in plant.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES EN - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

( Amato it)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

..=NlpII.
When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a connbn nane, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the'CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common nane, physical or fUnc-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(S) to which the .

"OTHER" unit or unit component
rel ates and will recall the name ( s )

\of relevant types of data and
,`reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-

: mine the specific data needed and
.wil1 describe how the units or
unit components are similar abd/or
di fferent functi onally and/or

mechanically.

STIMULUS, DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS G, the general stimulus (5)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit_components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: mechanical aeration unit with turbine and sparger,
diffused air unit with fixed type diffuser producing fine bubbles,
diffused air unit with swing type diffuser producing large bubbles,
diffused air unit with fixed type diffuser producing large bubbles, flat
plate diffuser, mechanical aeration unit with brush, mechanical aeration
unit with propeller, ejector nozzle aeration unit, ejector aeration unit,
oxygen aeration unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS G, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

I Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-G:

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., toil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset;lnuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Consideration of these process variations: aeration (conventional,
step, tapered, complete mix, contact stabilization, biosorption, m3di-
fied high rate, extended aeration, aerated lagoon, Kraus.

4. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): method of air applica-

tion, mechanical configuration, type of gas uted.

r,
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES eleg - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PRO-GRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

H (Secondany Sectimentatton)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

r) R

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a cowmen name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component-
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . .

Trai nee from reca 1 1 , wi l 1 Identify

by common name, physical or func-
tional descri pti on , or other 'stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the,name(s)
of relevant types of data and
rererence tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS H, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. , The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from-the CMP: circular, center feed unit with suction; rectangular
unit; circular, center feed unit with scrape; circular, peripheral
feed unit with scraper; tube settler unit; square unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS H, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists bulletins and catal ogs; 1 aboratory reports ; .operations manuals ;

wastewater treatnent manuals, journals, and texts.

1.

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-H:

2. Consideration Of these parameters: Comparative (simpl$ more or less);
capital , operati on , and maintenance costs ; fl ow handling capabi 1 i ties ;

waste handling capabi 1 i ties (e.g. , types , etc. ) ; efficiency capabi 1 i ty;
degree of, control achievible; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
rea ui remen ts .

a. Essential use of ihese terms (not already implied): shape, method of
sludge collection, method of flow disthibution.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 607 - '-

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

(Pond Stabitization)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of reliting
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a comMon name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by comon name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s,) to which the
"OTHE'R" unit or unit component
relates and wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(s)
of relevant types .of datasand
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will.describe how the units or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechani cal ly .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS I, the general' stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: facultative pond, anaerobic pond.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS I, the eneral response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.

Continued on fol lowing page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-I

Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (sinyly more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilitieS (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.);.personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisancelo neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): principle, odors,
efficiency.

'

4
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES gy -

WASTEWATER .PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

J (Thickening

as they rtlate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

S

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with i common name, physi-
cal or fUnctional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from mecal 1 , wi 11 i den ti fy

by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" proces unit(s) or
unit component(s) / to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and'using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or
uni t- components are si mi 1 ar and/or

di fferent functi onal ly and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS J, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the _following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: floatation unit with vacuum, stirring and settling unit,
centrifuge unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For unitt of thiP PROCESS J, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, arid catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts;
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Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-J

.2. Consideration of these parameters: Conparative (simply more or less);
capital , operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabi 1 i ties (e.g. , types , etc. ); efficiency capabi I i ty ;

degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend=
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
requi red; parts requi rements and ivai labi 1 i ty; ski 1 Is needed for opera-

tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requi'rements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already. implied): mechanical equip-
ment, sludge removal.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES us -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

K (Fiiat Stage Dig eaVon)

'as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

R .

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in

the CMP . . .

Trai nee, from recal 1 , wi 11 identi fy

by common name, physical or func-
tional 'description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are simi 1 ar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS-DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS 'K, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, impl ied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: floating cover, gas recirculation unit with external
heat exchanger, aerobic digester unit, fixed cover unit with turbo mix,
fixed cover unit with hot water coil heat, septic tank, imhoff tank.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS K, the general response (R),
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufactureiss
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manual s, journal s, and texts ;* manufacturers manual s.

Contfnued on following page
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Continued from previous'page, Specific Behavior 607-K

2. Consideration of theie Oarameters: Comparative (sjmply more or less);

capital ,. operati on , and maintenance costs ; flow handling capabi 1 i ties ;

waste handl i ng .qapabi 1 i ti es (e.g. , types , etc. ) ; efficfency capabi 1 i ty ;

degree of control achievable; reliability, (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on'surr.ounding envirorment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availabilityr 'skills needed for 'opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbOrs; land
requirements.

3. Essential useq)f these terms (not already implied): mixing method,
heating method, mechanical equipment.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 607 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAI N I NG PROGRAM CRI TER IA

SYStEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

1 (Secorld Stage Digestion)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of -

a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall , will identi fy
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will .recall the name(s)
of rel evant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe haw theunits or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechani cal ly.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS L, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: fixed cover unit, aerobic digester unit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS,L, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Useof these reference tools: process Unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory 'reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-1

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply More or less);

capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capabi ty;

degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-

ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
requi red; parts requi rements and avai 1 abi 1 i ty; ski 1 ls needed for opera-

tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbots; land

requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): principle, gas
handling, mechanical equipment.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 607 M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill, and knowledge-for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

M (Studge. Conditioning)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR, NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating'
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will _identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the, ,

"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or

unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how-the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically,

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS M, theAeneral stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate.representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" disignators
from the CMP: muiti-stage elutriation unit, single stage elutriation
unit, unit using Laboon process, unit using Heymann process.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS M, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations mahuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts; chemical supply
catalogs.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-M

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, cperation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freelmm from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parti requirements and availability; skills needed for Opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors;,land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not'already implied): mechanical equipment.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 6ry - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA .

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

N (Putditoxiniaion)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER.607:

1=1111.
When given the task of relating
:optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, phyfl-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or

unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS N, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe and close
loop electrical control, solution feed chlorinator with discharge to
pipe, solution feed chlorinator with discharge to channel, solution
feed chlorinator with discharge to basin, vacuum chlorinator with dis-
charge to channel, vacuum chlorinator with discharge to basin, chlorinator
with only manual control.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS N, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of.at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journal's, and texts.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-N

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply MOIre or less);

capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): solution, feed,
dry chlorine handling, mixing manual feed, control instrumentation.

a
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Ecif - o

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

0 (Studge Dewateting)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional-description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the .

"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will.recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference ttels needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS 0, the general
stimulus (S) above implies appropriate representation
of at least the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: vacuum filter.unit with coil, drying beds, sludge press
unit, sludge lagoon.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS 0, the general
response (R) above implies appropriate representation
of at least the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts:

Continued on following page
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-Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-0

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);

capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring

required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land

requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): principle, mechanical
equipment.

4



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES eiy p

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . . .

P (S0tid4 Di6po4at)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

3101111117

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER"\in
the CMP . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by comnon name, physical or fun,
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" Unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the.units or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanitally.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS P, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: fludized bed incinerator unit, burial, soil conditioner,
water grate incinerator unit, unit using Zimmerman Process.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS P, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journalg, and texts..
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-P

2. . Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from fatlure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not.already implied): mechanical equip-

ment, control systems final product.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 6Cil - Q

WASTEWATER-PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

Q (E66.euent Diaposat)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 1507:

. S

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-\
fronted with a common name, phys1 7
cal or functional description, or \
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the

\\ "OTHER" unit or unit component
\\relates and will recall the name(s)

of relevant types of data and
reference tools meeded, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS Q, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP; underground disposal system, dilution system, irrigation
system, intermittent sand filter unit as used in tertiary treatment,
precipitation unit as used in tertiary treatment, ion exchange unit as
used in tertiary treatment, adsorption unit as used in tertiary treat-
ment, ponds as used in tertiary treatment, freezing unit as used in
tertiary treatment, nutrient removal unit as used in tertiary treatment,
microscreen unit as used in tertiary treatment, reverse osmosis unit,as
in tertiary treatment, electrodialysis unit as used in tertiary treat-
ment, pressure filter unit as used in tertiary treatment, reaeration
unit as used in tertiary treatment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS Q, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior ,6077Q

1

1. Use of these reference tools: process,unit or ,component manufacturers

lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts; "Advanced Waste
Treatment Manuals", E.P.A., WPCF.

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabiltties (e.g., types, etcL); efficiency capability;
degree of control Achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil,etc.); Personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availabilitY; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already im lied): disposed to;
mechanical equipment; principle, pressure, hemical, physical;

510
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 612 - R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

R (How Measutement)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or,

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS R, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, implied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: V notch weir unit, rectangular weir unit, proportional

flow weir unit, kennison nozzle unit.

RtSPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS R, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; operations manuals; wastewater treat-
ment manuals, journals, and texts.
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-R

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.);. efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed foi opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requirements.

3' Essential use of these terms (not already implied): principle, pressure,
head, shape, application.

512
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES' 607 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT-OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

S (Pumping and Piping)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or'
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER! in
the CMP . . .

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the.
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to Which'the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using

.the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or.

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically. I

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS S, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. The units, or unit components, impli
from the CMP: system with air lift
pump, system With hand driven pump,
system with air driven pump, system
electrode controlled.

ed by these "OTHER" designators
pump, system with screw lift
system with water driven pump,
with pneumatic ejector pump

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS S, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the,following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; laboratory reports; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuals, journals, and texts.

dontinued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-S

2. Consideration of these parameters: .Comparative (simply more or less);

capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handli g
waste handl i ng capabi 1 i ti es ,(e.g. , types ,etc. ) ; eff ency capab 1 i ty;

degree of control achievable; reliability (freedom ram failure) depend-
ency on surrounding*environment (e.g., soil, etc. ,personnel mo itoring

requi red; pares requi rements and availability; s ills needed opera-

ti on and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neigh ors; land

requirements.

3. , EssentiP1' use of these terms (not alreacki implied): power source,

appl ication, principle,: control .



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 607 - I

WASTEWATER .PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

T (Etec.,tmle. PoweA)

as they relateNto the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

.=11111119

When gi'ven the task of relating
optional process units, and con-
fronted with a common name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" In
the CMP . .

,Trainee, from recall , will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or

unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the 'name(s)

_ of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will des.cribe how the units or

unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or
mechanically.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units-of CMP PROCESS T, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the folloiring . . .

1. The units, or unit components, impl ied by these ."OTHER" designators
from the CMP: system using Y transformers, generators; electrical

switchgear, automatic circuit actuators on motors, and telenietering
with alarms, system using outside generated power with manually con-
trolled circuit motor starters.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS T, the general response (R)
ab9ve implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process unit or components manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogs; wastewater treatment manuals, journals,
and texts; "Electricity Made Simple Book" or similar type manual.

-
Continued on following page
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Continued from 'previous page, Specific Behavior 607-T

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g., types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievabl e ; reliability (freedom froefailure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil, etc.); personnel monitoring
required; parts requirements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land

requirements.

3. Essential use of these terms (riot already implied): type of connection,
type of control.

0.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUMGUIDELINES

,WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
,

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL CMP UNITS of . .

Li (Gas Poweid

as they relate to the.GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 607:

.....1111110
R.

607 - u

. When given the task of relating
optional process units, and con-,
fronted with a comnun name, physi-
cal or functional description, or
other standard 'representation of
a process unit, or a component
thereof, designated "OTHER" in
the CMP . .

Trainee, from recall , will identify
by common name, phyittal or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the
"PRINCIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which the
"OTHER" unit or unit component
relates and will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and using
the reference tools will deter-
mine the specific data needed and
will describe how the units or
unit components are similar and/or
different functionally and/or

inechanical ly.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For units of CMP PROCESS 6, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representatithi of at least
the following . . .

1. The units; or unit conGonents, impfied by these "OTHER" designators
from the CMP: system with internally produced gas with high pressure
tanks and reciprocating compressors, system with internally produced
gas with gas holder covers and centrifugal blowers, system with external-
ly produced gas.

RESPONSE DETAIL:

A -

For units of CMP PROCESS U, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation' of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: process untt. or component manufacturers
lists, bulletins, and catalogS; laboratory reports.; operations manuals;
wastewater treatment manuols, journals, and texts.

Cbntinued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 607-U

2. Consideration of these parameters: Comparative (simply more or less);
capital , operation, and maintenance costs; flow handling capabilities;
waste handling capabilities (e.g. types, etc.); efficiency capability;
degree of control achievable; reqability (freedom from failure); depend-
ency on surrounding environment (e.g., soil ,'etc.); personnel monitoring
requi red; parts requi rements and availability; skills needed for opera-
tion and maintenance; resistance to upset; nuisance to neighbors; land
requi rements.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): gas storage,
mechanical equipment, pressures.

0,
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SPECIFIC. BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES All W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and (knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Manage.ment/Supavi..6o4y)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 7 01:

When given the task of placing
orders for service or parts,
and confronted with an actual
process unit, or unit component,
by common name, functional or
physical description, or other
standard representatidn there-
of . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
catalogs., etc.) available for use
and using the reference tools will
actually prepare a purchase or ser-
vice order form listing all
relevant information.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

14 The3e components:

For Proces's A (Collection) .

sewer (e.g., interceptor, collector, lateral, branch, main, pressure,
etc.), house connection, sewer tap, pipe joints (e.g., 0-ring, com-
pression, bituminous, hydraulic, mortar, epoxy mortar, etc.), manholes,
tap line for new connections, inverted siphon, dosing tank, manhole
covers (unsealed and sealed), regulators, weirs (e.g., side overflow,
leaping, etc.), flap gates, catch basins, fire fighting equipment, first
aid kit.

. For Process B (Prechlorination) . . .

regulators (chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, water pressure), cut
chart, gas rate controller, -rotameter flcat, cylinders, v.ent fan, pig-
tails (inc. caps, valves (e.g., header, pressure relief; pressure
reducing, cylinder, etc.), hoist, chart drive, recordingychart, pen,
compressor, drive belt, motor, air storage tank, scales, pneumatic
control device, alarm system (e.g., leak detection device, chlorine
pressure, evaporator, water level, etc.), evaporator, rupture disci
first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,,air filters, cam follower.

For Process C (Screening and Grinding) .

chain (inc, attachment links, link pins, cotter pins, shear pins),
sprockets, rakes (inc. angle, attachment bolts), rake cleaner (inc.
shock absorber, connector), screenbelt (inc. adjustment mechanism,
scraper, rollers), rake driVe linc. motor, gear box, drive chain,

, -

5Acy Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 70l-W

sprockets), belt drive (inc. motor, gear box, drive belts, pulleys), bar
screen enclosure (inc. doors, covers), shaft grinder (inc. motor, drive
belt, pulleys), bubbler control, flush water device, alarm, bar rack,
flushing valve, electrical overload device, fire fighting equipment,
screen housing, troughs, hopper, bars, gears, bearings, speed reducers,
sensors, bushings, relays, baffles.

For Process D (Grit Removal) .

blower, motor and mounting, speed reducer, manifold, piping, weir, air
pressure relief, silencer, air cleaner, electrical control equipment,
couplings, pressure indicating device, baffles, diffusers, tank, gear
box, receiving hopper, chains (inc. shear pins, special links, link pins,
cotter pins), buckets, shoes, guide rails, sprockets, shafts (inc.
bearings), belts, tighteners, blower aRd bucket drive speed controls,
valves (control, check), fire fighting equipment, first aid kit, grit
removal assembly, chutes, hoppers, rising stem valves, plug valves,
packing, V-bel ts.

For Process E (Primary Sedimentation) . . . .

flights, drive motor, gear box, sprockets, chain, clutch, shear pins,
skinner trough, grease pit, sludge wells, telescopic valve (inc. wheel,,
stem, indicator), time clock, density meter, weirs, piping, valves (inc.
gate, plug, ball; check), .pumps, motors, water seal units, belts, pulleys,
limit switch, variable speed drive, rails, shoes, sluice gates, baffles,
first aid kit, fire fighting equipment, shaft (inc. bearings); _packing.

For Process F (Trickling ,Filtration) . . .

dosing tank (inc. piping, bell, structure), rotary distributor (inc.
ports, rotation speed), media (inc. biological growth), structure (inc.
underdrairis), blow-off pipe, siphon breaker, motors, belts, fans, vents,
first aid(kit, nozzles, screens, motor and fan bearings, mercury seal,
guy lines', deflector plates.

For Process G (Aeration) .

motors, blowers, manometers, pumps, indicator lights, diffuser tubes,
header, indicator gages, meters (e.g., flow, blower, primary effluent,
return sludge, air, etc.), foam spray system, fire fighting equipment,
first aid kit, valves(e.g., gate, plug, ball, check, etc.), swing joints,
tachometers, indicating 4ages (e.g., oil pressure, temperature, etc.).

For Process H (Secondary Sedimentation System) . . .

'collector sweeps; drive motor, gear box', shear pin, skinning device .(e.g.,
sprays, telescopic valve, etc.), weirs, valves (gate, plug, ball, check),
gates (sluice, shear), baffles, "pumps,,motors, water seal units, belts,
pulleys, coupling, limit switch, variable speed drive, control hoops,
indicators (e.g., flow, return rate,:etc.), suction arms, bearings,
first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

Continued on following page



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES An, - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 70l-W

For Process I (Pond Stabilization) . . .

algae, influent and effluent lines, levee, pumps, motors, valves,
chemical conditioning units, diversion box, comminutor, first aid kit,
fire fighting equipment, dikes, fence, switches, samplers.

For Process J (Thinkening) . . .

skimmer, chain, sprocket, flights, track, drive motor, gear reducer
and drive chain, screw drive motor, overflow weir, pressure tanks,
pressure tank regulator valve, sight glass, air compressor, pulley,
drive belts, control board (inc. air pressure gages), butterfly valve,
pumps, gear box, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment, skinners,
pump stuffing box, pressure relief system, pump packing gland, air and
oil filters. r.
For Process IC(Pirst Stage Digestion) . . .

gas recirculation system (inc. compressor, oiler, pressure gage, valve
timer, valves), heat exchanger, (inc. exhaust fan, pilot light assembly,
flame, hot water recirculation pump), recirculation pump (inc. motor),
sludge pump (inc. motor, variable speed drive, belt, pulley), manometers,
pressure and vacuum relief valves, water traps, meters (e.g., sludge
flow, density, gas, etc.), piping, sight glasses, hatches.

For Process L (Second Stage Digestion) . . .

pump, motor, variable speed drive, drive belt, manometer, floating cover,
vacuum and pressure relief valves, piping, sight glases, hatches.

For Process M (Sludge Conditioning) . . .

tanks, pumps, flights, collector, chains (e.g., links, lir* pins, shear
pins, etc.), sprockets, shafts, motors, speed reducers, cotplings, rails,
shoes, valves, flow meters, overload alarms, chemical conditioning tank

, [e.g., agitator driye, chemical feed pumps (speed reducers and controls)],
chemical day tanks, chemical feeders, slakers (e.g., paste, liquid, etc.),
fire fighting equipment, first aid kit, control loops (e.g., pH, etc.),
mixers, weirs, gear box, bucket elevators, rotameters.

For Process N (Postchlorination)

regulators (chlorine pressure, injector vicuum, water pressure), cut
chart, gas rate controller, rotameter float, cylinders, vent fan, pig-
tails (inc. caps), valves (e.g., header, pressure relief, pressure

t reducing; cylinder, etc.), hoist, chart drive, recording chart, pen,
compressor, drive belt, motor, air storage tank, scales, pneumatic
control device, alarm system (e.g., leak detection device, chlorine
pressure, evaporator, waterilevel, etc.), evaporator, rupture disc,
f:Irst aid kit, fire fighting equipment, air filters, cam follower,
analyzer, tubes, filte-s, sample pump and motor.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 701-w

For Process 0 (Sludge Dewatering) . .

blower; vacuum, filtrate and sludge pumps (inc. motor, pulley, belt);
vacuum gage; agi ator (inc. motor, variable speed drive); conveyor belt;
rollers; scraper ; chemical conditioning apparatus; rotameters; mixing
tank (inc. stirr r); oil valve; first aid kit; fire fighting equipment;
trunnion; sludge pump; motor (inc. bearings); pressure gage; variable
speed drive (inci belt, pulley); centrifuge (inc. motor, drive belt,
amperage gage).

For Process p (Solids Disposal) . .

rake, drive motor, fan and motor, conveyor belt, ash hopper, ash pump,
gears, drive belt, rake, first aid kit, rollers..

For Process Q (Effluent Disposal) . . .

pumps, pipes, channels, bearings, valves, couplings, filters, first aid
kit, fire fighting equipment, packing.

For Process R (Flow Measurement) . . .

Parshall flume (inc. stilling well , float, float switch, flow indicator,
transmitter, Venturi meter (inc. flushing pump, sight glass, plunger,
flow indicator, transmitter), magnetic flow meter (inc. flow indicator,
flow recorder, transmitter), rotameter (inc. flow indicator, flow re-
corder, transmitter), receivers, totalizers, pens, charts, signal con-
verters, meter bore, ports, strainers, housing, cams, mechanical linkage.

For Process S (Pumpfng and Piping) . . .

couplings, speed controllers, control systems and activators, motors,
diesels, valves, piping, fittings, gages (e.g., vacuum, pressure, etc.),
switches (e.g., variable speed, start, stop, etc.), seals, belts, pump
(inc. base, bearing frame, motor, casing, bearings, seals), alarm
system, valve position indicators, wear rings, impeller, shaft, check
valve (inc. balls, disc), air chamber, cone valve, packing, gaskets,
filters, injectors, spark pl

For Process T (Electric Power) . . .

generator, exciter,' diesel, j3ower generation control center, primary
feeder breaker (manually or electrically activated), primary feeder
transformer, transformer breaker, load bus, feeder.breaker, load dis-
tribution panel or center, motor control center, magnetic starters (inc.
contractor, coil, push buttons, selector switches, indicator lights,

4
overload circuits), autoMatic control actuators (inc. floats, pressure
switches, thermostats, micro switches, timers), disconnect switches,
ampmeters, volt meters, watt-hour meters, elasped time meters, frequency
meters, power factor meter, overvoltage relays, undervoltage relays,
lighting transformers, emergency lighting system, transformer cases,
electrical conduit and control boxes.

Continued on following page



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 701 - w

WASTEWATER PLANT -OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 701-W

For Process U (Gas Power) . . .

gas holder cover, meters, drip traps, moisture accumulator, valves
(e.g., plug, pressure reducing, pressure relief, etc.), manometers,
pressure gages, flame arrestors, primary gas receiver, gas booster
(blower and motor, coupling, controls), secondary gas receiver, high
and low pressure switches, gas filters, gas scrubbers, vacuum relief
valves, waste gas burner explosion proof switch 'gear, rotary positive
displacement, gas storage sphere.

For Process V (Laboratory Control ) . . .

plumbing fixtures, gas cocks, storage units, cupboard units, fume-hood
- motors and blowers, desks, chairs, stools, calculator, typewriter,
\filing cabinets, laboratory equipment (e.g., clocks, de-ionizers,
refrigerators, incubators, meters, ovens, furnaces, hot plates,
analytical inStruments, etc.)

For Process W (Management/Supervisory) . . .

furnishings (e.g., desks, chairs, cabinets, bookcases, etc.), equipment
(e.g., typewriters, calculators, copy machines, dictation equipment,
etc . )..

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific,CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers parts lists, manufacturers
catalogs, manufacturers operating instructions, design engineers
specifications, manufacturers representatives card book, catalogs
(electrical, engine, instrument, bearing, belt, chain, small part,
nut and bolt, automotive,' wastewater equipment), manufacturers listings
(e.g., WPCF, etc.), telephone book, tool catalogs, laboratory chemical
and supply catalogs, shop drawings, mail order catalogs.

2. Use of these types of information: equipment priority, vendor reputation, .

equipment name, size, serial numbers, Model numbers, part numbers,
purchase procedures, forms, price, tax, delivery and installation times,
equipment inventory and I.D. cards, warranty terms.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 702 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

IU (Management/Supeitvaony)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 702:

When given the task of ordering
all consumable supplies needed
in the operation of a specific
plant for one year . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tools needed, and using the
reference tools will determine the
specific data needed and will
actually prepare a list of consum-
able suppl ies usually required for
the specific plant.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1 . This i nformation: budget 1 imits, budget categori es (e.g expendibl es ,
consumables , etc. ) , deadl i nes (e.g . , time 1 imits , etc. ) .

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): purchase order,
blanket purchase order, request to purchasing agent.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Use of .these reference tools: manufacturers' manuals (e.g., catalogs,
price lists, etc.), plant "as-built° prints including landscaping,
equipment specifications, personnel roster (type, number), shift
schedule, safety manual, major equipment list, plant contract specifica-
tions, union contracts, effluent standards or receiving water -standards,
materials price lists (quantity discounts).

2. Use of these types of information: present inventory, previous year's
usage, projected change in number of personnel, projected change in
plant, physical plant, lubrication schedules, monitoring requirements,
record keeping requirements, annual plant budget, purchase-procedure,

-

S091

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 702-W

Laboratory test requirements,' training requirements, maintenance require-
ments, personnel clothing requirements, legal safety requirements, house-
keeping requirements, bid specification forms, storage space available',
materials delivery sechedule, materials delivery, handling costs, rates
of materials usage, storage life of materials, wastestream influent rate.

3. Use of these types of supplies: light bulbs, packing, rags, clothing,
oil lubrication, filters, welding supplies, office supplies, gardening,
paint, janitorial , process chemicals (e.g., lime, chlorine, ferric
chl ori de , polyel ectrolytes etc . ) , lab chemicals safety *supplies , fuels

(e.g., gasoline, diesel oil, propane, etc.), automotive supplies
ti res , batteries , etc. ).

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions,: cost per unit comparisions, calculator cost on larger purchase
versus storage costs, usage per unit (person, million gallon, hours of
operation, etc.), load limits sforage space.

5. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): running inventory,
cost analysis, responsible bidder, competitive bid, lowest and most
reasonabl e bid.

N,



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 703 w

WASTEWATER PLANT" OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT'

W (Ma.nag ement/Supeitva cay )

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 703:

When given the task of preparing
the daily and monthly reports of
a specific plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tool s needed , and using the
reference tool s wil 1 determi ne the

specific data needed and will
actually prepare the reports.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)

'above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. This information: budget limits, budget categories (e.g., expendibles,
consumabl es, etc . ), deadl ines . (e.g. , time 1 imi ts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL:. For_specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
aboveimplies appropriate representation of at least
the folloWing .

1. Use of these reference tools: standard report forms, plant specifica-
tions, shift schedules, plant as-bUilt plans; effluent standards or
receiving water standards, plant design specifications, equipment
specifications.

2. Use of these types of information: monitoring requirements, required
reports, laboratory analysis results, personal diary, maintenance
records, power consumption, compl ete plant records (e.g., flow data,
poundage, etc.), hourmeter readings, timekeeping records, who to report, /

to - use of report, changes (e.g., personnel , training, operaiional
procedure, equipment, etc.), plant modifications, purchasing methods,
machinery records, personnel records, consumable materials inventories,
utility billings, operator log sheets, timekeeping records.

3. Consideration of these points: material costs and purchases, personnel
performance (problems , excel 1 ence) , machinery performance (probl ems ,

excell ence), uni t efficiencies (probl ens; excell ence),--mailitenance

costs, operating costs, loadings on operational uriits.

Continued On following page
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NOTE TO READER
OF

VOLUME II : CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

CRITERIA FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF TWO YEAR
POST HIGH SCHOOL WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAMS

This document was produced specifically for use in establishing and evalu-

ating curricula for two year post high school training programs funded by the

Division of Manpower and Training, Water Quality Office, Environmental Protec-

tion Agency. The document is for limited distribution and for use by select

persons who have rece ed special training in the concepts and techniques em-

ployed. Although pro ed for a specific program, the curriculum guidelin9

offered can be invaluable in the design and evaluation of a variety of train-

ing programs and materials. Inquiry about how best to use this document

should be addressed to the project director at Clemson University (see addres.s

pages iv and vii).

Revision of this document, is probable; therefore, notice of errors (gram-

matical and technical) from the reader is welcomed. Current errata sheets will

he provided periodically.
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PREFACE

Volume II: Curriculum Guidelines was designed for use as a part of the

Criteria for the Establishment and Maintenance of Two Year Post High

School Wastewater Technology Training Programs. Even so, the Curriculum

Guidelines is relatively self-contained and may be used to establish a

relevant wastewater technology program taking more or less than two years

or to establish a more or less comprehensive prograni in terms of trainee

competence.

The conscientious user will find Curriculum Guidelines a valuable tool in

helping him to maintain a relevant focus in instructional development.

However, it.remains for the user, in consultation with the agency respon-

sible for the development and implementation of the Curriculum Guidelines,

to translate these guidelines into the more bpe.citic. content and objectives

of the day-to-day instructional program and to decide on the actual methoda

of instruction based on the Curriculum Guidelines.

The innovative concepts and approach used in the development of the Curri-

culum Guidelines were not employed at the expense of useful and practical

documentati on . The extensive invol vement of expeicieneed pant pemortnee

in the design and dévelopment of Curriculum Guidelines ensured"the produc-

tion of a versatile, practical guide which can be used nationally in the

development of quality programs for the training of efficient and effec-

tive wastewater treatment plant operators.

0
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INTRODUCTION

The curriculum guidelines offered herein are "job performance" oriented

rather than "subject matter" oriented. These guidelines will produce a

curriculum.which will assure that the program graduate will have practical ,

hands-on skill and knowledge directly related to the operation and manage-

ment of a wastewater treatment plant.

The use of specific, definitive points of reference are required to produce

objective and practical curriculum guidelines. Such points of reference

are available in the observation, analysis, and documentation of the behav-

ior of qualified men-on-the job, but such an ideal approach is impractical

in terms of presently available resources. However, a functional simula-

lation of the ideal is feasible and is offered herein in the form of a

"Composite Model Plant" to represent the many different wastewater plants;

"General Criterion Behavior" to represent the myriad of man-on-the-job

behaviors sought; and "Posttraining Performance Evaluation Conditions and

Criteria" to provide the standards by which to judge the adequacy of a

trainee's skill and knowledge.

The COMPOSITE MODEL PLANT, GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR, and POSTTRAINING

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA will be defined and explained

in the section that follows. A careful 4 tudy of these definitions and expla-

nations, the related subconcepts and terminology, and the presentation for-

mat of the Curriculum Guidelines will facilitate the use of the guidelines

and enhance the quality and effectiveness of the resulting curriculum.

1



DEFINITIONS
,

COMPOSITE MODEL PLANT

The Comp'osite,Model. Plant (CMP) is one of two essential pipits of reference

within the Curriculum Guidelines . The CMP is a representation of many

wastewater treatment plants.in one model. A summary of the CMP is seen in

the PROCESES CHART shown on the opposite page; a more detailed description

of the CMP is provided by a number of sheets entitled SPECIFIC PROCESS.

UNITS (starting on page in the Appendix).

. PROCESSES _CHART

As shown in the PROCESSES ,CHART on the opposite page-, a letter of the alpha-

bet identi fies,each treatment process represented in the CMP. The CMP is

not to be construed as an actual plant but as a representation of many

plants; it is a composite, or mix, of prOcesses such as would seldom, if

ever, occur in reality. However, if a trainee were to acquire competency

in the operation and management of such a composite, plant, there is high

probability of,his successfully transferring that competency to almost any

plant currently in Operation. The CMP provides the point of reference in

deciding what ipecific skill and knowledge a trainee should acquire in

order to have a practical and generalizable competence.

To more specifically 'identify the skill and knowledge sought, each process

of the PROCESES CHART is further defined by the specific units of equip-

ment that are used to accoMplish the, indicated process. These units of

equipment are described on -the SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS sheets.

2



PROCESSES CHART
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM 'CRITERIA
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS SHEETS

The CMP is further defined on a number of sheets entitled SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS.

Such a sheet is shown in the EXAMPLE on the opposite page

IMPORTANT:

A "unit" is a specific piece of equipment, or a combi-
nation of equipment, that serves to accomplish one of
the standard wastewater treatment plant processes
listed on the PROCESSES CHART.

'In the EXAMPLE , fourteen ctizti.nct units of equipment were identified

as being used to acComplish the primary sedimentation process. (Of course,

many more distinct units are possible by a regrouping of the characteristics

made expliCit and implied by the list.) Obviously, a 6wet description of

each of the process units listed would fill volumes ; fortunately, a full

description is not needed. Rather, for each of the fourteen possible units,

one or more very distinct mechanical or functional characteristics of the

unit is used to designate the totat unit of equipment. For example . . .

On the opposite page
the brief description within the encircled line
characterizes a totae. process unit used to accom-
plish the "E. PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION" process.

The CEWT's consulting panel of practicing wastewater plant operators have

certified that two or more technically qualified persons, when confronted

with the brief description as noted, would visualize essentially the 4ame.

total process unit. This common visualization of a totae, actuat process

unit is exactly what is sought with the descriptions as listed.

The units listed on the SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS sheets are grouped into

"Principal" and "Other" catagories. "Principal Units" are those to be

directly represented in the curriculum; "Other Units" are those only

indirectly represented in the curriculum. Other Units which may be used

in lieu of the Principal Unitcwhen it is not available are called "Alter-

nate Units". Other Units which can not be used in lieu of the Principal

Unit when it is not available are called "Nonalternate Units". A full dis-

cussion of these distinctions follows.

'See ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, page v. 4 1 4 ,



I SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
E - Ct Ir CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

EXAMPLE

E. PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) alce thou to be dinectly keprzsented in tite cuAni,cutwn
eon the Aub ject pnoce44 and alte. de.signated by the eottaai.ng
de.6 cAiptions :

10. Rectangular unit with telescopic valve draw off, density
meter till* clock, and trough with scraper

OMER UNIT (S) ant. thoze only indiAectly tep1Le.4ented in the cumiciawn eon.
the Aubject piwc.e46.

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) ant "othen." wiAlt(41 that may be uoe.d oe
.the. "pianci.pat." unit(a) when the latee/t au not avail-
abte; the "atteAnate" uni..t(61 ana. deagnated by the,
6ottowing dehcAiptan

20. Circular unit with telescopic valve draw off,
density meter time clock, and trough with scraper

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "otheA" Lutit(61 that can not be cued
o6 the "ptina.pat." unit(4) theEt-ten au. not

auaitabte;, the,Pnonatteiutate." unit(4) a.te. deisignated by
the eo Leaving de4 cniptio n4 :

30. Rectangular unit with sight glass, direct draw off,
and trough .with scraper

31. Rectangular unit with sight glass, direct draw off,
and helical skimmer

39. Lagoon

40. Two story mechanical unit

41. Evacuator unit

(A full exposition of this example can
be seen on page 570 in the Appendix.)
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PRINCIPAL UNITS

The CEWT's panel of practicing operators were posed the fol 1 owing probl em:

You have been requested to find employment for a young
man in a wastewater plant. He says that after 3-5 years
working with the plant's primAry sedimentation unit, he
would like to be able to work effectively with most of
the other units used to accomplish this process in other
plants, with little or no additional formal instruction.
To meet his desire, how would you describe the primary
sedimentation unit of the plant within which you would
place the employee?

The answer to the question provided the description of the PAA.ncipat. Pto-

ce,64 UnZt as encircled in EXAMPLE I on the opposite page

The problem and question that provided the description 6f the Principal

Unit also suggests what is meant by the statement: The Principal Unit

wi 1 1 be dinectey represented in the curricul um. That is , with respect to

the Principal Unit, the curriculum must be designed and implemented so as

to ensure the same kind of practical , hands-on experience--skill and know-

ledge--a man would receive working with the actual process unit, in an

actual plant. (Quality instruction in plant is assumed.)

PLEASE NOTE: Experience with the Principal Unit does not ensure

the absolute and unqualified transfer of skill and knowledge to

eve.it other possible unit accomplishing the same process--only

the but transfer to the mo4t such units. To provide the best

ge.neAdizabte skill and knowledge, a Principal Unit does not

have to be the best or the most widely us'ed of its class. Com-

plexity and inclusiveness of operational behaviors are more impor-

tant factors. Such coverage was achieved by identifying one. Prin-

cipal Unit per process--with one exception. To provide the min-

imum coverage desired for the various process units of Sludge

Dewatering, it was necessary to identify two Principal Units as

shown in EXAMPLE II --

Units of equipment that are significantly related to a partiCular process

but that do not qualify as Principal Units are included within the Other

(Alternate or Nonalternate) classification.

6 16



EXAMPL E I

I
SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS

E - Ctir CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

E. I;RIMARY SEDIMENTATION

PR/NCIPAL UNIT(S) cute thatse to be di./te.c.tly nepnuented bt the cunnhcatunt
6ort. the .subjeet pnoc.e.s.6 and ane de.signat.ed by tite icottosui.ng

en.i.ption6 :

10. Rectangular unit with telescopic valve draw off, density
meter time clock, and trough with scraper

OTHER UNIT (S) ane thcbse only indirteetly itephemn.ted i.n the tumnicuturn ion.
the .subjeet puma.

ALTERNATE theit." wti.t(4)

EXAMPLE ii
SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES CMP - 0
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

0. SLUDGE DEWATERING

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) ant thase to be diAectty kepteasented tot the cannicatini
6ok the ubject pkocats and ate designated by the Isottoging
des cniptions:

10 . Vacuum fi 1 ter uni t wi th cl oth

11-. Conti nuous feed centrifuge uni
. .

OTHER UNIT(S) ane thase onty indiftectty rt.e.piteAsented in the canniataum ion
the Aubjec,t pkoce.s.a.



OTHER UNITS

Mut_ Unit6 are those significantly related to a particular process and will
be indiAectty represented in the curriculum. The form that this 'indirect
representation will take will be made more explicit later. Essentially; it
will be a matter of ensuring that the trainee can relate Other Units to
Principal Units veitbaity--being able to say how they are similar and/or
different functionally and/or mechanically. (See General Criterion Behav-
ior number 607, page 606, for a more precise statemetit.) Of course, even-

tually when a trainee is in an on-the-job context, he may be required, and
should be able, to transfer his hands-on skill and knowledgetas they relate
to the Principal Unit to one or more of the Other Units with a minimum of
additional on-the-job instruction.

ALTERNATE UNITS are Other Units that may be substituted for Principal Units

when the latter are not available. In such a caie, the Alternate Unit
would be given di.teet representation in the curriculum (i.e., assume the
status of a Principal Unit) and the original Principal Unit would be given
inclae.ct representation in the curriculum (i.e., assume the status of an
Alternate Unit). Some Principal Units; for some processes, do not hive an
Alternate Unit.

PLEASE NOTE: In
of the Principal
fi lter unit wi th
Units, only "1 O.

the EXAMPLE shown on the opposite page, only one

Units has an Alternate. That is, "20. Vacuum

coil" can not substitute for both Principal
VaCuum filter unit with cloth".

NONALTERNATE UNITS are Other Units that can not be substituted for Princi-
pal Units. This is simply because the hands-on study of the Nonalternate
Unit can not provide an acceptable degree of transferrable skill and knowledge.

8 18



EXAMPLE
SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS ,

CURRICULUM GUI DELI NES CMP - 0
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

0. SLUDGE DEWATERI NG

PRINCIPAL LINIT(S) aite thase to be diAectly opiteeelited in the cumicaiwn
6on the",subject ptoce64 and am designated by the 6oucwing
des otiptions :

10. Vacuum fi 1 ter uni t wi th cl oth

r,
11. Continuous feed centrifuge unit I.

OTHER UNIT (S) arte time only i.ndirtectly keplcesented in the cuititicutwn gon
the ,subje.ct pitoceAa.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) alte "otheit" unit(a ) that mau be u,sed og
the "ptipwipat" unitta when the ta.tteA ate not avail-
able; the "attetnate" unit(a) ate designated.by the
iottbtoing deocitiptions:

20. Vacuum filter unit with coil

21. None

NONALTERNATE UN1T(S) aite "Ohm" una(a) that can not be wed in
Lu og the "pltincipat" unit (a I when therattex ate nojt
available; the "nonattemate" unit(4) te designated-by
the iollowing descrtiptione:

30. Drying beds

31. Sludge press unit

32. Sludge 1 agoon

19 9



As you can see by an examination of the EXAMPLE on the opposite page,

the numbering system for the units on each -SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS sheet

is as follows:

NUMBERS

10's
20 ' s

30's A 40's

Further di scussi on

Guidelines will be

IORS.

are.used for
are used for
are used for

UNIT GROUPINGS

Pri nci pal Uni ts

Other (Alternate) Units
Other (Nonalternate) Units

and explanation of the use of .the CMPcirrthe Nrriculum

found in the explanation of the GENERAL CRfTERION BEHAV-

10 drxil



1
SPECJFIC PROCESS UNITS

air CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERAT I ON TRAINING PROGRAM CR I TERI A

EXAMPLE

E. PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) axe those to be cliftectty itepitee tilted in the eunnicutum
ok the Aubject ph0C1,44 and ate. designated by the icattcssing

des cAiptiona :

10. Rectangular unit with telescopic valve draw off, density
meter time clock, and trough with scraper

OTHER U141T(S) axe V104 e only indikeetty up/tainted in the culaicu.twn dok
the subject pumas.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "otheA" un.Lt(s) that Isay be used in Lieu 06
the. "pn.incipar unit(40 An the tatty" au not avaa-
abZe; the "atteAnate" unZt(4) au designated by the
iottowing descAiptions:

20. Circular unit with telescopic valve draw off,
density meter time clock, and trough with scraper

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "oda" u12.t(4) that can not be used in
Lieu oic .the "pAincipat" unit(a) Apt .theMttex cae not
availabte; the "nonatteAnate" unitjs I au designated by
the ioteasing des utiptions :

30. Rectangular unit with sight glass, direct draw off,
and trough with scraper

31. Rectangular unit with sight glass, direct draw off,
and helical skimmer

39. Lagoon

40. Two story mechanical unit

41. Evacuator unit

(A full exposition of this example can
be seen on page 570 in the Appendix.)



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS

The CM0 was identified earlier as one of two essential points of reference

within the CurricuZum Guidelines; the other essential point of reference is

the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS. A Genekat Clateition Behaviok is a compre-

hensive statement that defines behaviokatbj and opekationatty what the

desired skill and knowledge should be after training. A General Criterlon

Behavior is composed of two parts, the .stimutus and the AuponAe:

1. The stimulus (S) describes the overt or covert condition, circum-
stance, indication, substance, reaction, awareness, etc. that
becomes the unique occasion for the trainee's response.

2. The response (R) describes the overt (manipulate, talk, etc.) or
covert (think, realize, etc.) keaction of the trainee when con-
fronted by an appropriate stimulus.

Examples of several S's and R's are seen in some General Criterion Behav-

iors shown on the opposite page

A careful reading of the EXAMPLE General Criterion Behaviors listed clearly

suggests why they are designated "General". Even so, the stitements offer

rather explicit direction and structure regarding the competence that a

program graduate should have. Additional details and structure will be

discussed in the curricuZum Guidelines more fully later.

Additional general statements relating to what the trainee's compe-
tence should be beioke and Wet training can be found in "Trainee Charac-
teristics: Two Year Post High School Wastewater Technology Training Pro-
gram" on page 615 in the Appendix.
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EXAMPLES: GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS

101

When given the task of performing the novrtat
operation procedures, and confronted with an
actual process unit, or a convnon name, func-
tional or physical description, or other
Standard representation thereof . . .

401

Trainee, from recall , will describe the rou-
tine he will follow and its frequency, the
corditions he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from recall, trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

When given the task of performing the covtec-
tive maintenance procedures, and confronted
with actual, mechanical indications of a
malfunction of a process unit or component
within the unit, or a verbal description or
other standard representation thereof .

Trainee will recognize the mechanical malfunc-
tion as such and will recall the name(s) of
relevant tools (e.g., guides) available for
use, and using the reference tools will
describe the immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be necessary,
will name the most probable component(s) need-
ing repair or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will list in
order of probability from highest to lowest,
if component(s) need repair, will briefly
describe the nature of the repair; using the
reference tools trainee will actually perform
the indicated procedure.

501111.
When given the task of performing the lab-
oratory control procedureS, and confronted
with the need to conduct any conaron labora-
tory analysis, identified by name, functional
description, or other standarld representation
thereof . . .

601

Trainee will recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides) available for
use in the conduct of the tests, and using
the reference tools will describe the conduct
of sampling and analysis and the facilities,
equipment, and supplies involved; using the
reference tools, trainee will actually perform
the sampling and analysis in accordance with
the most current recommendations as reported
by the relevant professional organization.

When given the task of planning the overall
operation of a specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted with the
actual condition(s) of the wastewater enter-
ing or of the wastestream within the plant,
or a verbal description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

When given the task of .accomplishing
employee dismissal, and confronted with
an actual justifiable cause, by name, ver-
bal description, or other standard represen-
tation thereof . . .

When given the task of responding to criti-
cism of plant operation, and confronted
with an actual complaint from private citi-
zens and/or public officials regarding con-
ditions both relevant and irrelevant to the
operation of a wastewater plant, or a verbal
description or other standard representation
thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will identify by common
name, physical or functional description, or
other standard representation thereof, the
process unit(s) directly involved in dealing
with the condition(s) and will describe how
the unit(s) deal with the specified condi-
tion(s).

709
---e-

Trainee will recognize the cause as such, and,
from recall, will describe the reason(s) why
the cause justifies employee dismissal and
will describe action(s) relating directly to
the actual dismissal procedure.

715

23 13.

Trainee will recognize the complaint as rele-
vant or irrelevant, and, from recall, will
&scribe, the type of data appropriate to the
complaint in question and will describe how
and why the complaint is relevant or irrele-
vant; using the data noted trainee will demon-
strate an actual response to the complaint.



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES 4°

For convenience in collecting and organizing the data, the General Criterion

Behaviors have been grouped and numbered according to the following cate-

gories:

NUMBE BING

SERIES

100 ' s

200's
300's
400's
500's
600's
700's

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR
CATEGORIES

NORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURES
ABNORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURES
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
LABORATORY CONTROL PROCEDURES
SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES
MANAGEMENT/SUPERVIPRY PROCEDURES

Definition and explanation of the seven Genetat CALtution Behaviot Cate.-
goti.e4 fol low:

PLEASE NOTE: For effective application of the Curriculum Guide-

lines , it is most important that the concepts of' "normal", "ab-

normal", "preventive", "corrective", etc. be used as defined

herein--do not assume that prior use is completely appropriate

to their use in this context.

NORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURES. Include those towline. operating activities

of the plant employee that do not vary significantly froM day-to-dAy, and

that are designed to fze.e.p the plant functioning within a normal range of

values; for example, itoutine sampling at standard locatiOns, Aou,tine inspec-

tions of equipment and wastestream to verify that the process is function-

ing properly, Aoutine opening and closing of suote`rwtant val Ve in return

line to primary settling tank. (The General Criterion Behaviors 101 and

102 relate to Normal Operation Procedures and can be seen on page 597 in

the Appendi x. )

ABNORMAL OPERATION'PROCEDURES. Include those acti vities of the plant

empldyee that result from abnormal (unitsuat and undeesiubte.) conditions

of the wasteestiteam. The abnormal, procedures are designed to enable, the

plant employee to recognize when the wastestream is abnormal, and to return

it to an acceptable, normal condition. For example, the plant employee



should recognize a black, septic influent to the primary settling tank as

an abnormal condition of the wastestream, take whatever immediate action

is appropriate, if any (e.g., eliminate the source of black, septic waste-

water to prevent further disruption of downline processes), then determine

the cause, correct it and any other adverse effects of the abnormal condi-

tion. NOTE: Actual cause of septic condition could relate to failure

to manually close supernatant valve (resulting from poo-.1,1ormal Operation,

Procedure); or to malfunctioning of timer switch controlling supernatant

valve (leading to a Corrective Maintenance Procedure); or to adverse, indus-

trial discharge in collection system (resulting from poor Management/Super-

visory Procedures). (The General Criterion Behaviors 201 and 202 relate

to Abnormal Operation Procedures and can be seen on page 598 in the Appendix.)

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES Incl ude those itouti.ne, maintenance

activities of the plant employee designed to 6ottutatt or pn.e.ve.nt major

equipment breakdown and subsequent Corrective maintenance; for exampl e ,

lubrication of bearings and other moving parts, replacing air and oil fil-

ters, kowane replacement and/or adjustment of certain worn components.

(The General Criterion Behaviors 301 and 302 relate to Preventive Mainte-

nance Procedures and can be seen on page 599 in the Appendix.).

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES. Include those maintenance activities

of the plant employee that usually result from the breakdown and/or mal-

function of a unit of equipment or a component thereof; for example, recog-

nizing the indications of a malfunctioning timer switch on the supernatant

valve serving the return lire to the primary settling tank and knowing

when and how to correct the disorder, or when and how to refer the problem

to plant or contract maintenance personnel. (The General Criteribn Behav-

iors 401 - 403 relate to Corrective Maintenance Procedures and can be seen

on page 600 in the Appendix.)

LABORATORY CONTROL PROCEDURES. Include those special and routine activi-

ties of the plant empl oyee rel ating to 1 aboratory arialyses , the speci fica-

ti on of sampling procedures and locations, and the general management of

the laboratory facilities; for exanple, determining DO, determining the -



sample' and analysis required for a given condition of the wastestream.

(The General Criterion Behaviors 501 - 503 relate to Laboratory. Control

Procedures and can be seen on page 602 in' the Appendix'.)

SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES. Include those activities of the plant
employee concerned with relating the functioning of specific units of equips
ment to other process units and:to the system as a whole, relating specific
processes to other processes and to the system as a whole, and relating
the plant to the community which it serves; for example, determining hovi

the effective functi oning of the jri t_ removal process rel ates to other
processes and the equipment involved, determining the desired characteris-

tics of a plant for a given comunity. .(The General Criterion Behaviors

601 - 606 relate to Systems Interaction Procedures and can be Seen on page

604 in the Appendix.)

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES. Include activities of the plant employee
relating to employment practi-ces, record keeping, plant operation policy,
and the estaMishment of a constructive and realistic rapport between the
plant and the comunity it serves. (The General Criterion Behaviors 701 -

717 relate to Management/Supervisory Procedures and can be seen on page

607 in the Appendix.)

The categories just defined are not necessarily intended to represent the
apparent grouping of behaviors in the actual operation of a plant. Rather,

the categories represent groupings of similar, related behaviors for ease
in analysis and for brevity in documentation. In actual practice, a waste-
water plant employee may move from a nonsiat opeitation procedure' to an

abnoAnwcl ape/Lotion procedure to a can/tee/aye maintenance procedure in one

continuous flow of activity, with no concious differentiation in his mind
and no differentiation apparent to the casual observer.



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS AND THE CMP

The chart on the opposite page graphically,.depicts the interrelationship
among the SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS_ of the CMP, the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAV-

IOR CATEGORIES, and the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOaS. For each of the

twenty-two PRINCIPAL PROCESS UNITS in the CMP, there are seven GENERAL

CRITERION BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES to which the UNIT relates; each of the
GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES contains two to seventeen GENERAL

CRITERION BEHAVIORS. The number for each of the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAV-

IORS is indicated on the chart, and a key word or phrase from the detail
of each GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR identifies the general purpose for the
GENERAL CRITERfON BEHAVIOR.

Since each one of the PRINCIPAL PROCESS UNITS is presented in terms of the
relationships indicated in the chart, the cornprehensi vends of the Curri-
cuiwn Gi4ideline8 i's obvious.

A detailed explanation of the format foe indicating the relationships is
the subjett of the following section which is entitled SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

SHEETS.

r



RELATIONSHIPS OF ELEMENTS OF CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

GENERAL CRITERION GENERAL CRITERION
BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

NORMAL

OPERAT I ON

PROCEDURES

ABNORMAL
OPERATION
PROCEDURES

PREVENT! VE

MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES

BEHAVIORS

routine acti v ties

safety cons i dere tions

recognize and correct abnormalities

safety considerations

301 routine act vi ties

302 safety cons iderations

CORRECTIVE

MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES.

402'

LABORATORY

CCNTROL
PROCEDUPES

SPECIFIC

PRINCIPAL

PROCESS

UNIT

SYSTEMS
INTERACTION
PROCEDURE

604

NMANAGEPENT/
SUPERVISORY
PROCEDURES

709

recognize and repair malfunctions

identify equipment parts

safety cons i dere tions -

conduct sampling and analyses

determine appropriate analyses

evaluate results of analyses

safety considerations

identify function of process units

identify effects of wastes

identify purpose of process units

identify appropriate sampling locations

relate need to processes

recognize and cope with major disasters

compare various process units

prepare orders for service and parts

determine supplies needed

prepare dai ly and nonthly reports

prepare annual reports.
won

prepal ual budgets

hire orployees

orient new employees

discipline employees

discharge employees

achievement of professional growth

identify staffing needs

identify needed operational changes

identify needed ipital inprovements

explain plant operation to lay persons

respond to "outside" complaints

prorote plant expansion

prorote plant image



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR SHEETS

The following elements of Curriculuir Guidelines now have been defined:

1. Composite Model Plant (4'a. Processes Chart
b. Specific Process Units

2. Principal Units
3. Other Units

a. Al ternate

b. Nonalternate
4. General Criterion Behaviors
5. The seven General Criterion Behavior Categories

These, along,with two additional elements, the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheet,,

with the "Stimulus and Response Detail", form the guidelines for the develop-

ment of the curriculum.

An EXAMPLE of the basic data sheets that comprise the actual guidelines

for the development of curriculum is shown on the opposite page; as indi-
\

cated by 0 these sheets will be referred to as SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

sheets.

fe?'

The SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets are grouped according to the seven General

Criterion Behavior Categories. The name of the particular category involved

is,own in the first line of the sheet (see 0 in EXAMPLE): the number

of the particul ar General Cri terion Behavior is shown in two places (see

); the actual statement of the General Criterion Behavior involved is

given on each sheet (see i. ). The Composite Model Plant '(CMP) process

name and letter designation i s shown in several places (e.g., see ).

From the SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS sheets the brief descriptioli of the Princi-

pal Unit(s) involved is also shown (see (j ). You will recall that only

the Principal Units of the CMP are to be V./tea-Ey represented in the curri-

culum. It is for this reason that only they, and riot the Other Units,.are.

the subject for further detailing on the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets.

PE.io



EXAMPLE
0.....5-----*-SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES In -
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION

E-10. Re.ctangutalt unit wi,th te.eacopic vaeve dnv o tq demi,ty meteit,
c)f ti_me dock., and tkough with a ciutput

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the-task of performing
the nortmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a cortywon name, func-
tional or physical detcription, or
other standard representation
thereof .

®

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

, the following . .

These terms or descriptions (not already implied): primary, clarifier,

sedimentation unit, primary basin, settling tank, and appropriate com-
binations thereof.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: flights,
drive motor, gear box, sprockets, chain, clutch, shear pin, skinner
trough, grease pit, sludge wells, telescopic valve (inc. wheel, stem,
indicator) , time clock , density meter,, wei rs , piping, val ves (inc. gate ,

plug, ball, check), pumps, motors, water seal units, belts, pulleys,
limit switch, variable speec, drive, rails, shoes, sluice gates, baffles,
fi rst 'ai d kit, fi re fi ghting equipment .

2 Taking these types of actions: recording measurement of flow, density,
el apsed time.

(A full exposition of this example can
be seen on page 55 in the Appendix.)



STIMULUS AND RESPONSE DETAIL

The Stimulus and Response Detail (see 0 and 0 ) make the statement

of the General Criterion Behavior, as it relates to the noted Principal

Unit, more specific. In the Stimulus and Response Detail, an attempt is

made to provide a maximum of additional information with a minimum of docu-

mentation. In some cases, the notation listea in the Stimulus and Response

Detail subcategories may 'provide some actual content of instruction and post-

training behavior; of greater importance, however, the subcategories should

provide, by implication, a more specific indication of the level and con-

tent of training. For example . . .

In Sti.mwei.th -Vetait subcategory number one (see 3 ), certain

actual terms are offered for inclusion in the vec.-6)al skill and
knowledge of the traineebut.more than that, this also suggests
the type of terms required:.

In Rehponhe. Vetcat subcategory number one (see (j ), certain'

actual unit components are given for inclusion as appropriate
in the indicated response. Also, it is clear from the documen-
tation that in the Normal Operation Procedure the trainee must
be responsive to the telescopic valve as amoss component and to
certain subcomponents of that_valve (see LV ). These notations
serve to indicate both inztuzion and exchusion.

22



EXAMPLE
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRI CULUM GUIDELINES Ell - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

E- 10 . Rectangtaan unit malt tde6c.opie valve &taw o, denzi,ty me,teit.
tine ctock, and ttatigh with citapen

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nowt operation' procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS.DETAIL: For specifth CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .0

1. These terms or descriptions (Qot already implied): primary, clarifier,
sedimentation unit, primary basin, settling tank, and appropriate com-
binations thereof.

,
cESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP.UNIT E-10, the general response (R)

0
above implies appropriate representation of at least

0 the following . . .

. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit:
/

flights, 0
drive motor, gear box, sprockets, chain, clutch; shear pin, skimmer
trough, grease pit, sludge wells, telescopic valve (inc. wheel, stem,

,

indicator); time clock, density meter, weirs, biping, valves (inc. gate,
plug, ball, check), pumps, motors, water seal units, belts, pulleys,
limit switch, variable speed drtye, rails, shoes, sluice gates, baffles,
first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. Taking these types of actions': recording measurement of flow, density,
_ elapsed time.

(A full exposition of this example can
be seen on page 55 in the Appendix.)



PERFORMANCE ARROWS

The performance arrows ( 0 and on opposite page) are used to

i ,Jicate an important characteristic of desired posttraining behavior. The

doubee headed avtoto (see ) indicates that the trainee should be able

to make the appropriate response (R) when confronted with a specific instance

of the stimulus (5) as described. In addition, the roles of the S and R

may he reversed in such a way that the significant elements of the S are

transformed into an R and the significant elements of the R are transformed

into an S. For example, in EXAMPLE I, if given the information

entering wastewater contains large amounts of(tieavy inorganic solids mixed

with organic solAds . . . ", the trainee should be able to make a response

as indicated: " . . . the plant treatment unit to deal with this condition

is the grit chamber. It has mechanisms for washing solids to remove organic

materials, the heavier solids settle out in the grit chamber. Any light

organic materials will be washed out of the grit (heavier solids) as it is

removed from the chamber . . . "; or to offer the reverse, if given the

information " . . . the grit chamber of the treatment plant separates

organic solids from grit and removes the grit from the wastestream . .

the trainee should be able to make a response as indicated: " . . . espe-

cially useful' where the influent wastewater contains large quantities of

.grit and/or gri t and organic sol ids . . "

The 6ingt.e headed 'amow (see ® ) indicates that the roles of the S and

R may not be reversed. Thus, in EXAMPLE II, the trainee is expected to

perform such behaviors only in the direction indicated by the arrow. Of

course., the trainee may learn to describe the probable indications of a

mechani cally mal functi oning component of a unit of equipment but the instruc-

tion would not be designed expressly to achieve this learning nor would the

trainee be tested for such learning.
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EXAMPLE I
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 601 A - U
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and knowledge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS . . .

A - U (Opeitationat Pitoce,ose,s o6 the Compo4ite, Model, Reant)

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 601:
41

When given the task of planning the
overall operation of a specific plant
for a certain period of time, and
confronted with the actual condition(s)
of the wastewater entering or of the
wastestrAa

Trainee, from recall, will identify
by common name, physical or func-
tional description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof, the pro-
cess unit(s) directly involved in
dealing with I

EXAMPLE I I
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401- D
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . . .

V- 10 . Avtated unit witWi bueizet elevatot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the eoltitective maintenance proce-
durm, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

3425

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of'relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
invnediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary,,will name the. most pro-
bable comonent(s) needing repair
or, replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction will
i_s_t in _Dr&



MISCELLANEOUS CHARACTERISTICS

All the major elements and characteristics of,the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets

have now been defined. However, a few minor characteristics remain that

require some clarification:

In EXAMDLE I, the reference number shown (see (I) ) has been placed in a

position to facilitate location of SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets. This number

is usually made up of the General Criterion Behavior involved (101 in the

example) and the identifying letter of the CMP process involved ("B" for

Prechlorination in the example). As is 'the casd-in EXAMPLE I, most of the

SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets willalso identify and relate to a Apic Prin-

cipal Unit of the CMP (see (2) ). This will be true for at least all of

the.first four Gefleral Criterion Behavior Categories: Normal Operation

Procedures (100's), Abnormal Operation Procedures (200's), Preventive Main-

tenance Procedures (300's), and Corrective Maintenance.Procedures (400's).

In EXAMPLES II and III, (3) and (4) show other ways in whlch a SPECIFIC

BEHAVIOR sheet can be referenced. In EXAMPLE II, the General Criterion

Behavior involved applies rather generally to the entire process as desig-

nated (see description ). In EXAMPLE III (see (D ) processes "A - U"

is the indicated reference because the General Criterton Behavior involved

applies generally to all processes and Principal Units of the CMP and this

is adequately defined by the PROCESSES CHART and the SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS

sheets.



EXAMPLE I
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES ifa B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT .

5-10. Vacuum chtOtanann. with automati..c . lieed to pipe, pneumatic c.Dntitot.,
and eiectia.cat evapohatort.

as IOR NU

EXAMPLE I I
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 501 - V
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

LABORATORY CONTROL skill and knowledge for LABORATORY CMP UNIT . . .

(Labokatony Contitoc-)

as it rela ITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 501:

EXAMPLE I II
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 6r2 A - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERI

SYSTEMS INTERACTION skill and edge for ALL PRINCIPAL CMP UNITS . . .

A - U (Opeitationat Ptoce(ez o e. ComposZte Mode2 Ptant)
i

as e_tn'ela -±hzi-GENF CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 602:
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SUMMARY

This concludes the definition and description of the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

sheet.. To recap: SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets are the basic source of infor-

mation (guidelines) for the development of curriculum. On any given sheet,

the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR, used as an inclusive point of.reference,

supplemented by the CMP and its SPECIFIC UNITS and by the STIMULUS and

RESPONSE DETAIL, should clearly pinpoint, for technically qualified instruc-

tors, the posttraining behavior desired of the program graduate and should

permit the instructors to develop uni.iovn, job itelate.d curricula. The

actual SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets begin on page 41; a discussion of the

POSTTRAINING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA follow imme-

diately. .
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POSTTRAINING PERFORMAKIE EVALUATION CONDITIONS. AND CRITERIA

CONDITIONS

The posttraining performance of the trainee will be evaluated under two

general conditions: "Verbal Test Conditions" and "Practical Test Condi-

ti ons".

-The Vabat Tut Conctalows (VTC) evaluate the trainee's posttraining ability

to verbally respond to specific questions and/or describe appropriate behav-
-

iors under a given set of circumstances. Verbal testing must always be in,

the actual or simulated environment most relevant to the behavior in ques-

tion. Simulation in the VTC will usually be in the form of verbal descrip-

tions or pictures. When actual environinents are used in the VTC, they will

be used only as conditions (stimul i) to be responded to verbal ly, not physi-

cally. For example, the trainee may be confroilted with an actual waste-

stream and asked to verbally describe the proper course of action based

upon his observation of the condition of the Wastestreamrthe trainee will

not actually (physically) involve himself in any procedure to treat, or con-

trol the conition. All elements of the VTC mUst clearly suggest the opera-

tional context to which they are relevant; for example, as applied to a

standard "test question" . .

ACCEPTABLE: "During your routine inspecti on of the secondary
clarifier, gas bubbles and 1 arge chunks of solids are noted
on the surface. List the probable causes for this condition."

UNACCEPTABLE: "What malfunctions are found in secondary clari-
fiers and what Undesirable conditions of the wastestream do
they cause?"

The Pitactizat. Teat ConditRion4 (PTC) evaluate the trainee's posttraining

ability to actual ly (physically) respond in realistic settings or to respond

to specific questions or descriptions related to actual or simulated equip-

ment and conditions. Practical testing must always be In the presence of

the actual or simulated environment most relevant to the behavior in ques-

tion. Practical testing will usually be in actual, functioning plants or

may employ the use of discrete units of actual equipment or highly realistic

n829



mock-ups of the process unit(s) in question. All elements of the PTC must

clearly suggest the operational context to which they are relevant.

PLEASE NOTE: No aspects of the VTC1should be conducted concur-

rent with PTC--except that the trainee's verbal skills may be

demonstrated in the PTC to the extent they are appropriate to

actual performance. \

The trainee's posttraining skill and knowledge wil,1 be verified by evalud-

tion under both VTC and PTC. Appropriate sampling and test construction

technicwes will be employed to ensure comprehensive coverage.

Evaluations of the trainee will be spaced in time to verify acqu,66Ltion of

skill and knowledge &yang training and to verify ne,tention of skIll and

knowledge to some tectisonabt.e. point in time

The design of the elements (questions, case problems, equipment set-ups,

etc.) of the VTC and the PTC should be based on the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAV-

IORS and the CMP and in no case behavioral ly incompatible or not clearly

impl i ci t therein.

The design of the elements of the VTC and .the PTC--especially the latter--

should include objective standards by which to evaluate correctness of

trainee behavior and by which to quantify results. Time-required-to-perform,

only when approptslate in terms of actual job performance, may be used in

evaluating trainee's performance; the maximum length of time permitted to

perform must be based on actual job needs.

.0
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CRITERIA

In general,, acceptable posttraining performance by the trainee will be
achieved in any given instance of a veitba, ,or pnactitat test when the scores
obtained represent . .

> 70% correctness in VTC

> 80% correctness in PTC

Obviously, certain skill and knowledge are more critical than others. There-

fore, it i s expected that an Instructor Will need 'to exercise individual
discretion in the assignment of specific 'values to specific behavior until
such time as standardization can occur.

,



USE OF THE CURRICUltsi GUIDELINES

The following recommendations will provide a geneitat. indication of how the

Curriculwn Guidelines may be used in curriculum development.

, PREPARATION

Successful use of the Curriculum Guidelines in developing related curricu-

lum will depend largel; on the user's facility with the Curriculum Guide-.

lines' concepts, terminology, and design. The first 39 pages of the Curri-

culum Guidelines should be studied as often as needed to maintain a high

level of user skill; the Glossary (page 625 in the Appendix) should be

referred to as needed to cope-with any new terminology and concepts. As a

conclusion to the first 39 pages, you should, in fact, read the Glossary as

a 'review of the terms and concepts already discussed and as an introduction

to SoMebasi.c terms and concepts not yet given explicit consideration in

the ;first 39 pages. In addition to the first 39 pages and Glossary, work-

shops and consultatton are available for those who desire assistance and

guidance in.the 'implementation of the Curriculum Guidelines.

It is highly unlikelY that any one person should attempt the design of a

total curriculum based on the Curriculum Guidelines. The explicit approach

implied by the Curriculwn Guidelines makes mandatory a degree of knowledge

and skill seldom if ever found in one person and a degree of attention to -

detail thai Would require an amount of time prohibitive for one person,

Ideally, the task is best suited to the well-coordinated input from the

qualified staff of several institutions. The high degree of competence

and time required is ,.3t only to ensure adequate inclusions in the curricu-

lum in accordance with the Curriculwn Guidelines but also appropriate

excl usions .

,133-



AN APPROACH

The Curriculum Guidelines may be used to make an existing curriculum more

explicit and relevant or to develop a completely new curriculum--though

not necessarily the quickest, the latter is the preferred. In either case,

the detail behavior implied by the CMP Unit specific criterion behaviors

will have to be made exptici-t. One of the simplest and most directly use-

ful ways to do this is to express the detailed behavior in the form of a

comprehensive documentation of criterion test items, problems, situations,

etc. These criterion test elements will include, as appropriate, verbal

question and answer items, verbal problem solving items, and practical

(physical) problem solving items. The information provided on each SPECIFIC

BEHAVIOR sheet will indicate the extent to which your criterion test elements

should reflect verbal, manipulative, and conceptual skill and knowledge.

For examble, even the most casual examination of the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheet

on the opposite page clearly reveals the need for . . .

1. Conceptual knowledge (e.g., when is the grit removal screw
worn badly enough to warrant concern?)

2. Simple recall knowledge (e.g., recalling names of relevant
reference tools)

3. Verbal skill and knowledge (e.g., being able to describe
nature ofiepair)

4. Manipulative skill and knowledge (e.g., actually perform-
ing ,the indicated repair).

The pattern employed when further deta:iling the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR in 'the

form of criteron test elements and the grouping of these elements may vary.

It is probable that the pattern and grouping used will be most easily

approached and serve the best purpose if possessed of a consistent and homo-

geneous qual i ty. For exampl e , al 1 the General Cri teri on Behavi ors 100 ' s

through 400's might be detailed as a group for each Principal Unit of each

process in turn; then, the derived criterion test elements would be

appropriately cross-referenced and grouped according to General Criterion

Behavior Categories. (This grouping assumes that learning and *eventual

performance will be facilitated if Normal Operation Procedures are taught

first, followed by Preventive Maintenance Procedures, etc.)
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EXAMPLE
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401 - D
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . . .

V- 10 Avated uni,t (4.1i,th bucket devaton.

as it relates to the GENERA. CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the con/active. maintenance proLe-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
irtmediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order 'of probability from'
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: Fur specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

I. These malfuntions or these indications thereof: atypical sound, higher
than normal temperature, vapors, vibration, pilot lights off, inopera-
tive unit, unlubricated bearings, overloaded prime movers, electrical
motor inoperative, electrical control equipment inoperative, grease or
oil on motor windings, insulation burned off electrical wiring, over-
loaded process, absence of agitation.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

(A full exposition of this example can
be seen on page 323 in the Appendix.)
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7

With the homogeneously grouped and appropriately cross-referenced criterion

test elements available, the curriculum developer is ready to move to define

the courses of study needed, their content, their sequence and duration,

and the instructional methods 'and media to be employed. The systematically

derived criterion test elements should readily provide insight into the

most appropriate learning environments (e.g., the need for actual, in con-

text, manipulative skill and knowledge will strongly suggest in-plant

instruction, the need for most verbal and some conceptual skill and know7

ledge will suggest a classroom or self study learning experience).

The comprehensive 1 ist of criterion test elements developed for the purpose

of defining curriculum also will be drawn on to furnish the design data for

the development of "sampling" test to administer to trainees to verify learn-
.

ing. Of course, this learning will be subsequently verified by the trainee's

on-the-job performance, possibly using check lists based on the SPECIFIC

BE AVIOR and the comprehensive 1 i sts of criterion test elements.

The approach that has been briefly discussed is represented in the flow

diagram on the opposite page. The steps 1 - 6 represent the process and

products:

1. The SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR as defined by the CMP processes and
units, the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS, and the STIMULUS and
RESPONSE DETAILS and as documented on the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
sheets

2. The comprehensive list of criterion te.-A elements representing
the further detailing of behavior as stipulated and implied
by the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR sheets

3. Showing the close relationship between the Curriculum and
the Learning Environment as developed based on the explicit
criterion test elements

4." The "samples" of the comprehensive criterion test elements
that are used to evaluate the trainee's learning periodically
during and after training

5. The on-the-Job performance which is the final test of the
relevance of the Curriculum Guidelines and the effectiveness
of the actual curriculum

36



AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DESIGg

pi SPECIFIC BEHAVIORS
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4.$

6. The feedback that provides the self-correcting capacity of
any closed loop system; for example, the feedback based on
the observation of the actual on-the-job performance of
trainees permits continual improvement of-the,training sys-
tem by the elimintation of techniques which result in inferior
on-the-job performance and the incl usi on of- techniques which
improve on-the-job performance.

This concludes the first 39 pages of the Curriculum Guidelines. If you have

not done so already, you should now acquaint yourself with the contents of

the Appendix; this includes: the "Composite fiodel Plant", the "General

Criterion Behaviors", the "Trainee Characteristics: Two Year Post High

School Wastewater Technology Training Program", and 'the "Glossary". You

are encouraged to return to the first 39 pages and the Appendix as needed

to renew your skill with essential terms and -concepts. The SPECIFIC BEHAV-

IOR sheets follow. On the opposite page is a summary description of the

characteristics and functions of the SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR .sheets; ybu may wish

to remove the page for more accessible reference as you work with the sheets.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

4111

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A-10. Combine.d s yste,m with induatulat waste.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nouno1 operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a conrai name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency,the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not alreacty implied): sewer, sewerage,
sewer system, collection system, gravity flow system, force main sys-
tem.

2. These reference tools: sewer system map.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: sewer
(e.g., interceptor, collector, lateral, branch, main, pressure, etc.),
house connection, sewer tap, materials (e.g., vitreous clay pipe,
asbestos-cement pipe, concrete pipe, cast iron pipe, steel pipe, etc.),
pipe joints (e.g., 0-ring, compression, bituminous, hydraulic mortar,
epcocy mortar, etc.), manholes (e.g., brick, concrete block, concrete
cast-in-place, concrete pre-cast, steel, etc.), functions of manholes
(e.g., change flow, change direction, change elevation, vent system,
clean-out, etc.), tap line for new connections, inverted siphon, dosing
tank, manhole covers (unsealed and sealed), regulators, weirs, (e.g.,
side overflow, leaping, etc.), flap gates, catch basins, fire fighting
equipment, first aid kit.

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 101-A

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: level in manhole,
floating solids, odor (e.g., H,S, hydrocarbons, etc.), color, flow,
turbidity, pH, temperature. `

3. Operational adjustments of these components: weirs, regulators.
4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or perfordng these calcu-

lations: flow 'nomographs for Kutter's equation and flow graphs.
5, Essential use of these terms (not already implied): vented manhole

covers, odor (e.g. , -sol vent, etc.).

se
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

B-10. Vac won cheoit,inaton wi-tJi automatic ieed to pipe, pneumati.e. cpntiLot,
and etec,tAicat. evaponaton

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nounat operation procegures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): upstream/chlorina-
tion, remote chlorination, off plant chlorination, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
ab5ve implies appropriate rePresentation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the,unit: regula-
tors (chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, water pressure), "cut chart,
gas rate controller, rotameter-float, cylinders, vent fan, pig tails
(inc. caps), valves (e.g.; header, pressure relief, pressure reducing,
cylinder, etc.), hoist, wastewater flow rate, chart drive, recording
chart, pen, compressor, drive belt, motor, air storage tank, scales,
pneumatic control device, a.larm system' (e.g., leak detection device,
chlorine pressure, evaporator water level, etc.), evaporator, rupture
disc, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. Taking thesle types of actions: replacement of chlorine cylinders, re-
cording chart, ink pens; start-up, shuiklown; taking operating readings ,
(e.g., cylinder weight, total pounds fed, feed rate, etc.).

3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestram: flow rate, odor,
chlorine demand.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Spetific Behavior 1-01-B
gI

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab samples (before and after chlor-

ination).

5. Operational adjustments of these components: chlorine regulator valve, t.
injector vacuum control.

N.

"§. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-*

tions: chlOrine d , mg/1; chlorine residual, mg/1; dose rate, ii/day.,

7. Essential use of the e terms (not alreadbmpl-ted) i- mbtal chart. 4



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION/skill and knowledge.for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT...

C-10. Mecharautly cleaned bubbleit: contit.ol unLt with gra.ndeit

as it relates ib the GEN RAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

g

When given the task of performirig
the notunat operation procedures, .

and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a comon name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

..=.11141D

Trainee, from recal 1 , will descri be
the routine he will follow and its
frequency,, the condi tions he.wi 11
look for, the al'ctions he will take,
'and 'for certain actions the "whys"
thai are 63st relevant; from
retall, trainee will.actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S),
above impliestappropriate represntation of at least
the fol lowing...

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): bar screen, screen-
i ng device, screens, rack, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific OP UNIT C-10, the general responie (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the fol lowing...

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: chain
, (inc. attachment links, link pins, cotter pins, shear pins, slackness) ,
sprockets, rakes (inc. angle, attachment bolts), rake cleaner (inc.
shock absorber, connector), screen belt (inc. adjustment mechanism,
scraper, rollers), rake drive (inc. motor, gear box, drive chain,
sprocket), belt'drive (inc. motor, gear box, drive belts, pulleys),
bar screen enclosure (inc. doors, covers), shaft, grinder (inc. motor,
drive belt, pulleys, atypical sound), bubbler control, effective sur-
face of bar raek, flush water device, ampres drawn, alarm, bar rack,
flushing valve, electrical overload,device, fire fighting equipment,
speed reducers.

2. Taking these types of actions: recording the number of cycles.
3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: color, odor, floating

material, debris (e.g. , rocks, wood, paper, etc.), flow.

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 101-C

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab or composite upstream of screens.
5. Operational adjustments of these components: air rate.
6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-

tions: screenings, fta/mg.
7. Essential use of these terms (not, already implied): reverse flush.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . . .

0-10 . Avtated unit with bucket ef..e.vatok

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the novnat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical .description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 0-10, the general stimulus (S)
above imOies appropriate representation of at least
ihe following- . . .

I. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): grit chamber, grit
tank, grit collector, grit removal unit, brand "namcs.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 0-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the. following . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: blower,
motor and mounting, speed reducer, manifold, piping, weir, air pres-
sure relief, silencer, air cleaner, electrical control equipment, coup-
lings, ,pressure indicating device, baffles, diffusers, tank, gear box,
receiving hopper, ciiains (inc. shear pins, special links, cotter pins,
link pins), buckets,,shoes, guide rails, sprockets, shafts, shaft bear-
ings (greae lubricated and water lubricated), 'belts, tighteners,
blower and bucket drive speed controls, valves (control, check), fire
fighting equipment, first aid kit.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: flow rate, color,
odor of liquid and grit, agitating velocity, floating material, tem-

- perature.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab grit sample, composite plant
infl uent.

Continued on kllowing page
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4. Operational adjustments of these components: air supply (volume), bucket
speed.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula
tions: volume grit (vol. grit/vol. raw flow).

6. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): differential set-
tling.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

E-10. Re.c,tangweat unit with tae4 c.opic metre &taw o 6, debsi,ty meta
time clod, and tiwugh with zenapeit

as it rel ates. to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

S

When given the task of performing
the notunai. operation procedures,

,

and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or-a common name, func-
tional or physical description,- or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall , wi 11 describe
the routine he wi 1 1 follow and i ts

frequency, the conditions he wil 1
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

4

c,
STIMULUS, DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-1 0, the generil stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): primary, clarifier,
sedimentation unit, primary basin, settling tank, and 'appropriate com-
binations thereof.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT. E-10, the gener-al response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: flights,
drive motor, gear box, sprockets, chain, clutch, shear pin, skinnier
trough, grease pit, sludge wells, telescopic valve (inc. wheel, stem,
indicator), time clock, density meter, weirs, piping, valves (inc. gate,
plug, ball, check), pumps, motors, water seal units, belts, pulleys,
limit switch, variable speed drive, rails, shoes,, sluice gates, baffles,
first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. Taking these types of actions: recording measurement of flow, density,
'elapsed time.

3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: color, odor, exces-
sive grease, oil, rags,Nelocity, solids concentration, floating sludge,
pH, suspended solids, total solids, BOD, 'settleable solids, total vola-
tile solids, temperature.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Spe6\ific Behavior 101-E

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab and composite primary influent,
grab and composite primary effluent, grab and composite raw sludge.

5. Operational adjustments of these components: telescopic valve, sludge
pump, skimmer, inlet gates or valves, inlet speed or operation.

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, ariii/or performing these calcu-
lations: detention time, pounds of solids removed, surface overflow
rate, weir overflow rate, solids removal efficiency.

7. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): settled sewage,
scum.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . .

F-10. Rataity diatnibuton, atandcut.d &ate unit with &using tank

a§ it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task bf performing

the non.rnat operation' procedu s,

, and confronted with an actu
tt?

pro-
cess unit, or a common na , func-

tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will descriCe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency,, the condi tions he will

look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "wpys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS-DETAIL:. For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .' .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): trickling filter
(e.g., high rate, etc.), filter, filter bed, bacteria bed, forced air
filter, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

.1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: dosing
tank (inc. piping, bell, structure), rotary distributor (inc. ports,
rotation speed), media (inc.. biological growth), structure (inc, under-
drains if visible), blow off pipe, siphon breaker, motors, belts, fan,
vents, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: odor, icing conditions,
color (e.g., abnormal color of growth on media; etc.), ponding, DO, pH,
relative stability, flow (high, low), oil , filter flies.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab or composite filter influent and
effluent.

4. Consideration of these process variations: recirculation schemes (e.g.,
roughing, polishing, standard rate, high rate, single stage, two stage
and brand names).

Continued on following page
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5. Operational adjustments of these components: recycle pumps.

6. Using these. tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: hydraulic loading, organic, loading, recirculation rate.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and .knowl edge for AERATION CMP UNIT

G-10. Di66ws ed abt unit with 4win9 type di.i6w6eit. pnedueing tine. bubbte4

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the novna2 operation procedures,

'and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common flame, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recal 1 , wi 11 describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall , trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . ."

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): activated sludge,
conventional aerator, brand names:

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general reseonse (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: motors,
blowers, manometers, pumps, indicator lights, diffuser tubes, header,
valves, indicator gages, meters (e.g., primary effluent, return sludge,
air, etc.), foam spray system, fire fighting equipment, first aid kit.

2. Taking these types of actions: balancing flow to all tanks.
3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: volume, suspended

solids, pH, dissolved oxygen, color, odor, froth, bulking, foam, trans-
parency.

4. Taking these laboratory samples: composite of aeration influent and
effluent, composite of return sludge.

5. Consideration of these process variations: conventional, step aeration,
modified, activated, contact stabilization, complete mix, biosorption,
high rate, extended aeration, aerated lagoon, Kraus.

Continued on following page
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6. 'Operational adjustments of these components: air blower return sludge
pump, valves (e.g., influent, return sludge, air, etc.).

7. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: DO content, sludge age, # BOD/100 SS, system balance, # BOD
applied/day, # BOD removed/day, percent efficiency, # SS ig,system, SVI,

MLSS, 40 min. settleable solids, air requirements, ft air/# BOD
applied, ft' air/# BOD removed, detention time, settling rate curves,'
aeration rate.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

H-1 0 . peiapheit.at e.e.d unit wi-th 4uct,i.on

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

S.
When given the task of performing
the noluncl operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10 , the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1 . These terms or descri ptions (not al regy implied) sedimentati on uni t ,
secondary basin, settling tank, final clarifier and appropriate combi-
nations thereof, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10 , the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: collector
sweeps, drive motor, gear box, shear pin, skiming device (e.g., sprays,
telescopic valve, etc.), weirs, valves (gate, plug, ball, check), gates
(sluice, shear), baffles, pumps, motors, water seal units, belts, pulleys,
couplfng, limit switch, variable speed drive, control hoops, indicators
(e.g. , flow, return rate, etc.), first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. 'Taking these.types of actions: recording measurement of flow, density,
elapsed time.

3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: color, odor, exces-
sive grease, oil, rags, velocity, solids concentration, floating sludge,
suspended solids, BOD, temperature, floating solids, floc.

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab and conposite of secondary influent
and effluent, grab and composite of return activated sludge.

Continued on following page
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5. Operati onal adjustments of these components : telescopic val ve , sl udge
pump, inl et gates or val ves , i n1 et speed or. operati on.

6. Usi ng these tables , graphs , nomographs , and/or performing, these cal cu-
1 ati ons : rate of sludge withdrawal , detenti on time , weir overflow
rate, sol ids 1 oading ( lb/ft4) , surface overfl ow rate.

7. Essential use of these terms (not al ready implied) : settl ed sewage ,
scum.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . . .

I-10. Autobic pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR liUMBER 101:

1 R

When given the task of performing
.the nolunat operation procedures,
,and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the 'actions he will _take,

and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall , trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not alreacky implied): Oxidation pond, sewage
lagoon, waste stabilization lagoons, polishing lagoons, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For ipecific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
aboVe implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: surface
condition, algae growth, color, overflow, seepage, influent lines,
effl uent 1 i nes , wastes tre am, levee conditions , pumps , motors , val ves

chemical conditioning units, diversion box, first aid kit, fire fight-
ing equipment, comminutor.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: color, odor, tempera-
ture, floating materials, DO, flow, ice cover.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab or composite of pond influent and
effl uent.

4. Operational adjustments of these components: pond level, chemical feed
rate.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: BOD loading/day/1000 sq. ft., population equivalent, percent
reduction, BOD load/dq/acre.

6. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): photosynthesis.
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAIN I NG PROGRAM, CRITER I A

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . .

1-10. Roo/tat-Lon wiLt wLth aAJL

as tt relates to the GENERAL CRI7ERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the notunal operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For. specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

These terms or descripti ons (not already impl ied) : thickener, s 1 udge

dewatering device, floatation device, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: Foi speci fic CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attenti on to these Components or characteri stics of the uni t: skinner,

chain, sprocket , flights, track, drive motor, gear reducer and drive
chain, screw drive motor, overflow weir adjustments, pressure tanks,
pressure tank regulator valve, sight glass, air compressor, pulley,
drive belts, control board (inc. air pressure gages), butterfly valve
position, pumps, gear box, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: flow (high, loW),
wash water rate (high, low), sludge blanket depth, solids concentration
in infl uent and efcluent, grease, frozen sl udge blanket, color, texture,
odor.

3. Taking these 1 aboratory sampl ett: timed grabbed infl uent sl udge , effluent
sludge, thickener overflow, dn d thickener underflow samples.

4. Operational adjustments of these components : skimmer (e.g. ,.speed, etc.) ,

screw (e.g., speed, etc.), wash water rate valve, air pressure controls.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previoUs page,..Specific Behavior 101-J
,

5. Using these tables', graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lat* ns: wash water flp rate, lbs. solids applied, lbs. solids s

re oved, lbs. solids/A4, percent efficiency.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOil
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NOEAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

K-10. Fixed cova, gas neatcatati.an unit utith ex,teArtat heztt exchangeit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 101:

When given the task of performing
the ?wont operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
the routine he will follmv and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he wi 1 I take ,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recal 1 , trainee wi 1 1 actual ly per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not al ready implied): anaerobic digester,
sludge digester, digestion tank.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of-atitaSt--
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: gas
recirculation system (inc. compessor, oiler, pres s u re gage, valve timer,
valves), heat exchanger (inc. exhaust fan, pilot 1 ight assembly, flame,
hot water recirculation pump, sludge temperature, water temperature),
recirculation pump (inc. motor) sludge pump (inc. motor, variable speed
drive, belt pulley), supernatant overflow, manometers, pressure and
vacuum relief valves, water traps, meters (e.g., sludge flow, density,
gas, etc.).

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: temperature, pH.

3.. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, sludge in
tank, gas, grab sample of supernate.

4. Operational adjustments of these components: heat exhanger, recycle
valves.

5. Using these tables, graphs, homographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: detention time, solids retention time, loading (lb. volatile
solids/cu. ft./day.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - L

WASTEWATER' PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

L-10. FLoaling ova mil with gas stonage.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nortmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an .actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof ; .

Trainee , from. recal 1 , wi II describe

the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-1 0, the general stimulus t(S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the,following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): anaerobic digester,
sludge digester, digestion tank.

/

RESPONSE DETAIL: Fcr specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general usponse (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: pump,
motor, variabl e speed drive', drive bel t manometer,, floating cover,
vacuum-pressure relief valve.

2. Attention to these condi tions of the wastestream: supernatant qual ity,
digested sludge quality, temperature, pH.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, sludge in
tank, supernatant, gas, and digested sludge.

4. Operational adjustments of these components: supernatant rate control
val ve.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: solids retention time, lb volatile solid/ft3.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . . .

M- 1 . Chemical c.o nclitto ming unit with caunteic.- cument elartia.ti.on

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

4.
When considering the conduct of an
actual specific naimat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly.
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1 . These terms or descripti ons` (not already irrpl ied): chemical condition-
ing , coagulation-, flocculation, sludge conditioning, elutriation,
counter-current el utri ati on.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For-specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: elutria-
tion [e.g., tanks, pumps, fli,ghts, collector, chains (e.g., links, link
pins, shear pins, etc.), sprockets, shafts, motor, speed reducer, coup-
lings, rails, shoes, valves, flow meters', bucket elevator, overload
alarms, etc.]; chemical conditioning tank [e.g., agitator drive, chemi-
cal feed pumps (speed reducers and controls), chemical storage, chemical
dry tanks, chemical feeders, slakers (e.g., paste, liquid, etc.), coagu-
lants (e.g., ferric chloride, lime, chlorinated copperas, polyelectro-
lytescati onic, anionic, nonionic--, etc.)]; elutriation and chemical
conditioning tank [fire fighting equipment, first aid kit; control loops
(e.g., pH, etc.)].

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: solids concentration,
solids composition, origin of sludge (e.g., raw, digested, trickling
filter, waste activated, elutriated, etc.), pH, color, odor.

Continued on following page
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3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, effluent,
and supernatant.

4. Consideration of these process variations: Laboon, Steymann.

5. Operational adjustments of these components': mixing tine controls,
mixing speed controls, feed rate control.

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: GPM of sludge and chemicals, pounds/min. of sludge and chemi-
cals, dewatering, percent dosage of chemicals.
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SPECIFIC' BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - N.

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

N-10. Vacuum chtotilnatort with automatic. 602.ed to pipe and &lase Loop
pnewnati.c contiwt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nonmat. operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, wil descri e
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): chlorine contact
chanber, closed loop residual control, chlorine system, chlorine
analyzer.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For 'specific CMP, UNIT N-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characterists of the unit: regu-
lators (chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, wvater'presSure), cut chart,
gas rate controller, rotameter float ,, cylinders, vent fan, pig tails,
(inc. caps) valves (e.g., header, pressure relief, pressure reducing
cylinder, etc.), hoist, wastewater flow rate, chart drive, recording
chart pen, compressor, drive belt, motor, air storage tank, scales,
pneumatic control device, alarm system (e.g., leak detection device,
chlorine pressure, evaporator water level, etc.) , first aid kit, fire
fighting equipment, evaporator, rupture disc, analyzer, tubes, filters,
buffer solution, sample pump and motor.

2. Taking these types of actions: replacement of chlorine cylinders, re-
cording chart, ink pens; start-up; shut-down; taking operating readings
e.g., cylinder weight, total pounds fed, feed rate, etc.), mixing.
buffer sol uti on .

Continued on following page
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3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: flow rate, odor,
chlorine demand, chloriA residual.

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample before end after chlori-
nator.

5. Operational adjustments of these components: chlorine regulator valve;
injector vacuum control; buffer flow control.

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: chlorine dose, mg/1; chlorine risifdual, mg/1; dose rate,
#/day.
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SPECIFI CC BEHAVIOR'
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP 'UNITS . .

0-10. Vacuum 'icittet uni,t with ctoth

0-11. Continuou4 tieed centtiiuge unit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

R .

When given the task of performing
the nonmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from ,

recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus IS) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): vacuum filtration

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: blower;

vacuum, filtrate and sludge pumps (inc. motor, pulley, belt); vacuum
gage; agitator (inc. motor, variable speed drive); conveyor belt;
rollers; scrapers; chemical conditioning apparatus; solids content;
rotameters; mixing tank (inc. stirrer); oil valve; first aid kit; fire

fighting equipment.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: cake consistency,

filtrate density, influent sludge concentration.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab samples of cake, filtrate and

feed.

Coniinued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 101-0

4. Operational adjustments o'f\these components:
speed control, chemical feed\control.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or
tions: percent solids removed, cost per ton.

vacuum control, agitator

performing these calcula-

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: sludge
pump, motor (inc. bearings, presse, vibration), pressure gage, vari-
able speed drive (inc. belt, pulley) centrifuge (inc. motor, drive
belt vibration, amperage, gage, noise, first aid kit, fire fighting
equipment.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: cake consistency,
density of centrifuged sludge, excessive 1 akage from packing,
influent sludge concentration, pond depth.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample f cake, centrifuged sludge,
or feed.

4. Operational adjustments df these components: sludge feed, coagulant feed,
pool setting, water feed mixing with coagulant.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: percent recovery, cost per ton.

6. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): bowl.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - P

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

P- 10 . Matipte. hem-tit inci.naa,tort. unit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUNSER 101:

R

When given the task of performing
the no/triaL operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relivant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

1

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific ,CMP UNIT P-10, the general Stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate of at least
the following . . . :

1. The terms or descriptions (not already implied): furnace, combustion
chamber.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representatibn of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: rake

drive motor, fan and motor, conveyor belt, ash hopper, ash pump, wash
water, gears, drive belt, rake,. first aid kit.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, effluent.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): plows, rabble arms.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES - Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q-10. Dixect ULLA e. 4y4t1n

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the nonmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit,ior a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof ./. .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditioni he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
.recall, trainee mill actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the followving . . .

,

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): industrial use,
retreational use, process water.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characterittics of the unit: pumps,
pipes, channels, bearings, valves, couplings, filters, first aid kit,
fire fighting equipment.

2. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: odor, color,
turbidity, quantity suspem4ed solids, floating materials.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of effluent.

4. Operational adjustments of these components: flow rate control
mechanisms, pressure control.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these cal-
culxtions: flow rate, pounds of contaminants.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - R

-WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT DIP UNIT . . .

R-10. Centitat,Zzed itecoitding and Utatizing 4j4.tm tnci.uding Pauhatt

igume, ventwa meteA., magneti.c. 6t.au meta, and kotanctut.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVOR NUMBER 101:

S.
When given the task of performing
the noAmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall ;.will describe
the routine he/Will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will.take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-.
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descri ptions (not ai ready impl ied) : meterr'rsystem.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: Parshall

flume (inc. stilling well, float, float switch flow indicator, transmit-
ter), venturi meter (inc. flushing pump, 3ight glass, plunger, flow in-.

dicator transmitter), magnetic flow meter (inc. flow indicator, flow
recorder, transmitter), rotameter (inc. flow indicator, flow recorder,
transmitter), receivers: totalizers, pens, charts, means of transmission
(electrical Kydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical), signal converters.

.2. Taking these types of actions: change charts, add ink, purge tubes, take

readings, data evaluations.

3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: flow (high, low),
floating materials, grease, debris (e.g., sand, rocks,, sticks, etc.).

4. Operational adjustments of these components: adjust air rate, bleed

moisture from air lines.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or, performing these calaila-
tions: cal cul ating periodi c total i zer di fferences .

0')(81



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

,NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . . .

S-10. Sy 4tem with magne-ticatty cDnnected, pneumatically we/totted,
die4ef. &Liven, centAi6ugae punip6; zpeed neduceit. connected,,
etectiacatey conticated, man, dAitren, pozitive dapta.cement
pwnpz; and the piping appnoplaate theAzto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NU1BER-101:

When given the task of performing
the nonmat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

/STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (S)
above-implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptiq*ns (not already implied): pumping system,
piping system, pumping and piping system, hydraulic systen; these
specific pump names in conjunction with the names of the processes to
which they are connected (raw sewage, sludge,'prooess water, return
sludge, otganic return, priming, backwashing, proportional, recycle,
recirculation, water seal , waste sludge, settled-s wage); these specific
valve names in conjunction with the names of the pr
are connected (inlet, suction, effluent, check, inn
these specific piping names in-conjunction with the

to which they are connected: line, sludge line, recycle line, bypass
line, influent line, effluent line, overflow line, primary sludge line,
recirculation 1 ine.

esses to which they
ent, discharge);
names of the process

RESPONSE DETAIL: For sOecific,CMP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

Continued on following page



Continual from previous page, Specific Behavior 101-S

1. Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: pump,
couplings, speed controllers, control systems and activators, motors,
diesels, pumping capacity, atypical noise or vibration, valves, piping,
fittings, gages (e.g., vacuum, pressure, etc.), switches (e.g., variable
speed, start, stop, etc . ) , pump temperature, seal s, val ves , temperature

of pipel ine, belts.

2. Taking these types of actions: tracing color coded piping; starting and
stopping pumps, motors, engines; opening and closing valves; recording
operational data; bleeding air; changing speed of pumps.

3. Attention to these conditions of the wastestream: excessive flow,

excessive gases.

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or, performing these ,calcula-

tions: volume of flow through a variable speed_ pump, gallons pumped per
unit of time; brake horsepower; variable 'speed'units; pump.curves.

5.. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): static head, friction

head, total dynamic heid.

1,3



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101- T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT .

T-10. System ustng delta titans otunem , ge.neicatot, etectitica.t. mach
automati.c aztuatonz on motwa a.nd tele.me-teiting

with ata.ltin6

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101 :

When given the task of performidg
the nolunat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-

----tiottal or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the routine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are mst relevant; from
recall , trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 1-10, the general stimulus (S)

( above implies appropriate representation of at least
,,,,the following . . .

1. 3ese terms or descriptions (not already impl ied): plant electrical
system, internal electrical system, electrical supply, electrical dis-
tribution system, electrical service, electrical generation and distri-
bution system, 3 phase, delta.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these Components or characteristics of the unit: genera-
tor, exciter, diesel, power generatibit-control center, primary feeder
breaker (manually or electrically activated), primary, feeder trans-
former, load distribution mel or center, motor control center, mag-
netic starters (inc. contactor, coil push buttons, selector switches
indicator lights, overload circuits), automatic control actuators (inc.
fl oats , pressure switches , thermastats microswitches , timers) , discon-

nect switches, ampmeters, voltmeters, watt-hour meters, elasped time
meters, frequency meters, power factor meter, overvoltage relays, under-
voltage relays, lighting transformers, emergency lighting system, ,
transformer breaker, load bus-, feeder breaker.

9 3

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 101-T

2. T king these types of actions: recording operational data, starting

a d stoppi:ig generator, switch to auxiliary fuel , switCh to another power'

sou e, placinsj additional generator units into service, using auxilary
feed, switching primary feeder 1 i ne.

3. Operational adjustments of these components: adjust diesel speed to

maintain proper frequency.

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing thcs'e calcu-
lations; ', power consumption, cost/KWHR, cost/day, fuel consumpti

5. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): total ene

dr'
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SPECIFrc BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 101 --

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . .

U-10. Sotem with internally pnoduced au with kigh pkezzuice :tanks
and ttotaluj pasZtive daptaCeileit CCM1p/Leb4044

as it relates -to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUKIER 101:

ME=Im.4.

When given the task of performing
the 'notunat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, froM recal 1 , .will descri be
the routine he. will follow and, its
frequency, the condi tions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for cerain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recal 1 , trai nee wi 1 1 actual ly per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): -digester gas
system, plant gas system, process gas system, sludge gas system, low
pressure gas sYstem, high pressure gas system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies k.ppropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1 . Attention to these components or characteristics of the unit: gas
holder cover, meters, drip traps, moisture accumulator, valves (e,g.,
plU , pressure reducing,:preSsure relief, etc:), manometer, pressure
gag s, flame arrestors,. primary gas 'receiver, gas booster (blower and
mot r, coupl ing,, controls); secoridary gas receiver, high and low pressure

iswiltchesoas fiters, gas s,crubbers, vacuum relief 'valves, waste gas
burner explosi on proof swi tch gea-r,, gas storage sphere .

2. Taklin g. these type.s of actions: recording operational data, start and!
stip booster blower, drain' drip traps, start and stop high pressure :

,
-blower.

3. Attention to these' conditions of the waltestream: excessive moistUre,
gas pressufl, gas- composition. 4-;- ... .

,

87 .
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior.101-U

4. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of gas.

5. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or.performing these calcula-
tions: gas production, gas consumption, gas reserve.

0



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUI DELI NES 102

*WASTEWATER PLANT' OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR for . . .

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR

102

0



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 112 - A

WASTEWATER PLANT ,OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . . .

A-10. Combined ayateni with tn.duhtni.at waste.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 102:

5 R

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific uvula procedure;
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation 'there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recal 1 , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee Safety., including how
(why) they'protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: inspection of sewers (e.g., interceptors,
collectors, lateral , pressure, manholes, inverted siphon, dosing tank,
regulators, weirs, and flap 'gate, etc.)

2. These terms or descriptions (not alreacty implied): flushing tank.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies, appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to theie sources of danger: okygen deficiency, toxic gases,
traffic, open channels or pits, manhole covers, ladders, infection,
flooding, cave-ins.
Attention to these high risk activities: working alone in manholes,
entering or leaving manholes, working in excavations,- cave-ins0

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e..g.,
safety shoes or boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explociroeter*, okygen
deficiency meter, ropes, harness, self-contained breathing apparatus,
exhaust fans, blowers, explosion proof lights, traffic barriers, cones,
flashing lights.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102 - B

WASTEWATER PLANT' OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRECHIORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

8-10. Vacuum chtotinatot ttth automigic lieed to pipe, pneumattc conttat,

and eteaticat evapoltatoA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUKIER 102:

411/110
When considering the conduct of an
actual specific novnat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure.related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 6-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies..appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: operating hoist, starting-stoppinechlori-
nator and evaporator, adjusting cam, connecting cylinders, testing
for 1 eaks.

RESPQNSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of ilanger: hoist in op.ration; cylinder
lifting bar; slippery walks or stairs (e.g., oil, grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphragms, pig tails, and rupture disc;
defective alarm system; liquid chlorine _-__in_chlorinator; fusible plug.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: chan ing cylinders, replacing
valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment:, cani ter gas mask, self:,
contained air mask, chlorine cylinder leak rePair kits for various size
cyl i ndrs.

89 -
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
e ' CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 232 C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . .

C-10 .- Mechantcatty clouted bubbteic con,ttot. unit ctii.tit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific otcounl procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recal 1 ; wi 1 1 describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employ,:e.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: checking and/or cleaning chain, sprockets,

rake, rake drive, rake cleaner, screen belt, screen belt drive, bar

screen enclosure, grinder and motor.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For .specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)

aboie implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains,
rakes, belts,, shafts, coupl ings, grinder teeth, sprockets, etc. ),

slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), open doors or covers,

electrical equipment, explosive fumes.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: making adjustments with

switch in automatic position, entering deep wells.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,

rubber gloves, safety shoes or boots, hard hat, etc.), railings, stair
safety treadsz first aid kit.

9oly95



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES i.02 -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knOwledge for GRIT RLMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

19- 10 . Avated una- wi.t.h bucket etev

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION B HAVIOR NUMER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific ium.mat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT p-bo, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: cleaning equipment, emptying grit, adjust-
ing valves, stopping and starting motors, changing speed of blower.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10,, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the fallowing, . .

1. Attention to these s)urces of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, couplings), slippery walks (e.g., grease oil, ice, etc.),
open tanks, smooth treads, wet treads,ielectrical equipment,4e1ts.

2. Attention to these (high risk activities: working near or on moving
parts, working in unventilated areas, hand removal of grease.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, glover, hard hat, etc.).

1

r



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 102 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

E-10. Rec,tangula.k unit with teeehcopic.,vatve &taw o, denaty meteit.
time etocia, and Vr.ough with zeicapeit

as it ,relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

S.

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific no/Lina2 procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representati on\ there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will doscribe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: operating Vight skimming grease, drawing
sludge, cleaning weirs.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific'CMp UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: movind parts (e.g., chains, belts,
shafts, couplings, etc.), slippery walks andsstairs (e.g., grease, oil,
ice, etc.), pits, electrical equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: workidg near open pits and tanks.
3. Use of these items of safety equtpment: protective clothing (e.g., safety

shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life.preservers, explosion proof flash-
light, hand rails.

41P



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES ice - F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. Rotaiuj datitawtwt, ztandaicd late unit wi.th dozing .t4nla

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific notunat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

- Trainee, from recal 1, wi 1 1 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMUCUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These specific procedures: checking filter, checking dosing tank,
checking filter distributors.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific-CMP UNIT F-1 0, the general response (R)
avove implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . :

. Attention:to these sources of danger: slippery walks (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., pulleys, belts, fan, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: checking filter distributors.
3. Use of these items of safety equipment: safety treads on stairs and

ladders, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat,
.etc.).

."'



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA 102

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . . .

G-.10. ULu6ed ai& unit with. Awing type. di.6AuzeA pnoduci.ng 6ine bubbtea

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUM3ER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific nounat procedure,
or when confronted with it IV name,
functional,description, or other
standard representation there-
of . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: washing aeration tank walls and channels;
operation of motors, blowers, pumps; taking samples.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP,UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: wells, loose railings, electrical
equipment, gratings, slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), ro-,
tating equipment.

*-

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near unrailed,pits or
wells.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.i
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preserver.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
. CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1C2 H

WASTEWATER PLANT ANERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNTT . . .

110. Camean, pe)apheime deed un,Lt ati.th zuc,ti.on

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:'

When considering the conduct of an
actual speci fi c mime. procedure ,

or when confyonted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or'demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For ,specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These speci fic pr;ocedures : operating fl ight, drawing sludge, cleaning
wei rs.

RESPONSE DETAIL:. For specific. CMP-UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

' the following . :

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains, belts,
shafts, couplings, etc.), slippery walks and stairs (e.g., grease, oil,
ice, etc.), pits, electrical equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near open pits and
tanks.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,'
safety Shoes, gloves, haed hat, etc.), life preservers, explosion proof
fl ashlight , hand rails .



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES ice - I

WASTEIIATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . .

1- 10 . Aenobic. pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

Sy,
When considering the conduct of an
actual spec i fi c mitre procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . .

Trainee , from recal 1 , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why)tliey-protect

STIMUI7US DETAIL: For speci fic CMP UNIT I-10, the gen6ral stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representati-on of at least
the following . .

1. -These specific procedures: checking dikes for excessive vegetation or
for holes caused by animals, checking for floating sludge pockets or
debris adjacent to bank, checking electrical wires or tie downs for
el ectri c motor dri ven mi xelr , checki ng fence.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Attention to --t-h-se sources of danger: ground undermined, wet or damp
grass or rocks , electrical wires in damp areas, poisons for control of
plants and animals, stepping in chvck holes , contamination by contact.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: removal of vegetation by hoe
adjacent to electrical wire, reaching over pond to remove debris. .

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fence, adequate lighting, signs,
locks, electrical wire enclosed, fire fighting equipment, protective
clothing (e.g. , gloves, boots, etc.).



- SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUI DELINES 11 - J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

J -10. Feoatati.o n unit wi,th aiJL

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

-- -Whenconsidering the conduct of an
actual specific yiwr..mat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate'representation of at least ,

the following . . .

I. These specific procedures: operating skiminer, starting and stopping
pumps, taking sludge samples.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

I. Attention to these sources of danger: steps, pits, slippery floors
and walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), loose hand rails, moving
parts (e.g., sprockets, chains, drive gears, belts, pulleys* etc.),
electrical equipment, high water pressure equipment, gratings, high
air pressure equipment and piping, wells, pits, tanks.

2. Attention to these high risk activities:
screw.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment:
rubber boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.).
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operation of skinners,

protective clothi ng (e.g . ,



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 102 - K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

K-10 . Fixed cove)t, gads teciitcaza-Zon unit with extvolat heat exchangvt

as if relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUNBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific no/anat. procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects ,

of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect,the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general ,stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: checking gas recirculation system,,heat
exchanger, pumps, or supernatant overflow, draining water traps.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), slippery walks or stairs (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), fire, explosion.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around possi-
ble sources of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), vents, gas flame traps, pressure
relief valves, no smoking signs, hand rails, safety treads on ladders
and stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof electrical fixtures, fire
fi ghting equipment.



ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR ,

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT .

L-10. Ftoa,Ung unit wi-th gas totage

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific notonat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to empl oyee safety, , i ncludi ng how

(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following

1. These specific procedures: checking pump, gas pressure or supernatant.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings,.belts, pulleys, etc.), fire, explosion, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around sources
of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.) no smoking signs, hand rails,
safety treads on ladders and stairs, first aid_kit, explosion proof
electrical fixtures, flame trap, fire fighting equipment.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . .

M- 1 0 . Chemicat condition.ing unit wt.& avrAmt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 101:

When given the task of performing
the non.mat operation procedures,
and confronted with an actual pro-
cess unit, or a common name, func-
tional or physical description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee , from recall , wi 11 describe

the routine he wi 11 fol 1 ow and its

frequency, the conditions he will
look for, the actions he will take,
and for certain actions the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually per-
form the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: testing, mixing, pumping.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP- UNIT M-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to theie sources of danger: acidic and alkaline solutions,
spraying or splattering sludge and chemicals; rotating or oscillating
equipment, slippery floors and catwalks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Atteltion to these high risk activities: mixing chemicals, pressuriz-
ing chemical storage containers.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: face shields, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, aprons, rubber boots,
etc.), goggles, hoisting apparatus, boric acid and bicarbonate of soda
solutions, eye wash stations, protective breathing apparatus.

IILIA15100



SPECIFIC'BEHAV1OR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

N- 1 . V acu.um cheon.inatoit. w.i.th automatic e.ed to pipe and cl.o4 e Loop
pneumatic co allot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

R

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific nolimat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-

of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: operating hoist, starting-stopping chlo-
rinator and evaporator, adjusting cam, connecting cylinders, testing
for leaks, mixing buffer, calibrating analyzer.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: hoist in operatiOn; cylinder
lifting bar; slisppery walks or stairs, (e.g., oil , grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphresis, pig tails and rupture disc;
defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, replac-
ing valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask; self-
contained air mask; chlorine cylinder leak repair kits for various
size cylinders.

11(P/117 1 ol



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102 - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATTRING cMp UNITS . .

0-10. Vacuum 6ittet unit ulLth ctoth

0-11. Continuoca teed centtquge unit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific notunat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (S) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These specific procedures: checking motors, agitator, conveyor belt,
mixing tank stirrer.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. These specific procedures: checking pump, motor, variable speed
drive, centrifuge.

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases,
walks-(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: proper lighting, belt guards,
railings, first aid kit, proper ventilation, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, etc.).

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 102-0

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases, walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Use of these itens of safety equipment: proper lighting, belt guards,

railings, first ai kit, proper ventilation, fire fighting equipment,
protective c1othi (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, etc.).



ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR .

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES in - P
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

'NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

P-10. Muttipte iteart,th incinvutto4 untt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific novae. procedure',
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: checking conveyor, drive motor, fan and
motor, ash pump.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.F.s belts,
gears, shafts, pulleys, etc.), heated parts.

2. Attention to these high risk activities:

3. Use of these itans of safety equipment:
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes,
etc.).

'104
1 21

handling hot materials.

fire fighting equipment,
hard hat, asbestos gloves,



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102 - Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRA I N I NG PROGRAM CRI TER I A

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q.-1 . Dine.ct nati s e. .system

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual specific itonmai. procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

a

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

lhese specific procedures: observing open channels.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: open channels, walks (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., belts, couplings, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: rails, chains, life preservers,
ropes, harnesses, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard
hat, etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 102 R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT . .

R-10. CentmLized ILeconding and totaltang ziotein induding Pa/LAW
gune, venttur i. meta, magnai.c. gow meta, and notameteit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUICER 102:

When considering the conduct of an
actual speci fi c nortmat procedure ,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT
above implies appropri
the fol 1 owing

1. These s peci fi c procedures : reading

Trainee, from recall , will descri be
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to, employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

R-10, the general stimulus (5)
ate rePresentation of at least

meters and charts.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: poorly ventilated or open pits.

lag/ 1 C6
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUI DELINES 102 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . . .

S-10. Sy)stem with magne2ic.cd2y conne.cted, pne.umatLcatty conttoteed,
cliate. &riven, c.enticitcugat. pumps; zpeed nulu.ceit connected,

ectia.catty co ntAateed , mo A. dAiv en , e peac.ement
pwnps; and the pipag apptoplaate thene,to.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRIERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 1 02:

S ,

When considering the conduct of an
actual speci fic nonnat procedure ,

or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S40, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: starting and stopping motors and engines;
adjusting speed of pumps; opening, closing or adjusting valves.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: loose clothing, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), rotating and reciprocating parts;
handling contaminated equipment, hot manifolds, engine noise.

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: protetive clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, hard hats, gloves, etc.), flashlights, first aid kit,
fire fighting equipment, ear protection.

1 07
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.SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR CULUM GUIDELINES 102

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . . .

1-10. Sytte.in using deLta ,t)Lanz 6 onmeitz , genaatoit , dectia.c.at swi-tch
automca,i.c. ciftzwit actuatou on mot and teeeineivUng

wLth 'atoms

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NU 102:

ft
When considering the conduct of an
actual specific n.afunat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee,, from recall, will describe
andjor demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 1-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Theie specifiC procedures: activating.or deactivating circuits, start-
ing or stopping engines, taking engine readings, taking electrical
reaiiings.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general response (R)
above 'implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: electrical shock, thermal burns,
noise, rotating equipment, flammable solvents, explosive atmosphere.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: activating or deactivating
circui ts.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: pad locks., ear muffs or ear
protector, rubber mats under all switch gear panels, explosion proof
flashlight, protective clothing (e.g., rubber boots, safety shoes,
rubber electrical gloves, -insulated jacket, hard hat, etc.), first aid
kit, fire fighting equipment, load break ratings° on switch gear, short-
ing sticks.

lc,/ 1 CS
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRI CULUM GUIDELINES Er - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITUIA

NORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . .

U-10. ya.tein with tram
and totaity pas

podu.ced 9a4 teith Ugh pice.44une. taxi-a
daptacenied compitezz 044

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 102:

'When considering the conduct of an
actual specific noitmat procedure,
or when confronted with it by name,
functional description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee, from recall, wil 1 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10 , the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

.1. These specific procedures: operating valves, lighting waste gas
burner, inspecting rotating equipment, drawing drip traps.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

et*

1. Attention to these sources of danger: gas leakage, excessive high
pressure, negative pressure, rotating equipment, abrasions tb hands
while turning valve handles or using valve chains, explosive mixtures.

Use of these items of safety equipment: explosion prpof equipment,
non-sparking tools, explosion meter, hydrogen sulfide amp tools, con-
tinuous operation gas monitor, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., rubber gloves and boots, hard hat, etc.).

ID/13,109



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
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SPECIF I C BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUI DELI NES 201

,WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR for . . .

GENERAL CRITERION BEI-LAVIOR

201



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES au - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A- 10. Combined y6tem with industAia2 waste

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When gi ven the task of perform-
ing the abnoninal operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastéstream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated imediate

'and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechani cal 1 y rel ated)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indi cated procedure .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: level (high, low),
flow (high, low), temperature (high, low), pH (high, low), colori-odor
(e.g. , H9S , hydrocarbols , etc. ) , toxi c gases , floati ng materi al , tur-
bidity (Kigh, low), or residual evidence of the above.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
sewer maintenance guides (e.g., WPCF Manual #7, etc.), industrial
waste recor4s weather records, operating logs.

2. Taking these la oratory samples: grab samples for pH,'H2S, grit,
floating materia and settleable solids, industrial waste (e.g.,
metals, hydroca bons, grease, etc.).

126/137 1 12



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRI CULUM GUIDELINES 201 - B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

8- 10. Vacuum chtohinaton. with automatic 6ee.d to pipe , pneumatia dontitot,
and eteetAicat e.vapotatot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnonmae operati on pro-
cedures , and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
stahlard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-__
mal ity as such, and, from recall ,

will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
desCribe the indicated imediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee wil 1 actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general 'stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1 . These conditions or these indications thereof: flow (high, low), toxic
gases, long sewer runs, excessive industrial wastes, septic sewage, high
temperature, odor (e.g., H2S, hydrocarbons, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
above implies 'appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides, oper-
ator manuals (e.g., WPCF Manual #11 , etc.), Chlorine Institute manual ,

operating logs, industrial waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samplei: grab samples (before and after chlor-
ination).

136/%139 113
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . .

C-10. Mechanically ceeane.d bubbt2A. con-time unit with yrindeit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When ,gi ven the task of perform-
ing the abnoktnae operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall ,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indi cated inmediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee wi 1 1 actually perform the
indi cated procedure .

f

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropHate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: color, odor (e.g., H2S,
hydrocarbons, etc.), floating material, debris (e.g., quality or
quantity changes, etc.), septicity, industrial waste, flow (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manual s (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab and composite sample upstream
of screens.

l'f-/
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SPECIIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . . .

D- 10 . Aefutted unit w.i.,tlt bucket etettaton'

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnonmat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted, wi th

actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor- z
mality as such, and, froth recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechani cal ly rel ated)

measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indi cated procedure .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: temperature (high,
low), solids (high, low), floating material , industrial discharge,
flow (high, low), color, odor of liquid and grit, agitating velocity
(high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Use of these types of information: laboratory results of chemical
and mechanical analyses of grit.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab and composite samples of grit_
chamber influent and efflutnt (liquid and solids).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Ka - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

E-10. Rectanguan uni,t mah tetucopic vatve dAaw oii, deraity meta
tune. ceock, and tAough with 40.A.apa ,

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnovnat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall',
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant refetence tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: oil, grease, gasoline,
rags, sticks, high or low velocity, color, odor, floating material,
temperature (high, low), sludge density (high, low), pH (high, low),
solids concentration (high, low), BOD (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response'(R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), operating logs, indus-
trial waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratony samples: grab and composite primary influ-
ent, grab and composite primary effluent, grab and composite raw
sludge.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-1 O. Rotany distnibu&n, Atandcad nate unit with cluing tank

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When gi ven the task of perform-
ing the abnonmat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tool s (e. g . ,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term coi'rective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the neference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: odor, flow (high, low),
ponding, DO, pH (high, low), port stopped up, heads plugged, oil, filter
flies, color (e.g., abnormal color of growth on media, etc.), icing
conditions.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), operating logs, indus-
trial waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent to trickling
fi 1 ter.

3. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): psychoda fly.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOg
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION Skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . .

G-10. au4ed ca)i. wiLt with 4u.a.ng type. cti.66u4seit. pnoductng 6ine bubbte.6

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnonmat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal

condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated innediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trai nee wi 1 1 actual ly perform the

indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: froth, bul king, foam on
aeration tank, DO (high, low), efficiency loss, loss of transparency in
effluent, odor, solids (insufficient, excessive), pH.

RESPONSE DETAID For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides, oper-
ator manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11 , etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Use of these types of information: air flow, return flow, wasting,
sewage flow, BOD values, solids values,. DO values, NO3 values, plant
laboratory records, past history.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: composite of aeration influent and
effluent, composite of return sludge, profile samples throughout aeration
tank 1 ength.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

11-10 . CiAculait, peiapheitat ked u.nit with Auction

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

______).

When gi ven the task of perform-
ing the abncounat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated imediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: oil, grease, gasoline,
rags, sticks, high or low velocity, color, odor, floating material ,
sludge density (high, low), solids concentration (high, low), BOD (high,
low) , fl oc.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab and composite of secondary influent
and effluent, grab and cowposite of return activated sludge, surface
grab sample.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT

1-10. Atkobic pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

R

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnonmat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard reoresentation there-
of . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from retell,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of rel event reference tool s (e.g. ,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
descri be the indi cated immedi ate

and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: ice cover, temperature,
variation in flow, loading, color, pH, odor, DO.

RESPONSE'DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11), operating logs, industrial waste
records , inspection records , plant flow records 1 og sheets.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab or composite of pond influent
and effluent.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201- J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

J- 1 0 . FiDatation uni-t w4-th a-a

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnotunat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will reeall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) avai 1 able for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated innediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)

ineasures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: high solids concentra7
tion in influent and effluent, grease, sludge overflowing tank walls,
frozen sludge blanket, excessive inorganic material , color, texture,,
imbalanced pressures, odor.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): pressurizing tanks.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the fol lowing . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant deve)oped performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records, plant records, log sheets, detention
timechart.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: timed grabbed influent sludge,
effluent sludge, thickener overflow, and thickener underflow samples.

1547155 1 ?,1.
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SPECIF I C BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMF UNIT . . .

K-10 . Fixed coveit, gas neciAcutati.on unZt with. exteitnat. heat exthange.t

as nit relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-.
ing the cdmoitmat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall-the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-.
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: temperature (rising,
dropping), heat exchanger not lighting, pH (high, low), volatile acids
rising, alkalinity falling, CO2 content rising, gas production failing.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records, plant records, log sheets.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, sludge in
tank, gas, grab sample of supernate.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL CPERATION skill and knowledge fo'r SECOND STAaE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . . .

L-10. Ftoating coveA unLt with ga4 toitage

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnovnett operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of- an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cauSe and will' recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available frr use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated innediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically telated)
measures; using-the.reference tools
trainee wi 1 1 actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at' 1 east

the following . . .

1 . These conditions or these indications thereof: solids high in.super-
natant, gas composition, volatile acids high, pH low, alkalinity low,
high volatile content of digested sludge, temperature (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNI1'iL-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at 1 east

the following . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed Oerformance guides, opera-
tor manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial waste
records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, sludge in
tank, supernatant, gas, and digested sludge.

OA
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 14

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . . .

M-10 . Chesi.c.at condWoning wiLt with counteit-cuiritent autAiation

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnolunat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-`

of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall ,
will identify it as' to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of rel evant reference tool s (e.g. ,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated invnediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trai nee will actual ly perform the
indi cated procedure .

STIMULUS. DETAIL: For specific. CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: solids (high, low),
unusual chemical composition, odorous conditions, excltsive foaming,
sludge too thick (will not flow), color, pH (high, low), alkalinity
(high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general response.(R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant develiiped performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11), operating logs, industrial waste
records, inspection records, chemical manufacturers' handbooks, plant
records, log sheets.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of influent, effluent
and supernatant.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES au N

WASTEWATER PLANT OrERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and kndwledge for POST6HLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

N-10. Vacuum chtoninaton. u.:Lth automatZe. Seed to pipe. and cto.se toop
pnetunatic conp.ot.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnonmat operation pr-o-

cedures, and confronted-with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)

of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (wera-
ti onally and mechanical ly related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: flow (high, low)
toxic gases, long sewer runs, excessive industrial wastes, septic
sewage, high temperature, odor (e.g., H2S, hydrotcarbons, etc.), high
BOD content, high solids content, higfi organic material load.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): disinfection.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-1 0, tie gtrneral response (R)
above 'implies appropriate rep esentation of at least
the following . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF # 11, etc.), Chlorine Institute manual,
operating logs, industrial waste records; inspection records, plant
records.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 201-N

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab samples (before and after chlor-
nation).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES n - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP UNITS . .

0-10. Vacuum Viten unit with doth

0-11. Contauou4 6eed centilike unit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnovnat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal,
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representa ion there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall ,

will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perfoem the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (5) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

- -For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: cake peeling off, thin
cake, high coagulant demand,. high volatile content, high alkalinity,
low solids, insufficient coagulant application, filtrate density,
sludge concentration (high, low).

- -For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: sludge too wet,
centrifuge too dark, insufficient coagulant application, sludge feed
too fast, incorrect pond depth, sludge concentration.

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 201-0

- -For specific CMP UNIT 0-1 0--

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides, opera-

tor manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial waste
records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of sludge feed or cake.

- -For specific CMP UNIT 0-1

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides., opera-

tor manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.),, operating logs, industrial waste
records, inspection records.

2. Tiking these laboratory samples: grab sample of sludge feed, cake or

filtrate.

4 '50
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 - P

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAIN I NG' PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill a.nd knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

P- 1 0 . Muitipte. heath inane/tatox unZt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnwr.mat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzi e the abnor-
mal ity as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tooli (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated inmediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually, perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL; For specific CMP UNIT
above implies appropriate repr
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: high mois e-content,
low calorific value.

eral

tation of at least

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q-10. Dikeet /Lease system

.as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

R

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnamat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause'and will recall the name(s)
of yelevant rIttgrence tools (e.g.,
guides) availafe.for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
fneasures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
. above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. 'These conditions or these indications thereof: color, odor, quantity

of floating materials, turbidity, loss of efficiency of process units
or bypassing or malfunctioning thereof.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,

operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Use of these types of information: state or industrial water quality

requirements, plant laboratory reports.

3. Taking these laboratory samples: grab sample of effluent.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUI DELI NES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR 201
of the ABNORMAL OPERATION PRO-
CEDURES category does not
apply to the CMP UNIT of the
FLOW MEASUREMENT process.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 201 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . .

S- 10. System w4h magne,ticatty connected, pneumaticaLey c.onticafted,
dies ei. &Liven, cenPtitcugat. pumps; spee.d Aeduce.it c.on.nected,
eeeetticatly emtVi.olle.d, motor. diaven, poziaye. diapeac.ement
pwnpz; a.nd the piping appAop/tiate theneto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 201:

S.
When gi ven the task of pffrform-
ing the abnon.mat operatith pro- s'
cedures, and confronted with .

actual indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognzie the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable'
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated immediate
and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: excessive gases in
wastestream; excessive flows (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides,
operator manuals (e.g., WPCF #11 , etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

.2. Us-e of these types of information:
ing.

3. Taking these laboratory samples:
problem is recognized.

weather forecast, upstream monitor-

grab sample at location where

t7/l7 U32



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUI DELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT ',OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR 201
of the ABNORMAL OPERATIONPRO-
CEDURES category dnes not
apply to the DIP UNIT of the
ELECTRIC POWER process.
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*w_ SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 20). - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION T INING PROGRAM CRITERIA

4

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . .

".4

Sy4tem cui-th in.texnatey puduced gas tth kigh pke44me
and notany poaLtive diAptacenient cornpite44ok6

as it relates to 'the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 201:

is!
S ,

When given the task of perform-
ing the abnolunat operation pro-
cedures, and confronted with
actual- indications of an abnormal
condition of the wastestream,
or a verbal description or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognne the abnor-
mality as such, and, from recall,
will identify it as to probable
cause and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides ) avai 1 able for use , and
using the reference tools will
describe the indicated ininediate

. and/or long term corrective (opera-
tionally and mechanically related)
measures; using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform the
indicated procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: excessively low or
negative pressure, excessively high pressure, low gas production, excess-
ive moisture, change in gas composition, high hydrogen sulfide content,
explosive mixture.

RESPONSE DETAIL; For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides, oper-
ator manuals (e.g., IPCF Manual #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

2. Taking these laboratory samples: gas grab samples.

1r71l77
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PalutFil CuBIEDFEINOESR

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINI2 PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR.for . . .

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR

202

17
(

9 115 .
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 2(2 - A

WASTEWATER PLAyT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A-10. Combined zçpe.rn with induatAiat wa4 te

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

S 1

When considering the c nduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representatio'h
thereof . I.

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonbtrate'those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DET : For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedves: correcting abnormal condition in level,
flow, temperature, pH, color, Odor, toxic gases, floating material,
turbidity.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation'of at least

, the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: oxygen deficiency, toxic gases,
traffic, open channels or pits, manhole covers, ladders, infection,
flooding, cave-ins, acid or caustic solutions', fast floating debris,
submerged obstructions, special equipment (e.g., eléctrical power tools,
heavy mechanical hoist, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working alone in manholes,
entering or leaving manholes, working -1h excavations, cave-ins, opera-
ting mkhanical cleaning equipment, operating high pressure hydraulic
cleaning equipment, operating any electrical equipment.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes or boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explocimeter, oxygen
defiCiency meter, ropes, harness, self-contained breathing apparatus,
exhaust fans, blowers, explosion proof lights, traffic barriers, cones,
flashing lights, protective clothing (e.g., goggles,, etc.), fire fighting
equtpment. ,

l`tc/
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

B-10. YaNium chtonatot With awtomat,Lc. lieed to pipe , pneurnatAlc cpntitot,
and elettitic.at evapOkato4.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BE VI R NUMBER,202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , specific abnormal pro-
cedurel or when confronted with
it by.Aame, functional description,
or other standard rePresentation
thereof . . .

Trainee, frc:im recall will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects

of the procedure related directly
to,employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal conditions in fl
toxic gases, sewer runs, industrial wastes,. odor, septic sewage, sigh
'temperature.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

. Attention to these sources of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder
lifting bar; slippery walks or stairs (e.g., oil, grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphragms, pig tails, and rupture disc;
defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug;
chemical reactions, excessive chlorine feed rates.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, replacing
valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask, self-
contained air mask, fire fighting equipment.



ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 2112 - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP .

C-10. Mechanicaity cle.aned bu.bbleit. c.o ntitoZ unit with gttindeA

as it reerates to' the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or, demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee, safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in color. odor,
floating material, debris, (e.g., quantity or quality, etc.), septicity,
industrial waste, flow; forefgn objects on screen.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the gcneral response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

-1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains,
rakes, belts, shafts, couplings, grinder teeth, sprockets, etc.),
slippery walks grease, oil, ice, etc.), open doors or covers,
electrical equipment,' explosive fumes, toxic fumes, caustic waste, acid
waste.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: making adjustments with
switch in automatic position, entering deep wells, retrieving debris
from channel.,

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
rubber gloves, safety shoes or boots,- hard hat, etc.), railings, stair
safety treads, f.irst aid kit.
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SPECIF I C BEHAV IOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

D-10 . Avatted "wii,t with bucize,t eteva,tok

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct 'of
an actual , speci fi c abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trai nee , from recal 1 , wi 11 descri be
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 0-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in temperature,
floating material , industri al waste col or ,- odor,, agitati ng vel ocity.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 0-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at 1 east
the foilowing . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, coupl ings , etc.) , sl ippery Walks (e.g. , grease , oil , i ce , etc. ) ,
open tanks, smooth treads , wet treads, el ectrical equipment, belts, water
hose.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near or on moving
parts, working in unventilated areas, hand removal of grease.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.).

tIP/1.87 1 29



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

E-10. Rectangutat uni,t wi.th tete6copic vatve &taw o66, denaity me,telt
ame ctock, and ticough with 4 output.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

\ STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specqic procedures: correcting abnormal conditions in oil,
grease, gasoline, rags, sticks, velocity, solids concentration, sludge
density, color, odor, floating material, temperature, pH, BOD.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, couplings, etc.), slippery walks and stairs (e.g., grease, oil,
ice, etc.), open tanks, smooth treads, wet treads, electrical equipment,
belts, water hose.

2. Attention to these high riSk activities: working near open pits and
tanks, raking floating materials (e.g., grease balls, rags, etc.) from
weirs.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), pits electrical
equipment, ladders.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 2ce - F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. Rotaity clizt&i.bwtot, atandand &ate una with da6ing tank
e,

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , speci fi c abnormal pro-

cedure ; or when confronted-with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. -These specific procedures: correcting inappropriate condition in
odor, flow, ponding, blocked port, color, plugged heads, oil , blow off

pipe or siphon breaker, DO, pH, filter flies.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
. above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: slippery walks (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g.; pulleys, blets, fan, etc.), insecure
footing, moving rotary distributor.

2. Attention to these Iligh risk activities: checking filter distributors,
walking on media.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: safety treads on stairs and
ladders, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, ,hard hat,
etc.).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . . .

G-10. 14661thed aft un.0 with Awing Aype di..66u4 ptoducing 64.ne bub.btos

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, fpcluding hoW
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL:, For specific CMP UNIT 6-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in froth,
bulking, foam in aeration tank, DO, efficiency, transparency, odor,
solids concentration.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
Vie following . . .

1. Attention to these sources cif danger: wells, loose railings, electri-
cal equipment, gratings, slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.),
rotating equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near unrailed pits
or wells.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preserver.



SPECI F I C BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 22 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

H-10. Ciitc.utan,, pe;U.phaal. 6eed unZt with zuction

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal conditions in oil ,

grease, gasoline, rags, sticks, velocity, solids concentration, sludge
density, color, odor, floating material, temperature, pH, BOD.

RESPONSE DETML: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above lies appropriate representation of at least
the f011"i.

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, couplings, shafts, etc.), slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil,
ice, etc.) , pits , el ectri cal equipement , belts , water hose.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near open pits andtanks, raking floating materials (e.g. grease balls, rags, etc.) from
weirs.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protecitve
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explosion proof
flashlight, hand rails.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . . .

I- 10. Aerwbi.c. pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

______4.

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to eMployee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 1-10, the general stimulus (S)
above impl ies' appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting inappropriate condition of
dike erosion, excessive algal material , terrestrial plants in abnormal
clusters, excessive seepage, excessive debris, ice, temperature, flow-,

loading, color, pH, odor, DO

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: ground undermined, wet or damp
grass or rocks, electrical wires in damp areas, poisons for control of
plants and animals, stepping in chuck holes, contamination by contact.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: removal of vegetation by hoe
adjacent to electrical wire, reaching over pond to remove debris, working
from boat.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fence, adequate lighting, signs,
locks, electrical'iitre enclosed,'fire fighting equipment, protective
clothing (e.g., gloves, boots), life preservers.

9%1197 144
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 2C2 - J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

'ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

J-10. Matation untt with ailt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abmirmal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(whY) they protect the employee.'

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the folloWing . . .

1. Thve specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in solids,
grease, sludge overflowing, frozen sludge, inorganic material, color,
texture, pressure, odor, foreign material on overflow weirs and
pumping equipment, flow rates, chains and belts.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of dander: steps, pits, slippery floors
and walks (e.g., grease,"oil, ice, etc.),.loose hand rails, moving
parts (e.g., sprockets, chains, drive gears, belts, pulleys, etc.),
electrical equipment, high water pressure equipment, gratings, high
air pressure equipment and piping, wells, pits, tanks; pump components
(e.g., .klpeller, etc.), weir setting device, high pressure blow off
(inc. broken sight glass, pressure tank).

2. Attention to these high risk activities:
screw.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment:
rubber boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.).

operation of skimmers,

protective clothing (e.g.,



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR.
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

K-10. Fixed cove/E., gas neciAcuiation unit utith extunde ke.at exchangeit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, Irom recall', will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in tempera-
ture, heat exchangcr not lighting, pH, volatile acids, alk linity, CO2
content, gas production.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), slippery walks or stairs (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), fire, explosion.

. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around possi-
bl e sources of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), vents, gas flame traps, pressure
relief valves, no smoking signs, hand rails, safety treads on ladders and
stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof electrical fixtures, fire fight-.
ing equipment.
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SPECIFIC-BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPOATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL'OPERATION skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

L-10; Mating c.oveir. unit w4:th ga,6 4toit.age

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , speci fi c abnormal pro-

cedure , or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trai nee , from recal 1 , wi 11 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

wl

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

,

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in solids,
gases, volatile acids, volatile solids, pH, alkalinity, temperature.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general response (R)
above inplies appropriate representation'of at least

.

the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), fire, explosion, slippery walks (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around sources

of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, har'd hat, etc.), no smoking signs, hand rails,
safety treads on ladders and stairs, first aid kit, explosion. Proof
electrical fixtures, flame trap, fire fighting equipment, gas asks.

c9.°203 147



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 2C2 -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . . .

M-10. Chemicat conditioning unit wi,th countek-cukkent etwttiation

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or Other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to emplbyee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.'

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least,
the following . . .

1. these specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in solids
content; chemical composition, odor, foam, sludge thickness, color,

,

pH, alkalinity.

.40

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific C P UNIT M-10, the general response (R)
above implies Appropriate representation of at leatt
the following!.

1. Attention to these sources of danger: acidic and alkaline solutions,-
spraying or splattering sludge and chemicals; rotating or oscillating
equipment, slippery floors and catwalks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: mixing chemicals, pressuriz-
ing chemical storage containers.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: face shields, protective
- clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, aprons, rubber boots,

etc.), goggles, hoisting apparatus, boric acid and bicarbonate of soda
solutions, eye wash stations, protective breathing apparatus.

(904///
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SPEC IF I C. BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM 'GUIDELINES 202 - N

WASTEaTER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for,POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

N-10. Vacuum chatinatox with automatic ked to pipe and clue bop
pneumatic contAat

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

S

When considering the conduct.of
an actual, specific abnormal
cedure, or'when confronted vi'th ,

it by name, functional description,

\
or other standard represent tion
thereof .

.

Trainee, from recall, will-describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to enployee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general'stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in flow,

- toxic gases, sewer runs, industrial wastes, odor, septic sewage, high
temperature, "BOD content, solids content, orgaMic load".

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1: Attention to these sources of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder
lifting bar; slippery'walks or stairs (e.g., oil, grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphrams, pig tails and rupture disc; -

defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug.

2.. Attention to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, replacing
valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask; self-
containedrair mask; chlorine cylinder leak repair kits for varfous
size-cylinders.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
. .

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING ctip UNITS . . .

0-10. Vacuum iittex unit malt ceoth

0-11. Contimuows ked cenuge umit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the-conduct of
'an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or,other standard representation
thereof .

_Trainee, from r_gcall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the pt.ocedure related directly
to employee safety, including how

. (why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (5) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

r-For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

These specific procedures: correcting abnormal conditions in cake
consistency, coagulant demand, volatile content, alkalinity, solids
content.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--
,

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in sludge
consistency, centrifuge too dark, coagulant demand, sludge feed, pond
depth, 'sludge concentration.

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general stimulus (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Attention to these sources.of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,'
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases, wins
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: proper lighting, belt guards,
railings, first aid kit, proper ventilation, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, etc.).

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 202-0

--For specific CMP UNIT 0:11--

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts,
pulleys, shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases, walks

(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safely equipment: proper lighting, belt guards,

rail ings, first aid kit, proper ventilation fire fighting equipment,
protective clqthing (e.g., safety shoes, ha hat, gloves, etc.).

*G1
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 202 -P

WASTEWATER PLANT 'OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . .

1'-i0. MuLtipte hecath, inane/Eaton unit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trai nee , from recall, wi 11 descHbe
and/or demonstrate those aspects-
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in moisture
content, calorific value.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., belts,
gears, shafts, pulleys, etc.), heated parts.

Z. Attention to these high risk activities: handling hot maieriils.
3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fire fighting eqUipment,

protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, asbestos gloves,
etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPEPATION skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

'Nitta /Lease 4y4ten

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUM3ER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cédure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how .

(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS,DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in color,
odor,"floating material, quantity, turbidity, efficiency.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: open channels, walks (etg.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., belts, couplings, etc.).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: rails, chains, life preservers,
ropes, harnesses, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard
hat, etc.).

4 11,
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUI DE LI NES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR 202
of the ABNORMAL OPERATION PRO-
CEDURES category does not
apply to the CMP UNIT of the
FLOW MEASUREMENT process.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT .

S-10. System with magnetically connected, pneurnattcatey contn.olled,
die6a clAiven, cent)tiliugat. pwnpz; zpeed neduca connected,
dectnicaely contnoteed, moton dAiven, pozitive dizptacenient
pump4; and the piping appnopniate theneto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual , specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
i t by name , functi onal descripti on,

or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in flow,
gases.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: loose clothing, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), rotating and reciprocating parts;
handling contaminated equipment, hot manifolds, engine noise; flooding
tunnels (e.g., floating debris, etc.), excessive heat and noise,
electrical shock, toxic gases.

217 .155



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR 202
of the ABNORMAL OPERATION PRO-
CEDURES category does not
apply to the CMP UNIT of the
ELECTRIC POWER process.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 202 - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

ABNORMAL OPERATION skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . .

U-10. Sy4tem with inteAnatty pnoduced ga4 with high pit.e44tth.e. tank4

and Aotaxy po4itive diotacement compnezzou

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 202:

When considering the conduct of
an actual, specific abnormal pro-
cedure, or when confronted with
it by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly'
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.,

STIMULUsS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10', ihe general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting abnormal condition in pressure,
gas production, moisture content, pas consumed, H2S content, explosive
mixture.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For spebific CMP UNIT U-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: gas leaktge, excessive high
pressure, negative pressure, rotating equipment, abrasions to hands
while turning valve handles or using valve chains, explosive mixtures,
H
2
S gas, disconnected pipelines, draining water from line.

2. Use ofAhese items of safety equipment: explosion proof equipment,
non-sparking tools, explosion meter, hydrogen sulfide amp tools, con-
tinuous operation gas monitor, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., rubber gloves and boots, hard hat, etc.),
high volume ventilation equipment.

°7221 157
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVWR .

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - A
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A-1O. Combined '4. y.te.m wi-th induistAial waste

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pneventi.ve maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will 'recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e . g. ,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general 'stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already impl ied): sewer, sewerage,
sewer system, collection system, gravity flow system, force main sys-
tem.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the folloQing . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, sewer system map
and specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: sewers, manholes, inverted si-
phons, dosing tanks, regulators, weir flap gates, catch basins.

3-. Painting these components of the unit: manholes, regulators, weirs,
flap gates.

4. Lubrication of these cemponents of the unit: regulators, flap gates.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-A

-.6. Using these tables, graphs, ncimographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: flow nomograph's for Kutter's equation and flow graphs.

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: structural damage
and/or deterioration of sewers and manholes (invert, sides, and crown).

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components or -the uni t: regulators ,

wei rs , fl ap gates.

9. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): TN inspection.

.161 228



ISPECIF I C BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 _ r, ,

, WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

8-10. Vacuum chtotinatm with automatic deed to p4e , pneumatic contut,

and etectticat evapoutoA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the puventive matntenance
procedures , and confronted wi th
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use; and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
wi 11 take, and for certain act i ohs
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
wi 1 1 actual ly perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-1 0, the general stimulus (s)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): upstream chlorina-

tion, remote chlorination, off plant chlorination, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and
specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: cabjjets, air filters, piping,
valves, injectors, pens, rotameters, fans, flow rate controller.

3. Painting these components of the unit: piping, compressor, motor, air

storage tank, cabinets.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: compressor, motor, re-

cording instruments, hoist.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-8

5. Monitoring-these components of the unit for proper operation: rotameter,
regulator (e.g., chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, etc.), valves (e.g.,
header, pressure reducing, etc.), gas rate controller, pneumatic control-
ler, gages (e.g., water, air, air storage tank, etc.), compressor, motor,
charts, chart drive, hbist, pig tailsi, vent fan, pens, leak detection
alarm sysiem, evaporator, temperature controls, water level .

. Wear measurembnt for these components of the unit: valves (e.g., header,
pressure relief, etc.), chlorine pressure regulator, cam fol lower, in-
jector, scales.

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: pressure reducing
valve, water pressdre regulator, leak detector alarm system.

8. Repladement for these components of the unit: kinked pig tails, damaged
header valves, air filters; compressor oil, leak detector components
(e.g., paper, chemicals, photoelectric tubes, etc.).

163 230



ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . .

C-10. Mechani_caily c.teaned bubbWE cont,coZ wtit with gitividet

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pkeve.ntive. maintenance

procedures and confronted'with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): bar screen, screen-

ing device, screens, rack, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: chain, rakes, screen housing,
rails, troughs, ladders, channels, stairs, decks, hopper.

3. Painting these components of the unit motor, gear box, bar screen
enclosure, bars.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: gears, bearings; rollers,

bushings, chains, sprockets, pulleys, speed reducers.

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-C

5. Monitoring these components of the unit: bubbler control, motor, shear
faces, alarm ctrcuits, sensors, chain drive, proper operation.

6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: chain (inc. chain
links, link pins, 'cotter pins), sprocket teeth, grinder cutting teeth,
bearings, bushings, belts, bars, lines. si

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: chain, drive
belt, grinder cutting face, relays, belts, rakes, bubbler tubes, baffles.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: chain (inc. links, link
pins, cotter pins), belts, grinder cUtting teeth.

4



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 301 - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

. V- 1 . Awtted unit with bucka etevaton

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given .the task of perform-
ing the pneventive maintenance

- procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trai nee wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(srof
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
gui des) avai 1 able for use , and

using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he .

wi 1 1 take ,,.aod for certaiW adións
that are most relevant;

using the reference tools trainee
wi 1F actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For4specific CMP UNIT D-1 0, the general.stimulus.-(S)
above implies appropriate representation Of at least
the following . . .

1 . These terms or descriptions (not al ready impl ied): gri t chamber,, grit
tank, grit collector, grit removal unit, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant rIrdw ngs and
specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: tank when dewatered, receiving
hopper, chains, sprockets, railings, walls of structure, weirs, grit
renoval assembly, unit appurtenances (e.g., rail, walkways, stairs,
etc.), air cleaner, diffusers.

3. Painting these components of the unit: motOrs, gear boxes, mounts and
frames, manifold, steel or iron body valves, walls, shafts, sprockets,
piping (inc. diffuser), atCpurtenances to bucket drive assembly (e.g.,
chutes , hoppers , etc . ), structure appurtenances (e.g. , rail , wal kways,
stairs, ladders, etc ), air cleaner, diffusers.

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific behavior 30l-D

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: 'motors, gear boxes, shafts

(inc. bearings), dumping mechanism (bearing), tighteners (pivots and sproc-
ket bearings), blower, blowel. 'gear box and bearingl.,,,,,cisingstem-val.ves1

TreiriTiOcated bearings when tank

dewate'red.

i'471

,.5.....,:Monitoringlhtse"CdmOdife.nts of the unit for proper operation: electric
. k

motors (temperature, atypical sdund, amperage), electric control equipment
(atypical sound, temperature), gear boxes (lubrication, temperature, sound),
chains (wear, .ound, deformation), buckets (wear, deformation, corrosion),
shoes (wear, corrosion), check valves, air pressure relief, silencer,
pressure indicating device.

ft. Wear measurement for th6se components of theaunit: V-belt, drive pulleys,

railings, shoes, buckets, bearings, shafts, hoer walls.

,,M, cic 4,r),i,c_p 1 ?0,,cii.44...tip.q,r1t.,,Gf2...thes thmponentstoft4Luni t :operat tng ,,speedy
Zhanger to prevent freezing up, belt tighteners.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: valve packings, lubrication

oil, air cleaner elements, belts, diffusers.

.41 TAI.334



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRIMARY,SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT .

.E-10. , Rectangdm...tinidt,w.i.th,tete4eopia-vatve,dit.awoiti;.--den.6i-ty..meteit
Vine. dock, and tit.ough wi-th zur.apeA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER N, :

When given the task of perform-
ing the pteventive maintenance
procedur0, and confronted with

JCZ:41:x.f,,P fr12,.!: t .1,4E Art#,4404 pro,c.es.4..u.nitt:,,:or. a

common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof. .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and

.,,,,using,the-reference,tools will-des..
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10., the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): primary, clarifier,
sedimentation unit, primary basin, settling tank, and appropriate Com-
binations thereof.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed performance guides, oper-
ator manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), operating logs, industrial
waste records, inspection records.

1

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps, motors, floors, walls,
flights, drive unit, grease trough, weirs, flow channel , telescopic
valves, inlet trough.

3. *Painting, these components of the unit: pumps, motors, floors, walls,
drive unit, weirt, telescopic valves, inlet trough, all related metal
appurtenances (e.g., hand rails, light standards).

Continued on following page
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Critinued from prevlous page, Specific 'Behavior 301-E

6041110.41.1111.,101410011.1111

;i4 s

moo..
Lubrication of these components of the unit: pumps, motors, drive clutch,
skimmer, speed reducers, shaft bearings.

.41(.04,1,11 S.A., - - ."

Attention to these components al- characteristics of the unit: gear box,
shaft bearings, packing.

Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: telescopic
valves, flights, time clock, density meter unit, pumps, motors, water
seal unit.

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: drive unit clutch,
chain, sprocket, flight shoes and tracks, flights, pump and drive belts.

R. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: flight and drivl
chai n idl er sprocket, density_me_terAjr-i ve,-bel-t-,--Shearpin -protecting

9. Replacement for these components of the unit: belts.

to*, 4
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES All F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION jRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE' ski 11 and. kr:Km:ledge...for -TRICKLING- FILTRATION CMP UNIt .

F-; 10. Rotany dZsttibwton, standaitd Aate. Etna WA dozing tank

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pneventive_maintenance-,--
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
comon name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-

ard representation thereof . . .

Trai nee will recal 1 _the_name(s)-of

------relsvarit7trerenci tools (e..g.,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he ;

will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

, the fdllowing . . .

1. These terms or descri ptions (not al ready impl ied): trickl i ng filter

(e.g., high rate, etc.), filter, filter bed, bacteria bed, forced air
filter, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above, implies appropriate representation of at least
the'following . . .

11. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive main-
tenance schedules, manufacturers' mointerfance guides, plant drawings
and specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: dosing tank (inc. interior
walls, piping), ports, nozzles, underdrains, rotary distributor, screens.

3. Painting these' components of the unit: .rotary distributor, dosing tank

(inc piping bell), concrete structures below,sewage level.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: rota'ry distributor, fan,

motor bearings, fan bearings.

Continued on following page
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ContinuairPML.previous-pagel-SWEiliC-Behavior 301-F

5. Attention to these components or characteristicssof the unit: mercury

seal, bearings, guy lines.

6.Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation:' dosing

tank, rotary distributor, fan and drive unit.

7. Mechanical adjustment of th'se components of the unit: distributor arms.

8. ReplaceITALfoi-these-compffiehts of the unit: tan belts; motor- bearing-s..

,9. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): deflector plates.

,
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SPECIFIC---BEHMOR-
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . .

G-10. Di66u/sed aa unit with zwing typeedi66u6en ptoducing tiine bubbtes

as-it relates. the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR_NUMBER

When given the task of perform-
ing the piteventi.ve maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): activated sludge,
conventional aerator, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and specifi-
cations,-tnspection record's.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: blowers, motors, valves (e.g.,
gate, plug, ball, check, etc.), piping, floors, walls, manometers, cabi-
nets, pumps, flow channels, diffuser. tubes.

3. Painting these components of the unit: blowers, motors, valves, piping,
pumps, hand rails, cabinets.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: blowers, motors, valves,
pumps, swing joints.

Continued on following page
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Continue from previous page, Specific Behavior G-301

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: flow Inters.,

manometers, blower meters, tachometers, indicator lights, diffusers, in-
dicating gages (e.g., oil pressure, temperature, etc.).

6. Replacemen for these components of the unit: diffuser tubes.

\



-SPECIFIC1EHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge! for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

H-1 0 . CiAcutaA, peAipheAat\ 6eed wvi.t utitit Aucti.on

as -relates- to. ttie- GCIERAL-CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER-301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pneventi.ve maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
comon name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relgvant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
usihg the reference tools will des-
cribe theroutine he will-follo*
and its frequency, the conditio'ns
he,will look for, the actions he

take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most releiiant;
us'ing the reference tools tra;inee
will actually perform the procedure

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): sedimentation unit,
secondary basin, settling tank, final clarifier and appropriate combi-
nations thereof, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and
specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps, motors, f16ors, walls,
flights, drive unit, weirs, flow channel, telescopic valves, inlet
trough, skiming device.

3. Painting these components of the unit: pumps, motOrs, flights, drive
unit, weirs, surface structures, collector mechanism, piping, valves,
hand rails, light standards.

4. Lubrication ofz,these components of the unit: pumps, motors, drive
clutch, speed reducers, shaft bearings, gears.

Continued on following page
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5. Attention to these comonents or characteristics of the unit: gear box,
shaft bearings, packing.

6. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: tele-
scopic valves, flights, time clock, density meter unit, pun's, motors,
water seal unit, suction arms,

7. -Wear -megs-urement-for-the-se-somponents-of-the-urrl-Vgears;beari rigs;
pumps, drive belts, shoes, chains.

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: flight and drive
chain idler sprocket, density meter, drive belt, shear pin protecting
device, suction arm supports.

9. Replacement for these convonents of the unit: belts.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . .

I-10. Autobic pond

as-ft-relates-to the GENERALCRIT-ERI0N-,BEHAVIOR-NUMBER-301 :

______4,

When given the task of perform-
ing the,pteventive maintenance
procedures , and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . .

Trainee wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate repi:esentation of at least
the following . .

1. These terms or descripti ons (not al ready impl ied) : oxidation pond,
sewage lagoon, waste stabilization lagoon's, polishing lagoons, brand
names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools : employee developed preventi ve maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspecti on records .

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: grounds, dikes, gates, fence
area, lights, switches, tools, pumps, motors, enclosures.

3. *Painting these components of the unit: materials building, motors,
pumps.

4. Ltibrication of these components of the unit: motors, pumps, gate
operators.

Continued on following page
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5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: motors,
pumps, valves, diversion box, samplers.

6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit': dikes (erosion).

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: valves, diver-
sion box.



N.

SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 30i - J

WASTEWATER -PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowl edge for THICKENING CMP

J- 10 . Matation unLt w t cciA.

as it relates to the GENE, L CRITERION BEHAVIOR rrIBER 301 :

When gi ven the task 'of perform-

ing the pnevemti_ve. mai ntenance

procedures , and confronted wi th
an actual process uni t , or a

common name , fUnctiona 1 or phys i -

cal description , or other, stand-

ard representati on thereof . . .

Trainee wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g. ,

gui des) avai 1 abl e for use, and

using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he wi 1 1 .fol low

and its frequency,, the conditions
he will 1 ook for , the actions he
wi 1 1 take , and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
wi 11 actual ly perform the procedure .

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimul us (S)
abcve impl i es 'appropriate representation of at 1 east
the folloHng . . .

1 . These terms or descriptions (not already impl i ed): thickener ," sludge

dewatering device, floatation device, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-1 0, the general response (R)
above impl i es appropriate representation of at 1 east
the following . . .

1 . Use of these'reference tool s: employee developed preventive
schedul es, 'manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings
fi cations , inspection record's.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps , piping , wal 1 s , °floors ,

skinners, recording equipment, metering devices , windows, val ves,

pressure tanks, compressors, gear box.

3. Pai nting these components of the unit: pumps , motors, piping, wall s ,

skinners, valves , pressure tanks , compressors , gear box.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: pumps, motors, valves,
skinner track, sprockets and chain, gear box, compressor, screw.

Conti nued on following page
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Continued from previous pag , Specific Behavior 301-J

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: air
compressor control board, pump aeration, solids overflow, automatic
pressure tank controls, sbrew, skinner, metering devjces, valves (e.g. ,
Oheck, butterfly, etc.).

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/Or performing these calcula-
, tions: fti/air/lb solids removed.

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: pump stuffing box,
pressure rel ief systems, chain, sprocket, skimmer.

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: pump packing
gland, pressure regulators, skimmer speed, sprockets.

9. Replacement for these components of the unit: air filters, oil filters,
oil .°



c
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

. CURRICULUM GUIDELNES 301 - K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge f/FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

K-10 Fixed coveA, 9a4 necacatati.ort unZt with edeititat ke.a,t eiCchangut

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When gi ven the task of perform-
ing the oeveritive maintenance
procedures , and confronted wi th
an actual process uni t, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal descripti on, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) o
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will, des-
cribe the routi net he wi 1 1 fol low
and its frequency, the conditions
he will 1 ook for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriAion (not already implied): anaerobic digester-,
sludge digester, digestion tank.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)-
above impl i es appropriate representation of at 1 east
the following . . .

, .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guideso.plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps, motors, piping, valves,
sight glasses, hatches.

3. Painting these components of the unit: exposed metal (e.g., pumps,
motors, piping, valves, etc.).

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: compressor, pumps, motors,
val yes, pulleys.

AN,
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Continued from previous page, Specific-B-bhavior 301-I(

5.

5. Monitoring these components of the'uriitr propei- operation: gages,
variabl e speed drive, supernatant over.fl, w, gas reci rculati on system,

cs, heat exchanger, pilot light assembly, recirculation pumps, meters, ,relief
valves, water traps.

,
6. Wear measurement foi. these comp.onent of the unit: belts.

7. Mechanical adjustment of these compOnents of the unit: valves, pumps,
meters.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: belts.
.

0

as



SPECIF 1 C BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 301

WASTEWATER- PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM ;CRITERIA

II

PREVENTIVE-MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT/. .

Ftoat.i...n.g co ve.A. unZt witii gas stonage

aS it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR. NUMBER 30t:"
s R

When given the task of perform-
ing the pnevemti.ve. maintenance
proCedures, and confronted wi th
an actual process unit, or a
comon name, functional or physi-
cal description., or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trai nee wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(s ) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cri be the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
wi 11 actual ly perform the procedure .

-
STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general stimulus (5)

above' impl ies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms Or descriptions. (not already implied): anaerobic digetter,
sludge digester, digestion tank,.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general response (R) ,

above impl i es ppropriate representation of at 1 east
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventivejnanintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection re`cords.

Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps, motors, piping, valves,
sight glasses, hatches.

3. Painting Lhese components of the unit: any components with exposed
metal (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.).

4. Lubicationlof these cOmponents of the unit: pump, motor, valves.

Continued on follciwing page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-1.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: variable
speed drive, manolmeter, vacuum-pressure relief valve, froating cover.

6. Using these 'tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
lations: solids retention time, lb. volatile solids/ft.i/day..

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: belt.

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: manometer, pumps.

9. Replacement for these components of the unit: belt.

.1
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SPECIF I C BEHAN/ IQR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 3a

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . .

M-10. Chemica2 conationxing wi-th counteit.-avotent etuttiatiovt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

S

When given the ,task of perform-
ing the pkevert,ti.ve mainteoance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
comon name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he wi 11 fol low
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: .For specific CMP UNIT M-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies approprtate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): chemical condition-
ing, coagulation, flocculation sludge conditioning, elutriationcounter-
current el utri ati on.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-1 0, the general response .(R)
above impl i es apprdpriate representa.tion of at least
the folloWing . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed.preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: chemical mixing tanks, mixers,
catwalks, floors, walls, weirs, chennelt, gear box, motor, pumps;
fl ights, collector, tank.

3. Painting these compo'nents of the unit: floors, walls, catwal ks, hand
rails, gear box,-motor, PurT)P-

4. Lubrication of these components ofthe unit:. motor, gear box, mixers,
pumps, chains, bucket elevators, piping, val'ves.

,

I. Continued on following page
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5. Monitoring these components
flow charts, pthnping rates,
control s, overload alarms.

6. Usingi these tables, graphs,

lations: GPM of sludge and
cal s , dewatering.

of, the unit for proper operation: rotameter,
collector mechanism, proportional flow

nomographs, and/or performing these calcu-
chemicals, pounds/min. of sludge and cheni-

Wear measurement for these components of the unit: belts, pulleys,
proportional flow controls, sprockets, chains, rails, shoes.,

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: collector drive
chain, belt tension.

9. -Replacement for these components of the unit: sprockets, chains, shear
pins, belts.

1 ..!5 252



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - N

WASTEWATER PLANT q)PERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for 'CISTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT .

N-10. Vacuum chiatinaton with automatic !Seed to pipi and dose Loop

pneumatic contna

as it relates to the GEUERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the puventive maintenance
procedures and confronted with
an actual 11fOtes5 unit, or a
common name;fah"ctional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
a-rd representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
'tzlevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available,for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the'actions he
will take, and for-certain actions
the "whys" that are Most relevant;-
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at leait
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): upstream chlorina-
tion, remote chlorination, off plant chlorination, brand names.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .
the following . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: cabinets, air filters, piping,
valves, injectors, pens, rotameters, fans, flow rate controller, tubes,
filters.

3. Painting these components of the unit: piping, compressor, motor,
air storage tank, cabihets.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: compressor, motor,
recording instruments, hoist.

253
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 30.141

5. Monitoring the e components of the unit for proper operation: rotameter,
regulator (e.g., chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, etc.), valves (e.g.,
header pressur reducing, etc.), gages (e:g., water, air, air storage
tank, etc.), g s rate controller, pneumatic controller, compressor,
motor, charts, chart drive, hoist, pig tails, vent fan', pens, :eak de-
tection alarm system,, evaporator, temperature controls, water level,
analyzer.

6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: valves (e.g.,
header, pressure relief, etc.), chlorine pressure regulator, cam
fol lower, isnj ector , scal es .

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: pressure re-
ducing valve, water pressure regulator, leak detector alarm system,
analyzer.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: kinked pig tails, damaged
header valves,.air filters, compressor oil , leak detector components
(e.g., paper, chemicals, photoelectric tubes, etc.), buffer solution.

Q
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301. 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP UNITS

0-10. Vacuwn 6i2teit. un.i.t with etath

0-11. Continuouz 6eed centitiiuge unit

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When .given the task of perform-
ing the pfteventive maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
'cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (S) above implie1 appropriate
represehtation, of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1

1. These terms or descriptionS (not already implied): vacuum filtration.

RESPONSE DETAIL: Tile general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit:
rollers,. tank.

3. Painting these comPonents of the unit:
motors, tanks, valves, etc.).

255
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blovier, pumps, motors, scrapers,

exposed metal (e..g., pumps,

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-0;

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: blower, pumps, motors,
variable speed drive, pulleys, trunnion.

-
5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper

.

operation: vacuum
gage, agitator, chemical conditioning apparatus, rotameters, mixing
tank.

6. Wear- measurement for these components of the unit: belts.

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: vacuum gage,
rollers, scrapers, chemical conditioning apparatus, mixing tank, valyes,
motors.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: belts.,

--For 'specific CMP.UNIT 0-11--

1. Use of these reference tbols: employee developed ..preventive maintenance
sChedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and specir
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the uqi pumps, motors, centrifuge.

3. PaintinOhese components of the unit: pumps, motors.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: pumps, motors, variable
speed drive, pulley, centrifuge.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: pressure
gage, variable speed drive.

6. Wear'measurement for these components of the unit:, belts.

.7. Mechanical adjustmeni of these components of the unit: belts, pressure
gag; variable speed drive.

8. Replacement foj these components of the unit: belts.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR .5

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES mil

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE- skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . .

P-10. MuLapte hectirth intinehatOn. UnLt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUNBER 301:

S

When given the task pf perform-
ing the piteventi.ve. m intenance
procedures, and conf onted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-.
ard representation thereof . .

Trainee wil 1 recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he Will follgw
and its frequency, the conditions
he wi 11 look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using, the reference tools trainee
will actual ly perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNI P-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies.appr Hate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): furr{ace, combustion
chamber. _

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. USe of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and
speci fications , inspection records .

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: motor, fan, pump, hopper.

3. Painting these components of the unit: al 1 exposed metal (e.g. , motor,
pump) .

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: pumps, motors, gears,
convryor, rol lers.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: gears.

Continued on following page
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6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: drive belt.
7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit; conveyor

4
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ISPCCIFIC BEHAVIOR '1

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES ya ... Q

WAStEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE' MAINTENANCE ski 1 1 and knowl edge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q. 10. Vim.e.ct /Leuze aysten

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pteveitti.ve maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common functi onal or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools wi 1 1 des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he wi 11 look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulds (S)
aboye implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): industrial use,
recreational use, process water.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1.. Use of these reference to-tils: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pumps, Piping, channels, filters.
3. Painting these components of the unit: purlips, piping, channels.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: process pumps and i'efalves.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for. proper operation: bearings,
valves.

6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: couplings.

Continued on following page
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7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: packing.

8. .Replacement for these components of the Unit: bearings, pipes, valves,
coupl ings.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION. TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT . .

R-10 . Centitafized necouting and totalizing eyste.m inebtding PaiGs hate
ventwa. me-tvz., magneti.c gow met a, and notameteit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pneventive maintenance
procedures , and confronted with
an actual process unit, or
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trai nee wi 1 1 recal 1 the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
wi 1 1 actual ly perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general 'stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): metering system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, i nspecti on records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: stilliny wells, pens, sight
glasses, meter bore, ports, floats, strainers, housing.

3. Painting these components of the unit: piping, housing.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: cams, mechanical linkage.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: Parshal 1

flumes, venturi meter, magnetic flow meter, rotameter, receivers, total-
izers, transmitters, converters, recorders.

Continued on following page
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6. Using these tables , graphs , nomographs, and/or performing these calcul a-

ti ons : flow nomographs , cal i brati on nomograph.

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: cams.

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: float switch,
attachment mechanism, calibration.

9. Repl acement for these COmponents of the uni t swi tches , cams , 1 i ghts ,

pens , el ectronic components .



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - s

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . . .

S-70. Syztem wLth magnetLeaLey canne.cled, pneumatically conticatted,
dimet dniven, centAiiugat pumps; speed conne.cted,
etect)acatty conttatted, moton cOaven, posi,tive dispeac.ement
pwnps; and the. piping appiwpniate theneto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

------4.

When given the task of perform-
ing the puventive maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the neference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (S)
*above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

These terms or
piping system,
specific pump
which they are
sludge, organi
recirculation,
valve names in
are connected
these specific

to which they
1 i ne, i nfl uent

recirculation

descriptions (not already implied): pumping system,
pumping and piping system, hydraulic system; these

names in conjunction with the names of the processes to
connected (raw sewage, sludge, process water, return

c return, priming, backwashing, proportional, recycle,
water seal, waste sludge, settled sewage); these specific
conjunction with the names of the processes to which they

(inlet, suction, effluent, check, influent, discharge);
piping names in conjunction with the names of the process

are connected: line, sludge line, recycle line, hypass
line, effluent line, overflow line, primary sludge line,
line.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 301-S

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

.

\

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: pum0 (inc. base, bearini\frame,
motor, casing), diesel engine and appurtenances, valves, piping, \speed
reducer.

3. Painting these components of the unit: all exterior parts of pump, mittor,
diesel engine, speed reducer; all piping, valves and fittings.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: bearings, seals, diesel
engine, valves, motors.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: pumps
(inc. bearings and seals), speed reducers, motors, engines, automatic
control actuators, control system, alarm system, valve position indi-
cators.

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: pump curves (e.g., horsepower, efficiency, heads, etc.) diesel
curves (e.g., horsepower-speed, etc.).

7. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: bearings, seals,
wear rings, shaft play, belt tension, impeller condition, alignment
(both angular and parallel), shaft sleeve, check valve (inc. balls,
disk), air chamber, cone valve, pump casing.

8. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: packing, shaft
play, belt tension, alignment, cone valve timing.

9. Replacement for these components of the unit: packing, lubricating oil,
filters (e.g., oil, air, water, etc.), belts, gaskets, seals, injectors,
spark plugs.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 - T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . .

T-10. Sy4tem Ming data taan66o/Lmtu, gem:Paton, etectkica 4witch
.geax, automatic cacuit actUatou on motou, and tetemeteting
with ataltms

a; it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When given the task of perform-
ing the pneveati_ve maintenance
procedures, and confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
common name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): plant electrical
system, internal electrical system, electrical supply, electrical dis-
tribution system, electrical service, electrical generation and distri-
bution system, 3 phase, delta.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive maintenance
schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and speci-
fications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: generator, exciter, diesel,
power generation control center, primary feeder breaker (manually or
electrically activated), primary, feeder transformer, load distribu-
tion panel or center, motor control center, magnetic starters (inc.
contactor, coil push buttons, selector switches indicator lights, over-
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 3014

load circuits), automatic control actuators (inc. floats, pressure
switches, thermostats microswitches, timers), disconnect switches am-
meters, voltmeters, watt-hour meters, elasped time meters, frequency
meters, power factor meter, overvoltage relays, undervoltage relays.
lighting transformers, emergency lighting system, transformer breaker,
load bus, feeder breaker, surrounding areas.

3. Painting these components of the unit: generator, exciter, diesel, trans-
former cases, electrical conduit and control boxes which are exposed to
the elements.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: generator, exciter, diesel
engine.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: generator,
exciter, diesel , power generation control center, primary feeder breaker
(manually or electrically activated), primary feeder transformer, trans-
former breaker, load bus, feeder breaker load distribution panel or center,
motor control center, magnetic starters (inc. contactor, coil push but-
tons, selector switches indicator lights, overload circuits), automatic
control actuators (inc. floats, pressure switches, thermostats, micro-
swi tches , timers ) , disconnect swi tches , ampmeters , vol freers , watt-hour
meters, elasped time meters, frequency meters, power factor meter, over-
vol tage rel ays , undervol tage rel ays , 1 ighting transformers , emergency
lighting system, checking systme, individual equipment, and ground
systems.

6. Wear measurement for these components of the unit: generator, exciter,
diesel, primary feeder breaker (inc. batteries if electrically activated),
magnetic starters (inc. contactor, coil , current drawn by unit), megging
insulation, calibration of meters, and overvoltage and undervoltage
rel ays.

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: generator, excit-
er, diesel.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: indicator light bulbs,
oi 1 in transformers .

N
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 301 7 U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . .

U-10. Syz.ter utak intennatty piwduced gaz with high pnezzuiLe tanizz
and Aotang posLtive d.iaptacernoit comptez4onis

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 301:

When gi ven the task of perform-
ing the oevottive maintenance
procedures, and ,confronted with
an actual process unit, or a
conmon name, functional or physi-
cal description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will des-
cribe the routine he will follow,
and its frequency, the conditions
he will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain actions
the "whys" that are most relevant;
using the reference tools trainee
will actually perform the procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): digester gas
system, plant gas system, process gas system, sludge gas system, low
pressure gas system, high pressure gas system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: employee developed preventive mainte-
nance schedules, manufacturers' maintenance guides, plant drawings and
specifications, inspection records.

2. Cleaning these components of the unit: drip traps, moisture accumula-
tor, valves (e.g., pressure reducing, pressure relief, vacuum relief,
etc.), pressure gages, flame arrestos, gas booster blower unit (inc.
motor, blower, coupling, controls), pressure switches, gas filters, gas
scrubbers, meters, rotary positive displacement blower and motor, gas
storage sphere.

Continued on following page
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3. Painting these components of the unit: exteriors of drip traps,
moisture accumulator, valves (e.g., pressure reducing, pressure
relief, vacuum relief, etc.), flame arrestos, gas blower unit (inc.
motor, blower); gas filters, gas scrubberg, meters, rotary positive
displacement blower and motor, gas storage sphere.

4. Lubrication of these components of the unit: gas booster blower unit,
meters, valves, rotary positive displacement, blower unit.

5. Monitoring these components of the unit for proper operation: standby
equipment. Pressure switches, meters, valves, blowers, boosters,
compressors.

6. Wear measurenent for these components of the unit: booster, blades,
compressor vanes.

7. Mechanical adjustment of these components of the unit: drip traps,
pressure reducing valves, pressure switches, meters.

8. Replacement for these components of the unit: gas scrubber contents,
filters, vanes on rotary unit.
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SPECIFIC BEFIAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUI DELI NES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR for . . .

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR

302

El
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
, CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT' . .

A- 10 . Comiline.d y4tem wLth. indu.6ttim2 wate.

as.it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER _302:

R

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pite.ventive. pro-

cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee , from recal 1 , wi 11 describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety,IncIuding how
(why) they protect the- employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., sewers, manholes, etc.),
all painting (e.g., manholes, regulators, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,
regulators, flap gates, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., sewers, manholes,
etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g., regulators, weirs, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: oxygen deficiency, toxic gases,
traffic, open channels or pits, manhole covers, ladders, infection,
flooding, cave-ins, rotating and reciprocating equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working alone in manholes,
entering or leaving manholes, working .in excavations, cave-ins.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes or boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explocimeter, oxygen
deficiency meter, ropes, harness, self-contained breathing apparatus,
exhaust fans, blowers, explosion proof lights, traffic barrier's, cones,
flashing 1 ights .
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

8-10. Vacuum ch.toti.nato4 uti.th automati.c. ticed to pipe, p$Tewnatiz contitot,
and etec-tA,Lcae evapofiaton

as 'i t relates tO the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific plteventive pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it

. by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from- recal , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure rel ated di rectly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.°

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., air filters, piping,
etc.), all painting (e.g., piping, compressors, etc.), all lubrication
(e.g., compressors, motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., rotameter, reg-
ulators, etc.),; all mechanical adjustments (e.g.,. injector vacutin1 regu-
lator, etc.). ;

RESPONSLDETAIL: For sPecific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following .

1. ,Attenti o theSe sources of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder
1 g bar; slippery walks or stairs (e.g., oil, grease, ice, etc.);
eaking cylinders, valves, diaphragms, pig tails, and rupture disc;

.defective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug;
el,ectrical eqUipment; chlorine in piping and equipment; opening piping
and equipment.

2. Attention to these ;high risk activities:
valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment:
contained air mask.

changing cylinders, replacing

canister gas mask, self-



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - C

ASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill. and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . . .

C-10. Mechanically ceeaned bubbteit. conttot wiLt tai,th gnindeA

as i t relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pteventi.ve pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional des,cription,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recel 1 , will describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly,
to empl oyee safety, , i ncl udi ng

(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: fdr specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1'. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., chain, rake, etc.),
all painting (p-4., motor, gear box, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,
gears; bearings , etc. ) , all monitori ng '(e.g . , bubbi er control , etc. ),

all mechanical adjustments (e.g., chain slack, drive belt tension, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate.representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts .(e.g., chains, rakes,
bel ts, shafts , coupl i ngs , gri nder teeth, sprockets, etc. ) , sl ippery

walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc. ),- open doors or covers, electri.bal
. equipment, explosive fumes.

2. Attention to thèse,high risk activities: making adjustments with switch
in automatic position, enteringNdeep wells..

3. Use of these items err safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
rubber gloves, safety shoes or boots, hard hat, etc.), railings, stair
safety treads, first aid kit, electrical lockout tabs and keys.

4,
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRIERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

10-10. Avtated una wi,th bucket etevaton

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual speci fic pteventive. pro-

, cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., chains, weirs, etc.),
all painting (e.g., motors, gear boxes, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,
motors, gear boxes, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., control equipment,
etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g., shoes- shafts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response. (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., buckets,
chains, couplings, etc.), slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.),
open tanks, smooth treads, wet treads, electrical equipment, belts.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near or on moving
parts, working in unventilated areas, hand removal of grease.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . .

E- 10 . Rectangwtv. un-it witWi tdez copic vatve. cttaw o 66, denzity meta
time clock, and ttough Lai-tit ClUtpvt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pkeventixe. pro-

cedure, or when confronted with i t
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , wil 1 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure rel ated di rectly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employeq.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all. cleaning (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),
all painting (e.g., hand rail s, wal 1 s, pumps, etc. ), al 1 1 ubrications
(e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),, all inspections (e.g., gear box, etc.),
all monitoring (e.g. , flight, Pumps, etc.), all measurements for wear
(e.g., chains, sprockets, etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g.,
drive belt,. density meters, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., chains,
belts , shafts, coupl ings, etc . ), sl ippery wal ks and stairs (e.g . ,

grease, oil, ice, etc.), pits, water hose, electrical equipment, belts,
ladders.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near open pits and
tanks, raking floating materials (e.g., grease belts, rags, etc.), from
weirs.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: life preserver, protective
clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), boots, explosion
proof flashlights, hand rails.

2,C7
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
cuRRIcuum GUIDELINES 302 - F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. RotalLy clatA,Lbcaon, atandand /Late. u.n.i,t with do4in9 tank

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

WhenconSidering the conduct of
an actual specific pkeventi.ve. pro-

cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from- recal 1 , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related di rectly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of it least
the followi.ng . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., dosing tank, ports,
etc.), all painting (e.g., rotary distributor, dosing tank, etc.), all
lubrications (e.g., rotary distributor, etc.), all mechanical adjust-
ments (e.g. , di stributor arms , etc . ) .

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of .danger: slippery walks (e.g., grease,
oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., pulleys, belts, fan, etc.), paint
fumes, mercury.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: checking filter distributors.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: safety treads on stairs and
ladders, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves, hard hat,
boots, etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 3(2 - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . . .

G-10. aititca 6 ed aiA unit uti.th swing -type. cliu eit. pkoducing icine bubbtea

as it relates, to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific puventive pro-
cedure', or when confronted iwith it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation, of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., blowers, motors, etc.),
all painting (e.g., pumps, piping, etc.), all lubrication (e.g., blowers,
motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., meters, diffusers, etc.), all in-
spections (e.g., diffuser tubes, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: wells, loose railings, electrical
equipment, gratings, slippery walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice,- etc.), ro-
tating equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near unrailed pits or
wel 1 s.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat; etc.), life preserver.

A83 2C9



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

H- 10 . CiAcutat, peitiphaat 6c.ed unLt with 4uctLon

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific plteve.mtAlve pro-

cedure, or when.confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),
all painting (e.g., hand rails, walls, pumps, etc.), all lubrications
(e.g., pumps, motors, etc.), all inspections (e.g., gear box, etc.),
all monitoring (e.g., flight, pumps, etc.), all measurements for wear
(e.g., chains, sprockets, etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g.,
drive belt, density meters, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: /moving parts (e.g., chains, belts,
shafts, couplings, etc.), slippery walks and stairs (e.g., grease, oil,
i ce, etc.), pits electrical equipment, moving suction arms, paint fumes.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working near open pits and
tanks.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), life preservers, explositon proof
flashlight, hand rails.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . .

1-10. Autobic pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

R

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific p/Leventive pro-,

cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representatthn of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., grounds, dikes, etc.),
all painting (e.g., materials building, motors, etc.), all lubrica-
tions (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., valves, etc.),
all mechanical adjustments (e.g., valves, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: ground undermined, wet or damp
grass or rocks, electrical wires in damp areas, poisons for control of
plants and animals, stepping in chuck holes, contamination by contact,
boat and motor, rodents, herbicides and soil sterilizers, chuck holes,,
holes in fence, electrical shock, slippery dikes, nongrounded control

panel.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: removal of vegetation by hoe
adjacent to electrical wire, reaching over pond to remove debris.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fence, adequate lighting, signs,
locks, electrical wire enclosed, fire fighting equipment, protective
clothing (e.g., gloves, boots, etc.), adequate fencing and signs, safety
of equipment in boat.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - J

"WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

3-10. FLoatation umit with aiA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pteventLve pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimurus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pumps, floors, etc.),
all painting (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.), all lubrications (e.g., pumps,
motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., air compressor, control board, etc.),
all mechanical adjustments (e.g., pump packing gland, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT_J710, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: steps, pits, slippery floors
and walks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), loose hand rails, moving
parts (e.g., sprockets, chains, drive gears, belts, pulleys, etc.),
electrical equipment, high water pressure equipment, gratings, high
air pressure equipment and piping, wells, pits, tanks, pump components
(e.g:, impeller, etc.), weir setting device, high pressure blow off
(inc. broken sight glass, pressure tank).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: operation of skimmers, screw,
moving shafts.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
rubber boots, gloves, hard hat, etc.), explosion proof electrical
equipment.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 52 K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT...

K-10. Fixed covet, gaz xecitcutation unit with extetnat heat exchanget

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific puventive pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

1

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),
all painting (e.g., compessors, valves, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,
pumps, motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., recirculation systems, re-
lief valves, etc.), all mechancial adjustments (e.g., valves, meters,
etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

4the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), slippery walks or stairs (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.), fire, explosion.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around possi-
ble sources of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), vents, gas flame traps, pressure
relief valves, no smoking signs, hand rails, safety treads on ladders and
stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof electrical fixtures, fire fight-

ing equipment, explosion proof hand tools.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 302 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . .

L-10. Floatin-g cova unit wilh gas Atokage

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pneventNe pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof .

Trainee , from recal 1 , will descri be

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL For specific CMP UNIT 1-1 0, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These specific procedures: al 1 cleaning (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),

painting (e.g. pumps, motors, etc.), all lubrications (e.g., pumps,
motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., variable speed drive, manometers,
etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g. manometers, pumps, etc.), all
inspections (e.g., belts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-l0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e .g ., shafts,
couplings, belts, pulleys, etc.), fire, explosion, slippery walks (e.g.,
grease, oil , ice, etc.).

2. Attention to these high risk activities: all activities around sources
of gas leakage.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, gloves, hard hat, etc.), no smoking signs, hand rails,
safety treads on ladders and stairs, first aid kit, explosion proof
electrical fixtures, flame trap, fire fighting equipment, gas mask,
explosion proof hand tools.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . . .

WiCo. Chemicdt conditioning unZt wi/h countet-cument etutniation

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pneventive pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropirate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., mixers, weirs, etc.),
all painting (e.g., floors, walls, etc.), all lubrications (e.g., motor
gear box, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., rotameter, flow charts, etc.),
all inspections (e.g., belts, pulleys, etc.), all mechanical adjust-
ments (e.g., chains, belts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 11-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: acidic and alkaline solutions,
spraying or splattering sludge and chemicals, rotating or oscillating
equipment; slippery floors and catwalks (e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.),
ladders, stairs, loose hand rails, moving parts (e.g., chains, gears,
belts, pulleys, blades, etc.), wells, pits, tanks.

2. Attention to these fligh risk activities: mixing chemicals, pressuriz-
ing-chemical storage containers.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: face shields, protective cloth-
ing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, gloves, aprons, rubber boots, etc.),
goggles, hoisting apparatus, boric acid and bicarbonate of soda solutions,
tye wash stations, protective breathing apparatus.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

as

N-10. Vacuum cheolUna2o4 with automatic ieed to pipe and ei.o.se toop
pneilMati.C. CD Mao t

it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pteventtve pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee , from recal 1 , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-l0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., air filters, piping,
etc.), all painting (e.g., piping compressors, etc.), all lubrications
(e.g., compressors, motors, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., rotameter,
regulators, etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g., injector vacuum
regulator, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-l0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: hoist in operation; cylinder
lifting bar; slippery walks or stairs (ftg. , oil, grease, ice, etc.);
leaking cylinders, valves, diaphrams, pig tails and rupture disc; de-
fective alarm system; liquid chlorine in chlorinator; fusible plug;
electrical equipment; chlorine in piping and equipment; opening
piping and equipment.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: changing cylinders, re-
placing valves and pig tails.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: canister gas mask; self-

contained air mask
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES .302 - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP UNITS...

0-10. Vacuum IcitteA unit WWI cloth

0-1.1. Conti.nuou4 ie.e.d centniiuge. Emit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pneventive. pro-

cedure, or when confro::ted wi th it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recal 1, toi 1 1 describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (s) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., blower, pumps, etc.),
all painting (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.), all lubrications (e.g., pumps,
pulleys, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., mixing tank, agitator, etc.), all'
mechanical adjustments (e.g., belts, scrapers, etc.), all inspections
(e.g:, belts, etc.).

--For specific CMP LINIT 0-11--

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pu s, motors, etc.),
all painting (e.g. , pumps , motors , etc. ) , all 1 ubrications (e.g., pumps,
pulleys, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., pressure gage, variable speed
drive, etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g., belts, pressure gage,
etc.), all inspections (e.g., belts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts, pulleys,
shafts, couplings), electrical shock, explosive gases, walks (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice).

°N99

Continued on following page
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COntinued from previous page, Specific Behavior 302-0

--For. specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (inc. belts, pulleys,
shafts , coupl ings) , el ectri cal shock , expl osi ve gases , wal ks (e.g . ,
grease, oil, ice).

Cl
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - P

WASTEWATER PLACW OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT .

P-10. MuLtipte herath unZt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pte.venti.ve. pro-

cedure, or wheh confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, wi 11 describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriatd representation of at least

the following . . .

: all cleaning (e.g., pumps, motors, etc.),
motors, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,

monitoring (e.g., gears, etc.), all inspections

1. These specific procedures
all painting (e.g., pumps
motors, gears, etc.), all
(e.g., belts, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: moving parts (e.g., belts,
geats, shafts, pulleys, etc.), heated parts, flappable paint.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: handling hot materials.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, hard hat, asbestos gloves,
etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 3f2 - Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENHVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . .

Q- 1 0 . DiAect Acta e zyztem

as i t rel ates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific raveAti.ve. pro-
cedure, or when confronted with i t ,

by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the.employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, 4the general stimulus (5)

'above implies appropriate representation of at least

the.following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pumps, filters, etc.),
all painting (e.g., pumps, pipes, etc.), all lubrications (e.g., process
pumps, valves, etc.), all inspections (e.g., packing, etc.), all moni-
toring (e.g., bearings, valves', etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g.,

coupl i ngs, etc. ).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For,specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . .

1. 'Attention to these sources of danger: open channels, walks (e.g.,
grease, oil, ice, etc.), moving parts (e.g., belts, couplings, etc.),

high pressure.

Use of these items of safety equipment: rails, chains, life preservers,
ropes, harnesses, protective clothing (e.g., safety shoes, gloves,.hard

hat, etc.), lock out tags and keys.

3 t),1/
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 -.R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT...

R-10. Centlatzed tecon.ding and totatizing 40.ten tnclucti.ng Pcvahate
itume, ventaitt meta, magnai.c. Stow meta, and notameta

as it 'relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual speci fi c pneventi.ve pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trai nee, from recal 1 , wi 11 descri be

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: -For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

, the following . .

1. These specific,procedures: all cleaning (e.g., stilling wells, pens,
etc.), all painting (e.g., piping, etc.), all lubrications (e.g. Parshall
flumes, etc.), -all monitoring (e.g., Parshall flumes, venturi meter,
etc.), all mechanical adjustments (e.g., float switch, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: poorly ventilated or open pits,
electrial shock.

30005
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . .

S-10. System with magneLicatty connec,ted, pneumati,caay con,t,toteed,
die.6e,t &amen, centitiiugat pumps; hpeed iteduc.eit connected,
etectiticatty contiLoteed, moton. &amen, poative cUspeacrneAt
pwnp4; and the piping appuptiate thene, to.

as it rslates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific piteventixe pro-

cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee , from recal 1 , wi II describe

and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

N.

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., pump, diesel engine,
etc.), all painting (e.g., pump, motor, etc.), all lubrications (e.g.,
bearings , seal s , etc. ) , all monitoring (e.g . , pumps , speed reducers,

etc.), all inspections (e.g., wear rings, shaft"play, etc.), all
mechanical adjustments (e.g., shaft play, belt tension, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: loose clothing, slippery walks
(e.g., grease, oil, ice, etc.), rotating and reciprocating parts;
handling contaminated -equipment, hot manifolds, engine noise; hot pipe
(*e.g., steam, engine lube oil , engine cool ing water, engine exhadst,
etc.), hoist equipment under tension (pressurized or spring loaded).

2. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safety shoes, hard hats, gloves, etc.), flashlights, first aid kit,
fire fighting equipment, ear protection, explosion probf flashlight
safety solvent, grounded tools and extension cords, lockouts and
tags, eye protection.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINZS 302 - T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . . .

1-10. System Laing data ttamionme/a , gene/Eaton., etec,txzea. zwitch
geca, automati.e. c,actat actuatoia on motwa, and tete.inetexi.ng
LoLth ataium

as i t relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pitevent,i_ve. pro-

cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to employee safety, including how
(why) they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., generator, exciter,
etc.), all painting (e.g., generator, transformer cases, etc.), all
lubrications (e.g., generator, diesel engine, etc.), all monitoring
(e.g., breakers, controls, etc.), all inspections (e.g., generator,
exciter, etc.) , all mechanical adjustments (e.g., generator, diesel,

etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources of danger: electrical shock, thermal burns,
noise, rotating equipment, flammable solvents, explosive atmosphere.

2: Attention to these high risk activities: activating or deactivating
circui ts.

3. Use of these items of safety,equipment: pad locks, ear muffs or ear
protector, rubber mats under all switch gear panels, explosion proof
flashlight, protective clothing (e.g., rubber boots, safety shoes,
rubber electrical gloves, insulated jacket, hard hat, etc.), first aid
kit, fire fighting equipment, load break ratings on switchgear, short
ing ,sticks.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 302 - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT . . .

U-10. System with intennaly Onoduced gas with high pnesswte tank!,
and notany positive dizptacement comp/Lazo/LA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 302:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific pteventi,ve.,pro-
cedure, or when confronted with it
by name, functional description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects
of the procedure related directly
to erployee safety, including how
(why) they Protect the employee.'.

t.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: all cleaning (e.g., drip traps, moisture
accumulator, etc.), all painting (e.g., valves, piping, etc.), all
lubrications (e.g., valves, meters, etc.), all monitoring (e.g., valves,
meters, etc.), all inspections (e.g., drip traps, valves, etc.), all
mechanical adjustments (e.g., pressure switches, meters, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Attention to these sources oi danger: gas leakage, excessive high
pressure, negative pressure, rotating equipment, abrasions to hands
while turning valve handles or using valve chains, explosive mixtures,
improper disposal of spent Os scrubber contents, iron sulfide in
exposed gas lines and units, hoisting, solvents and wiping or cleaning
rags used in painting, belts, couplings.

2. Use of these itens of safety equipment: explosion proof equipment,
non-sparking tools, explosion meter, hydrogen sulfide amp tools, con-
tinuous operation gas monitor, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,
protective clothing (e.g., rub6er gloves and boots, hard hat, etc.),
salt tabl ets.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES /a - A.

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A-10. Combine.d 4y4tem w.Uk induzthiat tuote

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:S.
When given the task of-performing
the conicective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indicationS of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee.will
actual ly perform the i ndi cated

procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: flooded manholes; bro-
ken pipes; separated joints; broken, separated, or leaking manholes;
cave-ins; wet soil (near pressure mains); missing manhole covers; inop-
erative regulators, weirs, or flap gates.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at ;east
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, sewer systen
map and specifications, inspection records.

Continued on following page
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Conti nued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-A

Consideration of these reasons or causes: poor design, construction,
inspection, or preventive maintenance; soil subsidence; change in water
tabl e.

2`.3,82 318
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401 - B

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knoWledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

6-10. Vacuum cheonata with automatic 6eed to pipe, pneumatic. contizot,
and ete.c,tcat evapon.atot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the comecti.ve maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trai nee Will recognize Ile .mechani -

cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
babl e component(s ) needing repai r
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability frorii

highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: vent fan, alarm sys'tem,

injector, evapOrator, pressure or vacuum gages, rate controller or ro-
tameterinoperative; damaged cylinder; damaged valves; kinked pig tail;
loose connections; bent or misaligned charts; pen not printing; compres-
sor hot; motor hot or inoperative; air storage tank empty; rupture disc
ruptured; atypical sound.

-1

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

,31 9

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-B

,

Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
'-guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: loss of control system, low
water in evaporator, excessive corrosion, loss of injector water, loss
of chlorine pressure.

320
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES le L C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . . .

C- 10. Mechanically cleaned bubbta c.ontIw t. unit mi,th giandeJt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the c.oia.e.cti.ve, maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the_unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such-and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
imnediate and/or longiterm opera-
tional adjustments that. may be
necessary, will name the most 'pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest , if component(S)
need repair, will briefly describe
the. nature of the repai r; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually ,perform theindicated
procedure: '

STIMULUS DETAIL: For spicific CMP UNIT C-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: rake not moving, motor
turning; rake not moving, motor not turning; grinder not,grinding, motor
turning; grinder not grinding, motor not turning; broken chain (inc.
link, link pin, cotter pin); broken sprocket, rake, rake cleaner, screen
belt, rake drive, belt drive, shaft; worn out bearings, link pin out,
pin sheared; inoperative motor, bubbler control ,fwater valve.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): clearance between
rake and bars.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous 'page, Specific Behavior 401-C

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP. UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of, at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides,,manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant drawings
.and specifications, inspection records. 1 .

Cdnsideration of these reasoni or causes: jammed by debris, misaligrinent,
broken cbmponent, chain tension.

0
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . . .

D-10 . Avated wiLt With bucket etevatok

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

R

When given the task of performing
the com.e.cti.ve maintenance proce-

dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
functionThf a process unit or com-
ponent wifhin the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.q., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable .comoonent(s) needing repai r
or replacement, if more than one
probiible cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest , if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representatiOn of at least
the following . . .

These malfuntions or these indications thereof: atypical sound, higher
than normal temperature, vapors, vibration, pilot lights off, inopera-
tive unit, unlubricated bearings, overloaded prime movers, electrical
motor inoperative, electrical control equipment inoperative, grease or
oil on motur windings, insulation burned off electrical wiring, over-
loaded process, absence of agitation.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavipr 401-0

1. Use of these reference tools: pl ant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-

ings .and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: inproper ventilation, equip-
ment not adequately shielded from moisture.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION UNIT . .

E-10. Rec,tanguttvt. (mit mi.& tau copic wave dnaw o6i, deyaLty meteit
time dock, and tnough wLtJz zcitapen

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an 'actual specific c.onnective
procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representati on thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall , will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directlytto
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: misalignment of flights;
chains off sprockets; broken shafts, sprockets, flights, and chain (inc.
pins, links); worn flights and shoes; stuck or leaking telescopic valve;
motor running/pump not moving; pump turning backwards; inoperative density
meter or time clock.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E-10, the general respghse (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, Parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: excessive wear due to abnor-
mal grit and/or excessive solids, foreign objects in the tank (e.g.,,
hoses, tools, etc.), inoperative overload protective devices.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 41a - F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. Rotaity cliztzthwtoit, standand nate urii-t toith dosing tank

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When gi ven the task of performing
the conmetive, maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representati on thereof . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s).
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specilic CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: forced air system
inoperative, rotary distributor turning too slowly, rotary distributor
not turning/sewage flowing, rotary distributor not turning/sewage not
flowing, bad bearing, mercury seal gone, dosing tank inoperative.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, ther general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant
drawings and specifications, inspection records.

Continued on following page
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2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: defective bearings (e.g.,
frozen, etc.), excessive debris (e.g., rags, solids, etc.).

.11
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES ign - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for AERATION CMP UNIT . . .

G-10. W.66u4ed (IAA unii with Awing type cliusen pitoducing 6ine bubbtea

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

S.
When given the task of perfoming
the comecti.ve maintenance proce-
dures, and confrorited with actual ,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recogni ze the mechani -

cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tool s (e. a . , gui des)

available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools-trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure;

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: meter readings (high,
low), atypical sound, roll of liquid, frothing, DO (high, low), meters,
blowers, motors, pumps, surging.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general response (R)
above implies' appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: loss of power, broken piping,
faulty valve.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401 - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

H-10 . Cilt.C.Uta , peni+iteut ieed unit with 4ucti.on

as it relates to the GENERAL CIIITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the c.ouective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or corn-

' ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
ical malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference.tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 11-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the follwing . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: misalignment of
fl ights ; chains off sprockets ; broken shafts , sprockets , fl ghts , and
chain (inc. pins, links); worn flights and shoes; stuck or leaking tele-
scopic valve; motor running/pump not moving; puny turning backwards;
inoperative density meter or time clock; suction arms not turning; pump
not Inlaying; meter reading (high, low).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-H

1. Use of these reference tbols:. plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs', plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. CQnsideration of these reasons or causes: excessive wear due to abnor-
mal grit andfor excessive solids, foreign objects in the tank (e.g:,
hoses, tdols, etc.), inoperative overload protective devices.
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SPECIFIC, BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401 - 1

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . . .

1-10. AmobLc pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the comective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indlcations of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.o., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference iools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies apPropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These conditions or these indications thereof: washouts, short cir-
cuiting, low DO, weeds, pump failure, flooding, motor failure.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the 'following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' malintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: insufficient depth, poor
ground cover.
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1101 - J

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for tHICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

3-10. Feoatatton unit with abt.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the coact-aye maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual ,

mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation" thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the methani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
availAble for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
irnediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable ctxnponent(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one

- probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

te

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 3-1,0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: worn bearings, hot
bearings, hot motor windings, inaccurate gages, pressure imbalance,
high solids in overflow, worn chain, sprockets off track, excess flow
from stuffing box, vibration, noise, odor, pressure loss, liquid level
variations, low pump discharge, high discharge head, inoperative motor,
pimp, screw, skinner or compressor.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

-42335

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-J

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed-corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts tatalogs, -plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.



ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CUAICULUM GUIDELINES 401 K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION ,TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge. for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . . .

K-10. Fixed covet, gm /mei/mutation mist ath extermat heat exchange&

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAdOR NUMBER 401:

=114111.111

When given the task of performing
the comective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will.
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the mosi pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from -

highest to lowest., if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropr ate representation of at-least
the following . .

1. These malfunctions or these indica ions thereof: heat exchanger not
lighting; recirculation pump inoperative; sludge pump, heat exchanger
water pump, and gas compressor inoperative.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.,



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1401 - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM 'CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT . . .

L-10. F toeing co veA. unit u.tah ga.s .s.totage.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the coniact,i.ve maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual ,

mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or corn-
ponent within thMnit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.q., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that, may be
necessary, will name the mostkOro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest,.i f component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated 1

procedure.

j

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: gas pressure. (high,
low), inoperati4e,pump, covestuck, water in gas lines, pressure valve
,on waste gas burner stuck, vacuum-pressure relief valve inoperative.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific MP UNIT L-10, the general response (R) .

above impli s appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: .plant developed-corrective maintenance'
guides, manufacturer's maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-,
ings and specifications, inspection records.

31339 ?1,5
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 M

WASTEWATER PLANT OfERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT . . .

M-10. Chemict l. canditioning unit wait countet-cAltkent autitiation

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORAUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the cox/maim maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
furction of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
repeesentation thereof

STIMULUS DETAIL:

Trainee wiIi recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replicement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lcmest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general stimulus (S)
-above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: worn bearings; hot
bearings; pressure losses; meter readings (high, low); sound; floating
.solids; stopping and starting of unit; alarms; chemical strength; vibra-
tions; lack of lubrication; pumps inoperative; pumps running too fast
,or too slow; zollector inoperative; liquid level (high, low); short
shelf life; wrong mixture of chanicals; shear pin broken; inoperative
motor, collector mechanism, or flights; broken sprockets or chains;
inoperative-gear box or rotameter; faulty control loops.

RESPONSE DETAIL:. For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the following . .

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Spe'cific Behavior 401-M

1. Use of these ,reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturer's ' maintenance guides, "parts catalogs, plant
drawings and specifications, inspection records,.

1
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRALNING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POSTCHLORINATION CMP UNIT . .

N-10. Vacuum ciao/Limaox with aaomatic Seed to pipe and 'dime toop
pneumatic contitot

as if relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the coititectixe maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual ,
mechanical .indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
desceiption or other standard
representation thereof .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal .mal functi on as, such and wi 1 1

recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.o., geides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
adtually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT N-10,.the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These malfunctions or these indicati'dins thereof: vent fan, alarm system,
injector, evaporator, pressure or vacuum gages, rate nontroller, or
rotameter inoperative; damaged cylinder; damaged valves; kinked pig
tails; loose connections; bent or misaligned charts; pen not printing,
comgressor hot; motor,hot or inoperative; air storage tank empty;
rupture disc ruptured, atypical sound, clogged filtersi tubes, sample
pump not running.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 11-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-N

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant drawings
and specifications, inspection" records. .

I



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 40]. 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SLUDGE DEWATERING CMP UNITS . .

O-10. Vacuum 6i.e.teit. uni.t doth

0-11. conttnuocis 6eect centititiuge uni-t

as they relate to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:4-
When given the task of performing
the connotive maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbil
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Traineo will recognize_ the mechani-
cal malfunction as sich and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.q., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will 'describe the
ininediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable corrponent(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will -
list in order of probability from.
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (S) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following . . .

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-10--

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: drum inoperative, no
vacuum, no pressure, sludge pump inoperative, media torn, motor inopera-
tive.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. These Malfunctions or these indications thereof: slucfge pump or
centrifuge.inoperatiye, motor inoperative.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-0

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response CR) above implies appropriate
representation of at least the following .

-:-Fer specific CMP UNIT 0-10-

Use of these reference tool's; plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

1.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11-- ,*

I

1 Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guide; parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records. ,

,
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\,
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 411,-; P

WASTEWATER PLANIFOPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

P-1O. Matipte heat& inanekatia unit

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION.BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the comective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be

,necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one

*probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMKUS DETAIL: For specific cmp UNIT P-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: rake, fan, conveyor,
or ash pump inoperative.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1.. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
gqides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant
drawings and specifications, inspection records.
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ISPECIFIC BEHAVIOR .

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 - Q .

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT DISPOSAL CMP UNIT . . .

Q-10. Ditect Aeue 4y4tem

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the'task of performing
the cntective,maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: bearing atypical
noise, loss of pressure or Vlow, pump drive or coupling failure, loss
of power, impeller inoperative, bearing failure, ruptUred piping, filter
clogging, packing failure.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the generat-response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
,CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401-- R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowled4e for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT...

R- 1 . Ce.ntItaLized ne.co Acting and totatizing 4y4tem inetading Pa6 hate
itutne, ventuiti meta , ma g nate. tow meta , a.nd Itameta

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
- the cohnecave maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.e., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated .

procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof:. incorrect flow meas-
.

urement, obstructions in primary measuring eleMents.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

35cY35,
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Continued from previous page,' Specific Behavior 401-R

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: wear of components, loss of
transmission signal.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES le - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINLNG PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CilP UNIT . . .

S-10. System with magnetic.atty connected, pneumaticatly contnoteed,
diesel &Nen, centaiugat. pumps; speed neduceit. connected,
etectia.catey conaafied, moton &liven, positive dispeacement
pumps; and the. piping appkoprtiate theiLeto.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the conAective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual ,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
imediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than one

/ probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probabi 1 ity from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tool's trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: worn pump components--
impellers (radial, mixed flow, axial); casings (volute, diffuser, split);
packing (seal, mechanical); bearing (e.g., radial, thrust, etc.); shaft
(inc. sleeve); couplings; wear rings; piston; air chamber; eccentric;
diaphragm; rotor; stator; worn diesel unit components (inc. air starter,
fuel injector, lube oil system, cooling water system, thermocouples,
control panel); worn magnetic clutch unit components (inc. bearing
guide rectifier, load cell, cooling loop, air compressor, rheostat);
bubbler systen components malfunctioning (inc. differential-pressure
cell, air compressor, pressure switches, flow regulator); worn electric

motor components (inc. stator and rotor windings, bearings seals); worn
speed reducer (inc. gear, actuator, belt); valves inoperative (e.g.,

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-S

gate, check, globe, plug, butterfly, cone, ball, regulating, etc.);
clogged, worn or inappropriate pipe fittings (e.g., T's, ells, Caps,
Y's, Flanges, eccentric and concentric reducers, etc.); reduced or no
output, noise; excessive pressure; loss of pressure; heat build up in
piping; clogging; cavitation; lubrication failure; cooling failure; break-
age of belts, valve control line, pipeline or valves.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-113, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 401 T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . . .

T-10. Syztem wsing delta ttan66o,uneita, genvtaton, etectiacat <switch

gum, automati.c. cbt.cuit act/la-too on moton4, and teteme,tming
with atanna

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the comective maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual ,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
imnedi ate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repair
or replacement, if more than onet
probable cause of malfunction, will
list in order of probability from
highest to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly describe
the nature of the repair; using
the reference tools trainee will
actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: stoppage of equip-
ment, slow-down of equipment, dimming of lights, sparking, failure of
equipment to shut off at specified setting.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

Continued on following page
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Conti nued from previous page, 8-Pecific'Behiyior 401-1

2, Consi de rati on of these, reasons or causes : di rt , moi sture , gases .
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SPECIF I C BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GUIDELINES 401 u

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNIT .

U-10. Syste.m with tntanaLty pitoduc.eli gaz with. kigh pkezawce tanizz
and ,.,_otaity pozat,i.ve dimataceinent comp/tem OAA

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 401:

When given the task of performing
the comectLve maintenance proce-
dures, and confronted with actual,
mechanical indications of a mal-
function of a process unit or com-
ponent within the unit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee wi 11 recognize the mechani-
cal malfunction as such and will
recall the name(s) of relevant
reference tools (e.a., guides)
available for use, and using the
reference tools will describe the
immediate and/or long term opera-
tional adjustments that may be
necessary, will name the most pro-
bable component(s) needing repai r
or replacement, if more han one
probilble cause of malfun ,tion, will

list in order of probabi ity from
highest to lowest , if component(s)
need repai r, wi 1 1 briefly descri be

the nature of the repair; using
the reference tool s trainee wil 1

actually perform the indicated
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These malfunctions or these indications thereof: leaking or inopera-.

tive valve, drip trap; inoperative or inaccurate meter; pressure re-
ducing valve; pressure relief valve, manometer, pressure gages;
inoperative flame arrestors or gas booster and motor, excessively high
c,. low pressure, excessive H2S content, motor control failure to start
;r stop unit at specified operating-levels, inoperative rotary positive
displacement compressor and motor, leaking gas sphere.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general relponse (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 401-U

1. Use of these reference tools: plant developed corrective maintenance
guides, manufacturers' maintenance guides, parts catalogs, plant draw-
ings and specifications, inspection records.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: corrosion.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUI DELI NES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR for . . .

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR

402

402
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1,02 - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

'CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and kncoiledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . . .

A-10. Combined 4 Went c4tUJi. .i.ndastici.e. waste.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted.with a common name of a
4ignte4at component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physi cal descripti on or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall , will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
-guides) avail able' for use , and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

.STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies .appropriate representation of at least

. the following . . .

These components: sewers (e.g., interceptor, collector, lateral , branch,
main, pressure, etc.), house connection, sewer tap, pipe joints (e.g.,
0-ring, compression, bituminous, hydraulic,' mortar, epoxy mortar, etc.),
manholes, tap line for new connections, inverted siphon, dosin9 tank,
manhole covers (unsaaled and sea1ed)6 regulators, weii's (e.g., side
overflow, leaping), flap gates, catch basins.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specifie CMP UNIT A-10, the general respon(R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance manuals, design
and operation manuals (e.g., WPCF Manuals #7 and 09, etc.). design draw- ,
ings (e.g. hydraul i c prof i les , constructi on detai 1 , etc. ) , "es built
plans , handbooks (e. g. , hydraul ic , civil , etc.).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 42 g

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRECHLORINATION CMP UNIT . . .

13-10. Vacuum chton.i.natok tai-th automaac ieed to pipe pneumatic. contIme,
and 6e.ectitiQa3L evapwultot

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
isignAl6ic.cutt component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recal 1 , wi 11 point

to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropri ate fac-
simi le , and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tool s will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what"- i t does , and

how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: regulators (chlorine pressure, injector vacuum, water
pressure), cut chart, gas rate controller, rotameter float, cylinders,
vent fan, pig tails (inc. caps), valves (e.g., header, pressure relief,
pressure reducing, cylinder, etc.), hoist, chart drive, recording chart,
pen, compressor, drive bel t, motor, air storage tank4 scales, pneumatic
control device, alarm system (e.g., leak detection device, chlorine
pressure, evaporator, water' level , etc.), evaporator, rupture disc.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT B-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, oper-
ation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual # 11, etc.), "as built" plans, hand-
books (e.g. , electrical , mechani cal , chemical , civil , etc. ).
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SCREENING AND GRINDING CMP UNIT . . .

C-10. Mechanicatey dearted bubbtur. wnt)Lot unit with gndt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a comon name of a
4igni6icztnt component of a rel ated

process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

4.

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relev"ant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
'it does within the uni t.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-1 0, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. These components: chain (inc. attachment links, link pins, cotter pins,
shear pins, slackness), sprockets, rakes (inc. angle, attachment bolts),
rake cleaner (inc. shock absorber, connector), screen belt (inc. adjust-
ment mechanism, scraper, rollers), rake drive (inc. motor, gear box,
drive chain, sprockets), belt drive (inc. motor, gear box, drive belts,
pulleys), bar screen enclosure (inc. doors, covers), shaft, grinder
(inc. motor, drive belt, pulleys, atypical sound), bubbler control ,
effective surface of bar rack, flush water device; amperes drawn, alarm,,
bar rack, flashing valve, electrical overload device, fire fighting
quipment, speed reducers.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT C-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least

the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g. , electrical , mechanical , chemi cal , civi 1 , etc.) , shop drawings .
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES la - D

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GRIT REMOVAL CMP UNIT . .

D-10. Aeitate.d unit with bucket deva,ton

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
aignigunt component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physi cal descripti on or other
stOdard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall , will point
to thecomponent on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "wherU the component is
operati ye, "whIt" i t does , and
low"- and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP U1I-T---Dz10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: blower, motor and mounting, speed reducer, mani-
fold, piping weir, air pressure relief, silencer, air cleaner, electri-
cal control equipment, Couplings, pressure indicating device, baffles,
diffusers, tank, gear box, receiving hopper, chains (inc. shear pins,
special links, cotter-pins, link pins, etc.), buckets, shoes, guide
rails, sprockets, shafts, shaft bearings (grease lubricated and water
lubricated), belts, tighteners, blower and bucket drive speed controls,
valves (control, check), fire fighting equipment, fOst aid kit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT D-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g., electrical, mechanical , chemical, civil, etc,), shop drawings.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES Le - E

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION UNIT . . .

E-10. Rectangutim unit with tete6copiz vatve &taw demAity mete&
time ctoch, and tnough with 4enapen

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted.with a common name of a
aigni6icant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof, . .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

, STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP\UNIT E-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of.at least
the following . . .

1. These amnponents: flights, drive Motor, gear box, sprockets, chain,
clutch, shear pin, skimmer trough, grease Pit, sludge wells; telescopic
valve (inc. wheel, stem, indicator), time clock, density meter, weirs,
piping, valves (inc. gate, plug, ball, check), pumps, motors, water seal
units, belts, pulleys, limit switch, variable speed drive, rails, shoes,
sluice gates, baffles, first aid kit, fire fighting equiPment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT E210, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, oper-
ation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, etc.), shop drawings.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 - F

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for TRICKLING FILTRATION CMP UNIT . . .

F-10. RotatLy datAibutok, ztandartd 'tate unit with dozing tank

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

. S R

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
zigni6icant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) availAble for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it dins, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: dosing tank (inc. piping, bell, structure), rotary
distributor (inc. ports, rotation speed), media (inc..biological growth),
structure (in c. underdrains if visible), blow off pipe, siphon breaker,

*motors, belts, fan, vents, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT F-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate.representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these refirence tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built"-plans handbooks
(e.g., electrical, mechamical, chemical, civil, etc.), shop drawings.

2. Consideration of these points: uniform dosing of filter bed, siphoning
action, intermittent flow.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowl'lge for AERATION CMP UNIT . .

G-10. Di66114ed afiA un,Lt with zuling type dtaet pAoducino 6ine bubbtu

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402.

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con- \\

fronted with a common name of a
ygnitiicamt component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall,,will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
\guides).available for use, and
using the reference tools will
decribe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it doesiwithin the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: motors, blowers, manometers, pumps, indicator lights,
diffuser tubes, header, valves, indicator gages, meters (e.g., primary
effluent, return sludge, air, etc.), foam spray system, fire fighting
equipment, first aid kit.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT G-10, the general stimulus (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, etc.).

2. Consideration of these points: suffcicient air.to maintain to, continu-
ous return sludge, intermittent wasting sludge, optimum solids loadings,
BOD loadings and efficiency of renoval.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES La - H

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION CMP UNIT . . .

H-10 . Ciit.cuean, pvtipheitat e.e.d unit with ucti.on

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
4igniqiiCarit component of a reated
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from eca11, will puint
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "What" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

1

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT H-10, the gleral stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate represen ation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: flights, drive motor, gear box, sprockets, chain,
clutch, shear pin, grease pit, sludge wells, telescopic valve (inc.
wheel, stem, indicator), time clock, density meter, weirs, piping,
valves (inc. 'gate, plug, ball, check), pumps, motors, water seal units,
belts, pulleys, limit switch, variable speed dt4ive, rails, shoes,
sluice gates, baffles, first aid kit, fire fighting equipment, suction
arms, suction arm drive, suction arm protection device.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 11-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, hand-
books (e.g. , el ectri cal , mechani cal , chemi cal , civil , etc.) , shop
drawings.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES IO2 - I

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for POND STABILIZATION CMP UNIT . . .

I-10. Auwbte pond

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
Aignilicant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)-
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operati ve , "what " it does , and

"how"-and-"why"- it functions as
it does within the unit.

v. STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific ow UNIT I-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the follcming . . .

1. 'These components : corimi nutor,, pumps , motors , val ves , di versi on box ,

lines (influent, effluent), chemical conditioning units, first aid
equipment, fire fighting equipment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT I-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" pland, handbooks,
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical , civil, etc.), shop drawings.

3'70
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for THICKENING CMP UNIT . . .

3-10. Ftoatati.on unit with aiLk

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

S1
When considering the conduct of

- some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
6igni6icant component of a related
process unit, ora functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL; For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. These components: skimmer, chain, sprocket, flights, track, drive
motor, gear reducer anddrive chain, screw drive motor, overflow weir

. adjustments, pressure tanks, pressure tank regulator valve,,sight
glass, air omnpressor, pulley, drive belts, control board (inc. air
pressure gages), butterfly valve position, pumps, gear box, first aid
kit, fire fighting equipment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT J-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at leatt
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans,7
handbooks (e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, etc.).



-
SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES IQ - K-
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING sPROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FIRST STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT .

K-10. Faed conk, gas necitateation unit with extetnat heat exchanget

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with.a common name of a
signcant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
Tandard representation thereof . . .

4".

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the Component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)

'of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides)'available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

a

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT K-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representatiOn of at least
the following . . .

1.

-

These components: recirculation pump, heat exctianger,gas recirculation
system, sludge pUmp', supernatant overflow, meters, relief valves, water
traps. o

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific cif UNIT,K-10, the general response (R)
above implies :appropriate repreientation of,at least
the following

1. ,Use of these reference tools: manufacturers maintenance guides, oper-
ation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built".plans, hand-
books (e.g.,'electrical., mechanical, chemical,, ciVil, etc.).

2. Consideration of tfiese points: sludge mixing, proper temperature.

315/381 `,2"7-'3



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
.CURRICULUM GUIDELINES La - L

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERI
-

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SECOND STAGE DIGESTION CMP UNIT .

L- 10. Roating coveA. uni,t wLth gm!. stoitage

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with acommon name of-a
4ignqic.ant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, frbm recall, will point
,,tothe component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools
'guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when"the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does withtn the unit.

STIMULUS DETAII: For specific CMP UNIT L-10,, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These compOnents: pump, motor, variable speed drive, drive belt,
manometer, floating cover, vacuum-pressure relief valve.

?-1

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT L-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Use Of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e.g. WPCF manuals #11, etc.), "as built" plans,
handbooks (e.g., el ectrical , mechanical , chemical , etc . ), shop

drawi ngs.

1.

(

2. Consideration of these points: continuous supernatant withdrawal,
protection of structure.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES '4.402 M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE, ski 11 and knowl&lge for SLUDGE CONDITIONING CMP UNIT .
, .

\.

M-10. Chemicat condLtLonLng wta with wunteJL-amiLent e-eutici..atZon

relates to the GENERAL CRITERION. BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:
'ell

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and ccin-
fronted with a common name of 6"
tignigcant component of a related
process unit, or a functi,onal or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-

,, simile, 'and will recall the name(s)
of relevaht reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and

(A/sing the, reference tools will
desribe "when" the component is

' operative, "what" it does., and
"hem" and "why!' it functions as
it does within the unit.

, -

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT,M-10, the general stimulus (S)
abOve impl i es approPriate representation of at 1 east
the following . . .

1 . These components: el utriäti on. [e.g ., tanks , pumps , fl ights, col 1 ector, 1

chains (e.g., links, link pins, shear pins, etc.), procketsp shafts,
motor, speed reducer, couplings, rails, shoes, valv0, flow meters,
bucket elevator, overload alarms, etc.]; chemical conditioning tank
[e.g., agitator drive, c,hemical feed pumps (speed reducers and controls),
chemical dry tanks, chemical feeders, slakers (e.g., paste, liquid; etc.);
elutriation and chemical conditioning tank [fire fighting equipment, first
aid kit, control loops (e.g.., pH, ete.)]..

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT M-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

,

1. Use of these reference tools: mantifacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc:) , "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g. , electrical , mechanical , chemical , civil ,..etc.), shop drawings.

2. Consideration of-these points: sludge coagulation, lowering alkalinity,
preparing sludge for filtration, cake production, dewatering costs, de-
wa ter i ng eff ic i ency . ,

'385
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 1402 - N

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

.- CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PQSTCHLORINATIO CMP UNIT .

N-10. VCLCIUM1 chton.inatcm. with automatic Old to pipe. and acme loop

pneumatic_ C.Contiwt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When Considering the conduct of
somb relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a cormon name of a
4igni64.C2Vtt component Of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard represenfation thereof . di

Trainee, from recaQ, will point
.to the component oncthe ctual pro-
cess unit or an appropr te fac-
simile, and will recal 'the name(s)

Of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe' "when" the component is
operative,' "what" it does, and
"how" and 'why" it functions as
it dges .within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL; F)r speCific CMP UNIT N-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: regulators (chlorine pressure, injector vacuum,
'water pressure), cut chart, gas rate controller, rotameter float,
cylinders, vent fan, Ng tails (inc. caps), valves. (e.g., header,
pressure relief, pressure reducing, oylinder, etc.)., hoist, chart
drive, recording chart, pen, compressor, drive belt, motor, air
storage tank, scales, pneumatic control device, 'alarm'systen (e.g.,
leak detection device, chlorine pressure, evaporator water level,
etc.), first aid kit, fire fighting equipment,-evaporator, rupture
disc, analyzer, tubes, filters, buffer solution, sample pump and motor.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP ,UNIT N-10, the general response (R)
.abOve implies appropriate representation of at least
the following

1. Use of theie reference tools: manufacturerg' maintenance guides,
operation manual s (e.g . , WPCF manual #11 etc. ), "as built" plans ,

handbooks (e.g.; electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, etc.).

3gC
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 4(I2 - 0

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM. CRITERIA

'

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and 'knowledge for SLUDGt DEWATERING CMP UNITS . . .

as

r

0-10. Vacuwn 6.itteA unit hçoth.

Continuou4 leed cenp.i.iuge unit

they relate to ihe GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

S.
When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a conwnon name of a
6igniiiicant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

!",

Trainee, from recall , will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit o: an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of rel evant reference tool s (e.g. ,

guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: The general stimulus (S) above implies appropriate

r,

representation of at least the following . . .

--Fo.r specific CMP UNIT. 0-1 0--

, , . .. -...
1. These components: blower; vacuum, filtrate and -sludge pumps (int.'

motor, pulley,. Jel t ) ; vaduum -gage; agitator (inc. motor, variabl e

speed drive); convekor belt; ,rollers; scrapers; chanical conditioning
apparatus; solids.content; rotameters; mixing tank (inc. stirrer);
oil valve; first aid kit; fire fighting equipment.

For: specific CMP UNIf 0-11

'1. These coMponents: sludge pump, motor (inc. bearings, pressure,
vibrat4pn), pressure gage, variable speed drive (inc. belt, pulley),
centrifuge (inc. motor, drive belt, vibration, amperage gage, noise),
first iid kit, fire fighting equipment.

RESPONSE DETAIL: The general response (R) above implies apprbpriate
representation of at least the following . . .

Continued on following page

. 38A8.9" ?.77
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 402-0

'1-For specific CMP UNIT .0-10--

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e.g., -WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built' plans,
handbooks (e.g., electrical, mechanical , chemical; civil; etc.), shop

drawi ngs.

2. Consideration of these points: progression of sludge through system,
separatIon.

--For specific CMP UNIT 0-11--

1. Use of these reference toOls: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans,
handbooks (De.g. , el ectrical , mechanical , chemical , civi 1 , etc. ), shop
drawings.

2. Consideration of these points: progression of sludge through system,
separation.

4
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRI CULUM GUI DELI NES 402 - P

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for SOLIDS DISPOSAL CMP UNIT

P-10. Mu/14.ft heare-th ineinveaton unLt

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a coercion name of a
bigncant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the nanie(s)
of ielevant reference tools (e.g. ,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference _tools will .

describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULbS DETAIL: For specific ow UNIT p-lo, the genetal stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least .

the following . . .

1. These components: rake drive motor, fan and motor, conveyor belt,
ash hopper, ash pump, wash water, gears, drive belt, rake, first aid
kit, hearth.

0

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT P-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e..g., WPCF manual #il , etc.), "as built" plans,
handbooks (e.g., elc:trical , mechanical , chemical, civil, ete), shop
drawi ngs.

2. Consideratiob of these4points: drying cief dewatered sludge, movement
of sludge toward bottom, burning of sludge.

391 279
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 Q

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for EFFLUENT CMP UNIT . .

2.- 1 0 . DbLect Ir.eu.6e system

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some, relevant procedure-, and con-.,
fronted with a common mane of a

6i..c1utt component of ajarelated
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

STIMULUS DETAIL:

Trainee, from recall , will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate facl-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Ir

1. These components: pumps-, pipes, channels, bearings, valves, couplings,
filters,- first aid kit, fire fighting equipment.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): process water system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT Q-10, the general response (R).
above implies appropriate representation of at least
thefollowing . . . '

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance-guides,
operation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built". plans,
handbooks (e.g:, electrical, mechanicalccheMical, civil, etc.), shop
drawings.

2. Consideration of these points: pressures, flow rates, use of recycle
water.

F. 393 2S0



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 - R

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for FLOW MEASUREMENT CMP UNIT...

R-10. Centitatized nec.onding and.totalizing zyztem including PaAshal
6ttane, ventwti meta, magnetic stow meta, and name:telt ,

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAi/IOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
zignqicant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof .

Trainee, from recall , will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does', and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

-

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT R-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

These components: Parshall flume(inc. stifling well , float, float
switch, flow indicator, transmitter), venturi meter (inc. flushing
pump, sight glaF.s, plunger, flow indicator transmitter), magnetic. flow
meter (inc. flow indicator, flow recorder, transmitter), rotameter
(inc. flow indicator, flow recorder, transmitter), receivers, totalizers,
pens, charts, flow indicator.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific-CMPUNIT R-10, the general response (R)
above implies appr priate representation of at least
the following .

1. Use oi these reference tools: anufacturers' maintenance guides)
operation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built'1 plans,
handbooks (e.g., electrical, mechanical; chemical, civil, etc.), shop
drawings.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES le - S

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for PUMPING AND PIPING CMP UNIT . .

S-10. Sy4tem with magnetically connected, pnewnaticaLty cogitated,
dieaet ceittni6u9at pwnp4; Apeed neducen cDnnected,

etectnicatty contnatted,. moton &Liven, po4itive dapta.cement
pwnpli; and the piping appnopn4:9ate thene-to.

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedure, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
aigniticant component of a related
process unit, or a frctional or
physical description\o"?,--4ther

standard representatiorfthereof . .

STIMULUS ETAIL:

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will .

describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

Fpr sPecific CMP UNIT S-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These components: pump, couplings, speed controllers, control systems
and activators, motors, diesels, valves, piping, fittings, gages (eg.,
vacuum, pressure, etc.), switches (e.g., variable speed, start, stop,
etc.), seals, valves, belts; speed reducer (inc. gear, actuator, belt),
valves (e.g., gate, check, globe, plug, butterfly, cone, ball, regulat-
-in9, etc.), pipe fittings (e.g., T's, ells, Caps, Y's, Flanges, eccen-
tric and concentric reducers, etc.).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT S-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

. Use,of these reference tools:, manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" "plans, handbooks
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, etc.), shop drawings.

'go



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRIGULUM GUIDELINES Lf(2 T

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for ELECTRIC POWER CMP UNIT . .

T-10. System using data Vian.6 6M/tie/L4 , g exeMtok , elect/Lica switch
gealt, automatic cacuit actuatou on motou, and tetemeteicing
with at'xist6

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402:

When considering the conduct of
some relevant procedune, and con-
fronted with a common name of a
signant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall , will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT T-10, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Ttlese components: generator,, 'exciter, diesel, power generation control
center, primary feeder breaker (manually or electrically activated),
primary feeder transformer, transformer breaker, load bus, feeder..
breaker, load distribution panel or center, motor control center, mag-
netic starters (inc. contactor, coil, push buttons, selector 'Witches,
indi cator 1 i ghts , overl oad ci rcui ts ) , automati c control actuators (1 nc .

fl oats , pressure swi tches , ithermastats4 mi croswi tches , ti mers ) , di scon-

nect switches, ampmeters, voltmeters, watt-tiour meters , elasped time
*meters, frequency meters, power factor meter, overvoltage relays, under-
vol tage rel ays , 1 i ghti ng transforners , emergency 1 i ghti ng system.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT 1-10, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 402-T

1

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides, opera-
tion manuals (e.g. , WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans, handbooks
(e.g. , electrical , mechanical , chemical , civil , etc.).

AO



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 402 - U

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
.4tr

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for GAS POWER CMP UNI

U-10. Sotem taith inteAnatty pkoduc.ed 9a4 utith. Ugh picemune. tanks
and notay pos.atve. asp/Ace/mit comp/Eu40/14

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 402 :

When considering the 'conduct of
some relevant procedure,. and con-
fronted with a comthon name of a

,.........4signi.y.c.ant component of a related
process unit, or a functional or
physical description or other
standard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will point
to the component on the actual pro-
cess unit or an appropriate fac-
simile, and will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component is
operative, "what" it does, and
"how" and "why" it functions as
it does within the unit.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the general itimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

.1. These components: gas holder cover, meters, drip traps, moisture
accumulator, valves (e.g.., plug, pressure reducing, pressure relief,
etc.), manometer, pressure gages, flame arrestors, primary gas receiver,
gas booster (blower and motor, coupling, controls), secondary gas re-
ceiver, high and low pressure.switches, gas filters, gas scrubbers,
vacuum relief valves, waste gas burner explosion proof switch gear, gas
storage sphere, blower.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT U-10, the, general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: manufacturers' maintenance guides,
operation manuals (e.g., WPCF manual #11, etc.), "as built" plans,
handbooks (e.g., electrical, mechanical , chemical , civil, etc.), shop
.drawings.

401 295



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 403

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR for . .

r

GENERAL CRITE§ION BEHAVIOR

403

406y
403 2 5:3 6

'47



/PECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CUR ICULUM GUIDELINES - A

WASTEWATER PLANT OpERATI ON TRAININ PROGRAM CRI TERI A

COPPECTIVE MAINTENANCE skill and knowledge for COLLECTION CMP UNIT . .

A- 10. Combined y6tern with induz &Lai. waste

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 403:

When considering the conduct of
an actual specific co.ttcctit.c .

procedure, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
and/or demonstrate those aspects of
the procedure related directly to
employee safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-1 0, the general stimulus ''(S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These specific procedures: correcting condition with respect to the
malfunctions in flooded manholes; broken pipes; separated joints;
broken,'separated, or leaking manholes; cave-ins; wet soil (near pres-
sure mains); missing manhole covers; inoperative regulators, weirs, or
flap gates.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP UNIT A-1 0, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Aitention to these sourc-es of danger: oxygen deficiency, toxic gases,
traffic, open channels or pits, manhole covers, ladders, infection,
flooding, cave-ins, rotating and reciprocating equipment, heavy con-

. struction equipment, explosive solvents.

2. Attention to these high risk activities: working alone in manholes,
entering or leaving manhol es, working in excavations, cave-ins.

3. Use of these items of safety equipment: protective clothing (e.g.,
safetY shoes or boots, gloves,'hard hat, etc.), explocimeter, oxygen
deficiency meter, ropes, harness, self-contained breathing apparatus,
exhaust fans, blowers, explosion proof lights, traffic barriers, cones
fl ashing lights, shoring , ,dewatering equipment.



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 703-W

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-,'
tions: unit and plant loading rates and efficiences (e.g., grit,
primary, secondary, tertiary, digestors, incinerators, etc.), effluent
load to r eceiving waters, unit costs, personnel costs, per cent of
design expectations.

ea
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES AA - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Managemelit/Sup ony

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 704:

When given the task of preparing
the annual operation/maintenance

report for the current year for
a specific plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tools needed and using the reference
tools will determine the specific
data needed and will actually pre-
pare the report.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above impl i es appropriate representation of at least
the following . .

1. This information: budget limits, budget categories (e.g:, expendibles,
consumabl es , etc . ) , deadl i nes (e.g. , time 1 imi ts, etc. ).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response.(R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant specifications, shift schedule,
monthly reports, "as built" plans, report format.

2. Use of these types of information: personnel records, organizational
chart, machinery records, operation log, laboratory repàrts, training
results, safety records, complete plant records (e.g., flow data,
poundage, etc.), hourmeter information, cost breakdowns (uti 1 ities,
personnel, machinery, operations), capital expenditures, personal diary,
unit operating problems and changes, training proviled, personnel
changes, total cost, salary schedules, number, type of ,personnel,
maintenance requiranents, maintenance pro4edure changes.

3. Consideration of these points: personnel efficiency (e.g., problens,
excellency, etc.), unit efficiency (e.g., problems, excellency, etc.),
machinery histcry (e.g., modifications, excessive repair records, etc.),
total efficiency, effluent qual ity in relation to standards, unit and
total loading, safety, training, timekeeping records.
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Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 7044

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or perfonning these calcula-
tions: cost/unit treated, cost/unit operation, cost/unit Maintenance,
unit loads (organic and hydraulic), unit efficiencies, effluent pounds
to receiving waters, per cent of design expectations, chronological
changes in loading (e.g., hydraulic, solids, BOD, etc.).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 705 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Management/ SupeAtbizony )

as it relates to the'GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 705:

When given the, task of preparing
the projected annual operation/
maintenance budget breakdown for
the coming year for a specific
plant . .

Trainee wil l recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tools needed, and using the refer-
ence tools will determine the
specific data needed and will
actually prepare the projected
budget.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. This information: budget 1 imits, budget categori es (e.g . , expendibl es,
consumabl es, etc. ), deadl ines (e.g . , time 1 imits , etc. ).

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: equipment catalogues, plant specifica-
tions, plant "as-built" prints, budget guides, area and population
growth production reports, ENR index reports, planning commission re-

ports, annual operatidn/maintenance report, operation log, laboratory
reports, recording charts, effluent standards or receiving water standards.

2. Use of these types of information: construction time schedules and
details; variation in municipal usage; personnel changes (salaries,
fringe benefits, training); suppl ies; replacement parts and machinery;
reliability, utility, chemicals, and housekeeping requirements;
purchase request support data; budget restrictions (city imposed,
population rate, etc.), unit design loading limits, monitoring require-
ments, work load data (numbers of pieces of equipnlent to operate and
maintain and types, number of pump stations, miles of sewer, number of
treatment units); number and types of personnel; current costs per unit;
personnel changes; planned expansion details.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 705-W

3. Consideration of these points: local econonw trends, union agreements,
fringe benefits, changes in effluent requirements or receiving water re-
quirements r

4. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these calcula-
tions: percent increase or decrease in cOsts, comparative dosting 'of
alternktes (i.e., cost of hauling and spreading sludge versus digestor
operation), suts, costs/unit operation'or maintenance.

.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR \_
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 706 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Manag tment/Sup erma mg)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 706:

R

When given the task of hiring a
new employee . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the categories (types) of infor-
mation that he must use in the I

course of interviewing applicants
for the job and will describe how
information is relevant.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These categories or types of groups:f operators, laboratory technicians,
chemists, machinists, plumbers, painters, gardeners, mechanics,
electricians, instrument technicians, maintenance and operating super-
visors, laborers, draftsmen, secretary-receptionists, etc.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): journeymen,
apprentices, trainees, interns.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these types of information: aptitude tests and results, I.Q.
(achievement) tests and results, application forms, job class specifica-
tions, nondiscriminatory requirements (Federal, state, city), ranking
system, union contracts, medical history, civil service regulations.

2. Consideration of these poiAts: personal appearance, skills and quali-
=, fications, previous experi*ce, outside activities, aspirations, poise,

conduct during interview, previous employment reference check.

3. Consideration of these reasons or causes: applicants normal apprehension
at interview, relative importance of each item coniidered compared to
position appliiaM7elation tn lAisting crew, independence or depend-
ence, previous salary and security.



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
1CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 707 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION'TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knoWl edge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

0) (Manag meal Sup etvi,6 )

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 707:

When given the task of provid-
ing an orientation to a new
employee . . .

Trainee, from recall, will describe
the categories (types) of informa-
tion that he must use in the con-
duct of a new-hire orientation and
will describe how information is
rel evant.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These categories or types of groups: operators, laboratory technicians,
chemists, machinists, mechanics, electricians, plumbers, painters,
gardners, instrument technicians, maintenance and operating supervisors,
laborers, draftsmen, secretary-receptionists.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): journeymen,
apprentices, trainees, interns.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these types of information: annual operation/maintenance re-
ports, personnel pamphlets, flow diagrams, city maps, insurance
brochures, workmen's compensation laws, plant descriptions, organiza-
tion charts, plant map, promotion requirements, shift schedules, pay
schedules, revenue schedules, fringe benefit schedules, vacation
schedules, employees relative position, security, pay, pensions, hours
of work, salary, organization history, financing, advancement opportuni-
ties, personal aspirations of employee.

2. Consideration of these reasons or causes: motivation, production,

efficiency, prevention of personnel problems.

3. Taking these types of actions: introduce to supervisors and fellow
employees, tour of plant.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 7Ce W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Management/SupekvaoAy)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 708:

When given the task of accomplish-
ing nonterminal discipline of
employees, and confronted with an
actual justifiable cause, by name,
verbal description, or other
standard representation there-
of

Trainee will recognize the cause
as such, and, from recall, will
describe the reason(s) why the
cause justifies enployee discipline
and will describe the action(s)
relating directly to the actual
discipline procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: ,For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These causes: insubordination, sleep on job, inefficiency, inter-
personal agitation, lack of performance, excessive absence or tardiness.
insufficient initiative, personal appearance, continual inaccuracies,
lack of attention to safety, lack of attention to housekeeping, lack of
courtesy to public, damage to or loss of plant property.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Consideration of these causes for employee's actions: basic attitude,
lack of knowledge (incompetence, lack of training), personal problems,
improper supervision, attitude toward plant, attitude toward self,
relationship to co-workers.

2. Use of these types of information: performance.evaluations, past
history, original test performance, plant personnel rules and regula-
tions, union agreements, civil service rules, personal documentation
(e.g., time records, personal diary, etc.).

3. Consideration of these points: effect on other employees, effect on
disciplined employee, effect on plant performance, effect on employee's
future performance; privacy of employee (place and time of disciplinary
action).

Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 708-W

4. Essential use of these terms (not already 'Implied): oral reprimand,
'written reprimand,, demo,tion, suspension, withholding of pay increases,
reduction in pay, loss of vacation.

zz
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR ICURR I CULUM GUIDEL I NES 709 - w
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERAT I ON TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

(Manag cm ent/SupeAviis )

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 709:

When given the task of accomplish-
ing employee dismissal , and con-
fronted with an actual justifiable
cause, by name, verbal description,
or other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee wi 11 recognize the cause
as such, and, front recal 1 , wil 1

describe the reason(s) why the cause
justifies employee dismissal and ,

will describe action(s) relating
directly to the actual dismissal
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These causes: intoxication on job, conviction of crime (e.g., felony,
etc.), insubordination, continued poor performance (e.g., inefficiency,
inaccuracy, etc.), safety infractions, equipment destruction, asleep on
job, theft of plant property, lack of courtesy to publ ic ,* lack of atten-
dance, personal assault.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): voluntary resigna-
tion.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Consideration of these causes for employee's actions: personal problems
(e.g., fari ly, psychiatric, health, economic, etc.), management failures,
inadequate challenge or excessive demands, lack of training, lack of
knowledge and skill.

2. Use of these types of information: personal diaries, rules and regula-
tions, civil service procedures, union contracts, plant logs, plant
policy statements, federal , state, and city laws.
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Continued on following page



Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 709-W

3. Consideration of these points: effect on other employees, effect on
individual, effect on process operation or maintenance.

Essential use of these tenms (not already implied): terminatian, fire.

---------



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 710 - w

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

6.1 (Management/SupeAva on.y)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 710:

When given the task of accomplish-
ing personal and professional
growth among employees, and con-
fronted with an expressed need, by
name, verbal description, or other
standard representation there-
of . . .

Trainee will recognize the' need .as
such and, from recall, will name
certain relevant "master" refer-
ence tools (e.g., re3ources cata-
log), and using the referenie
tools will locate the specific
resource(s) relating to the ful-
fillment of the expressed need.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These categories or types of needs: training (e.g., maintenance, opera-
tion, process control, supervision, basic skills, basic education, etc.),
formal education, variety of work experience, professional recognition,
economic advancement, personal guidance.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these.reference tools: operational unit facility bulletins,
local college and technical school bulletins, Federal and State train-
ing opportunities, lists of available literature, list of professional
organizations, operator organization meetings,, manufacturers schools
available, correspondence school and course bulletins, in plant train-
ing schedules, salary schedule, plant library list, personnel roster of
competencies and personal knowledge.

2. Consideration of these points: employee's aptitudes and progress to
date, personal characteristics (e.g., employees time in class and
service, employees previous schooling and family situation, development
of leadership characteristics and the ability to follow, etc.).

543 :1r..!5
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
/ CORkIcuLuti. GUIDELINES ni - w

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge or MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT -

( matmg ement/SupeAviA (34) ,

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 711:

S Ass:-

When given tl)e task of del/eloping Trainee will recall the name(s) .of
staffingAuides for a spectfic .relevant types of 'data and refer-
plant.. . . ehce tools needed, and using ,the

-reference tools will determine the
specific data -needed and will
specify the numbers and type of
personnel requi red to operate the
plant and will justify each em-
ployee in terms of certain charac-'
teristics ,of the plant as speci-
fied.

sp.

c%

STIMULUS DETAIL: For Specifia CMP-PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
' above ittl i es appropri ate representati on of at least

the following

1. This informtionJ diaracteristics of plant.(e.g., siz,), type, etc.).

,

RESPONSE DETAIL: ,For specific CMP'PROCESS W, the general response .(R)
above implies appropriate, representation of at least

. the fol 1 owl . .

1, Use of these reference tools WPCF Guidelines, Federal and State guide-
lines, plant specifications, plant as-built prints, engineers' recom-
mehdatibns , plant physical layout plan, effluent standards or receiving'
water standards.

2.: Use of these types of i nformati on: proposed budget,. number of process
units, number and types of major components within'each process unit,
physical locations, policy of company on safety, housekeeping, relia-
bil ity, preventive piaintenanc-e requirements, laboratory schedule,
reliability requirements, staff required by a similar plant, workload
per unit of operation, number of pieces of equipment, standards Of relia-
bility and efficiency, monitortng requirements, plant research and modt-.
fi cation- policy.

Continued on fol 1 owing page
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.Continuea fronyprevious page, Specific Behavior 711-W

3. Consideration of these points: budget
equipment, degree of protection (e.g.,

. etc.), degree of plant complexity.

limitations, units of standby
al arms , emergency 1 ubri cati on ,

4., Use of these types of personnel: machinists, electricians, plumbers and
pipefitters., operating supervisors, journeyman "operators, trainees,
instrument technicians, cheniists, laboratory technicians, secretary-
receptionists, maintenance foremen or supervisors, painters, gardeners,
laborers, tour guides.

I.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 712 - W

WA$TEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Management/SupeAvizony)
rç

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 712:

When given the task of determin-
ing recommended operational
changes in a specific plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and reference
tools needed, and using the refer-
ence tools will determine the
speciftc data needed and will
describe What, if any, changes in
day-to-day plant operation are
indicated, why the changes are
necessary, and how they should be
implemented.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These requirements or specifications: effluent requirements and receiv-
ing water requirements, rel iabil ity requirements.

2. , These terms or descriptions .(not already implied): design performance,
actual performance.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For, specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

9
1 . Use of these reference tools: effluent standards and. receiving water

standards, plant specification, as-built plans; plant operational
manuals, operations manuals (New York, Texal2Washington, Federation),
maintenance manuals, maintenance schedules;daily plant logs, maintenance,
service records, plant developed performance guides.

2. Use of. these types of information: hourmeter readings, sampl ing

procedures, power meter readings, monitoring recbrding charts, flowneter
readings, actual versus required performance, speed or rate of changes,
location of changes, equipment in area of change, Oersonnel in area of

,COntinued;on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 712-W

change, reliability requirements, equipment history, numbers and types
of personnel, shift schedules, plant past performance information (e.g.,
laboratory data, efficiency, personnel), personnel changes, Aicy
changes, cost, utility requirements, chemical usage, effluefft quality

,r0quirements$
Consideratioff of these causes for indicated changes: personnel morale
or changes, record keeping, influent quality or quantity, changing
imposed standards, quality cOntrol schedule and analysis, experimentation.

4. Consideration of these process variations: process flow configurations,
riumber of units in service, process loadings, recycling changes, upsets
(e.g., digestor, activated sludge, etc.).

5. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): probleminalysis
(step by step analysis).



SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM GU I DELI NES 733 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

(Ma.nag ement/ Supavi,6 (my)

.as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 713:

When given the task of determin-
ing reconmended capital improve-
ments for a specific plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and refer-
ence tools needed, and using the
reference tools will determine the
specific _data needed and will
describe what, if any, capital
improvements are indicated, why
the improvements are necessary,
and how much the cost will be.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These requirements or specifications:' effluent requirements or receiving
water standards, design loadings and required performance of each unit
and total plant, man hour distribution chart, equipment performance
specif i cations .

2. This information: given a reason, cost and performance parameters.

3. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): expansion,
efficiencies improvement, capital expenditure, depreciation.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of thesP reference tools: plant design specifications, plant as-.

built prints, manufactureris specifications and catalogues, area planning
agency and population, growth predictions reports.

2. Use of these types of information: actual loading and performance of
units, houmeter readings, local business news, published industrial
expansion plans, plant daily fluctuations (flow charts, personnel
changes, equipment hours, numbers of units in service, costs of mainte-
nance), capability, specification of existing equipment, plant logs and

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 71344

maintenance records, plant laboratory records, representative bid sheet,
manufacturers bid prices, delivery schedules, availability of replace-
ment parts.

3. Consideration of these points: delivery times, construction times,

responsible bids, use c'r effluent, manhour savings or costs.

4. Consideration of these changes: effluent standard changes, operating and
maintenance cost changes, policy changes, loss of efficiency,Aowntime,
maintenance costs, operational costs, increased loading to reeeiving
waters, change in quality of receiving waters, increases in overtime man-
hours, community growth, availability of new and more efficient tool s,
industrial growth.

5. Consideration of these process variations: influent quality or quantity,
loading on all units, efficiencies (expected and existing),; flow configura-
tion changes, temperatures, industrial contributions, unit effectiveness.

6. Using these tables, graphs, nomographs, and/or performing these .calcula-
tions: initial costs, manhours saved (maintenance operation) or increase,
cost expected/unit comparison of existing with new costs plus any alterna-
tive costs or savings.

7. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): comparative cost
analysis, capital depreciation.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 714 W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Manag went/ Sup eitviz oity )

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 714:

When given the task of describing
(explaining) the operation of a
specific plant to a group of lay
persons . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and refer-
ence tools needed, and using the ,

reference tools will determine the
specific data appropriate for the
presentation; using the data
trainee will actually prepare an
outline for such a presentation.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (5)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These requirements or specifications: simpl icity, clarity, understand-
ing of audience.

2. These types of audiences: school children, ecology groups, political
groups (e.g., League of Women Voters, etc.), elected or appointed
officials (e.g., public or private, etc.), civic and service clubs (e.g.,
Lions' Club, Rotary'Club, Chamber of Connerce, PTA, etc.), meetings or
gatherings (e.g., city -council , public hearings, finance committee,
.plant tours, news conferences, etc.), television or radio interviews.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate, representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: plant specifications, plant drawings,
training manuals (plant), plant model, flow diagram, plant annual
reports, plant budget records, laboratory reports, maintenance records,
receiving water quality reports.

2. Use of these types of information: use of bar graphs, plant model:',,flow
di agrams , sl i de projector,, maps , 'graphs , i 1 1 ustrations , anal ogy descrip-

ti ons, type of group, location of group, effect of group politically or

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 714-W

in community action, facilities available, group attitude, personal
appearance, poise, confidence, interest value, plant annual report,
efficiencies, numbers of personnel, local sewage charges, capital costs.

3. Consideration of these points:
effluent, costs, qualifications
benefits, esthetic and economic
property, prosperity).

lay persons' previous knowledge, use of
of plant persOnnel, area served, health
benefits (recreational, industrial,

5.52
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 715 - w

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Manwment/Supetvisoty)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 715:

When given the task of responding
to criticism of plant operation,
and confronted with an actual
complaint from private citizens
and/or public officials regarding
conditions both relevant and
irrelevant to the operation of a
wastewater plant, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the complaint
as relevant or irrelevant, and, from
recall, will describe the type of
data appropriate to the complaint
in question and will describe how
(why) the complaint is relevant or
irrelevant; using the data noted
trainee will demonstrate an actual
response to the complaint.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)

above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These categories or types
behavior, health, safety,
(e.g., sewer rates, etc.)
property, cave-ins.

of complaints: odor, esthetic, personnel
accidents, overflows, flooding, economic

, economic depreciation of plant adjacent

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general response (R)

above impli,es appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these types of information: name, address, phone numbers (e.g.,
complaintant, related public officials, etc.), functions of other depart-
ments, utility maps, city maps, sewer maintenance records, previous
complaint records, complaint report, plant operation reports, receiving
water reports, sewerline prints, nature and details of complaint.

2. Consideration of these points: public relations of plant, contact with
complaintant, correction of problem, previous complaints in same area or

from same party, tact, rapid response.

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page, Specific Behavior 715-W

3. Consideration of these causes for complaint: lack of maintenance
(sewer line cleaning, unit, equipment preventive maintenance), plugsf
ventilation, failure of units (pumps, controls, power, drive units,
odor control devices), personal attitude of plaintiff, design shortages,
lack of control, improper operation, poor public relations.

4. Taking these types of actions: prevention of further occurences, follow-

up'of complaint from any city department including your own.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURRI CULUM GUI DELI NES '716 W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAI N I NG PROGRAM CRI TER I A

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Managememt/SupeAvizoty)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 716:

When given the task of convincing
various groups as to the merits of
necessary expansion of plant
servicqp. . .

Trainee will recall the name(s) of
relevant types of data and refer-
ence tools needed, and using the
reference tools will describe the
specific data and arguments sup-
porting the appropriation of funds
needed for the expansion; using
the data and arguments trainee
will actually prepare press re-
leases and speeches relating
thereto.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These types of expansions: issuance of bonds, voter approval for mileage
or rate increase.

2. These types of audiences: school children, ecology groups, political
groups (e.g., League of Women Voters, etc.), elected or appOinted

, officials (e.g., public or private, etc.), civic and service clubs (e.g.,
Lions' Club,' Rotary Club, Chamber of Commerce, PTA, etc.), meetings or

gatherings (e.g., city council, public hearings, finance committee,
plant tours, news conferences, etc.), television or radio interviews.

3. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): revenue bonds,
state and Federal grants, general obligation bonds.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W,.the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these reference tools: local water survey reports, population
growth reports, industrial expansion reports, health department reporti,
original plant design reports, plant specifications, plant prints, soil

Continued on following page
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cOndition reports, planning commission reports, plant annual reports,
(E.M.R. index), water quality standards, effluent standards or expected
new standards or changes, engineer's.preliminary report.

2. Use of these types of information: slides, graphs, (linear bar), maps,
illustrations, handout reports, flow data, predictive graphs, plant per-
formance data, news and report clippings, circle graphs, state and Fed-
eral standards reports and enforcement procedures, cost presentations,
community health requirements, soil perk tests, sewer use rates, sur-
charges, plant efficiency, quality of effluent, changes in service
boundaries, number of new households or industrial equivalents expected,
cost of present-operation, source of appropriations, interest rates,
miles of existing sewer lines and cost/unit, lists of groups, members of
council and local newspapers, sympathies and philosophies, local con-
struction costs, rate of economic change.

3. Consideration of these points: accuracy, completeness, detail, (possible
questions, clarity, audience characteristics, or antagonism), news media,
group and council sympathies, interest, competing community concerns,
public awareness, previous public relations in community

4. Consideration of these reasons or causes: community growth, (domestic,
industrial), water quality requirements, effluent uses, population growth,
industrial growth, efficiency losses, standard changes, flow changes,
tax or rate structure changes, new transportation facilities.
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SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR
CURR I CULUM _GUIDELINES 717 - W

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY skill and knowledge for MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY CMP UNIT

W (Managelfient/Supeitvizony)

as it relates to the GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR NUMBER 717:

When given the task of promoting
favorabl e publ ic interest in

wastewater plant operation, and
confronted with an actual
occasion of merit, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the meritori-
ous occasion as such and, from
recall, will describe the most use-
ful way in which appropriate
persons can be made aware of the
occasion to the benefit of the
trainee specifically and the indus-
try generally, and will describe
the specific measures to be taken;
trainee will actually perform the
procedure.

STIMULUS DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS W, the general stimulus (S)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. These types of meritorious occasions: reception of awards, professional
service by staff, innovation of operation and maintenance procedures,
increase in certification level of personnel, maintenance of efficiency
under adverse conditions, bravery and quick thinking in handling
dangerous situations or saving oF life, superior safety record, retention
of highly skilled and efficient employees, vtra effort in public
relations, disaster prevention, aid to otherl, any performance above and
beyond the call of duty, general superior performance.

2. These terms or descriptions (not already implied): extrameritorious.

RESPONSE DETAIL: For specific CMP PROCESS '4, the general response (R)
above implies appropriate representation of at least
the following . . .

1. Use of these types of data: oral , written, pictorial , token.

2. Use of these types of information: personnel records, time record,
plant reports, pictures of area of action, other witniss statements,
observation of site, state reports, written statements, personal

Continued on following page
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knowledge of person (goals, attributes, weak points), details of
meritorious acts or act (where, when, what, who), job specifications.

. Consideration of these paints: past performance, where the aci(s)
performed, Wien performed (timing), capabilities of company reward
system, publication facilities and associatiop contacts or memberships,
local newspaper, radio or television interest, past training.

4. Essential use of these terms (not already implied): salary, promotion,
transfer, public acclaim, status, security.
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS'
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES cmp- A,

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
OP

A. COLLECTION

PRINCIPAL, UNIT (S) ah.e. those to be di.A.e.ett4 nepite,sented in the' cutoicuttun
6ott the subject 'luaus and axe designated by the 6oteocaing
de4 cAipti.on6 :

10. Confined system with industrial waste

OTHER UNIT(S) aim those. only indite.c,tey 4.e.pnesented in the. cumicutum
the zubject rotoce44.

ALTERNATE LINIT(S) ane "o.theit." unit(s) that may be used in tieu. o6
the. "ptti.ncipat" unZt(4) when the atteit. arce not avail-
abt.e; .the "atteAnate" unit(4) axe. daignated by the
6of2owtng descitiptiona:

20. Sanitary system with industrial waste

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) arce "otheit." unit(4) that can not be wed fi-n
Liza o6 the. "oinc.ipat" unit(4) when vicatte.A. aite not
availabt.e.; the "pionatteitnate" cuti.t(4) ant designated by
the iottowing de4 citiptions:

30. Combined system without industrial waste

Sani tary 'system wi thout' industri al waste

32. Storm system

33. Industrial system

a 1 3



'SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS, -.
B - at1P CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

B. PRECHLORINATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) ate thou to be difte.etty upyAexted in the euitirieutum
oil. the 4ub ject ptocedaa and au dosignated by the liottocuing

cifipti:ona :

10. Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe, pneu-
,- matic control , and electric evaporator

OTAR UNIT (SI au tho4e. onty indi.A.ec.t14 tepiteaented in the eumicutum tcon.
the. aubject pUJC.064.

ALTERNATE WilT (S) alte-"otheit." u'itit(6) tha,t may be uaed in tieu oi
the "ptincipat." unA2 (4) when the tatteic au not avail-

N. abte; the "ate/mate" unkt(4) au de4ignate.d by the
\ 6 Wowing due/apt:Lona :\

4 ' 20. Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe,
el ectri cal control , mid el ectri cal evaporator

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S)' a "otheic" unit(s) that can not be u6e.d lit
o6 the "pkincipat" unit(4) witen the-ratteic au. not

avoitabte; the "nonattemate" unit(4) ant. daignated by
the 6ottowing deamiptiona:

.30. Solution feed chlorinator with discharge to pipe

31. Sol uti on feed chl orinator with discharge to channel

32. Solution feed chlorinator with discharge to basin

33. Vacuum chlorinator with electrical evaporator and
discharge to channel

34. Vacuum chlorin'ator with electrical evaporator and
di scharge to -basi n

35. Chlorinator with only manual control



SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES CMP - C

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

C. SCREENING AND GRINDING

PUNCIPAL UNIT(S) aAe those to be diAectty tep4e4ented in the Cumicaum
icon the. subject pkoceas and afte designated by the 6ottotang
dea pti.ons :

10. Mechanically cleaned bubbler control unit with grinder

OTHER UNIT (S) 'cote thou. oney indineetly neptesented in the cuititicuewn 6ot --

the Aubject pkoc.e.64..

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) am. "otheit" unit(z ) that may he thaed in t.i.e.0 o6
the. "pnincipat" unit(45) when the "Attu arm not avait-
abee; the " catvutate" wti2 (4) axe deaignated by the
tiottouu:ng due/apt-tons:

20. Mechanically cleafted electrode control unit with
grinder

NONALTERNATE UNIT (S) arm "otheit" unit(4) that can not be u6ed in
o6 the. "pnincipat" unit(6). when .kCtW aic.e. n

aVaLeabee; the "non.atteAnate." unit(6) cae designated 11
the 6a1eowing deseiciptiona:

30. Mechanically cleaned timer control unit without
grinder

31. Mechanically cleaned electrode control unit with-
out grinder

32. Mechani cal ly cl eaned fl oat control uni t without

grinder

.33. Mechanically cleaned manual control unii without
grinder

34. Mechanically cleaned bubbler control unit Without
grinder

35. Mechanically cleaned timer control unit with grinder

36. Mechanically cleaned float control unit with. grinder

Continued on following page
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I SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
C -. DIP CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page (Screening and Grinding)

37. Mechanically cleaned manual control unit with.grinder

38. Comminution unit

39. Fine scOen unit

40. Disc kreen unit

41. Band screen unit

42. Drum screen uni

s rem unit

44. Hand cleaned rack unit

45. Wire wedge screen unit

-568 416



SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES OP - D

,WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

D. GRIT REMOVAL

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) cae. those to be ciiitectty tepubsented in the Cuvricutwn
6on. the, 6uLjc.t ph0C1.64 arid am deasignated by the gottading
de6 citipti.ons :

10. Aerated unit with bucket elevator

...

OTHER UNIT (S) axe. those only inditectty neptetie.n.ted in the eurcitieutwn gon.
the Aubject pkoceas.

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) ane "othve' wiLt(s) that may be u.sed in &ea og
the "oincipa" Unit (4 ) when the tatty!. am. not avail-
abt.e; the "attemate" unit(4) ate de6i..gnated by the _
iottowing dee ei2ption4 :

20. Aerated unit with screw conveyor

NONALTERNATE UNIT (S) axe "othee "unit(4) that can not be.' wed in
I.ieu og the "pltincipat" unit(e) when theratteit ate not
availabte.; the. "nonattematen un.4214) axe deoignate.d by
the 6ot-towing des citiptions :

30. Aerated unit with air lift

31. Aerated unit with clam shovel

32. Velocity control unit with screw conveyor

33. Velocity control unit with bucket elevator

34. Velocity-control unit with clam shovel

35. Surface overflow unit with screw _conveyor

36. Surface overflow unit with bucket elevator

37. Surface overflow unit with rake

38. Cyclone unit



'SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS a

E - CMP CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
. WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

E. PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) aite thase to be daectly temeaented in the cumicawn
ot the Aubject pitocts4 and ane de.signated by the iottoxingdLptLon:
10. Rectangular unit with telescopic valve draw off, density

meter time clock, and trough with scraper

OTHER UNIT (S) a./Le thoise only indixectly Acpxe.sented in the camicawn ISM
the isubject piweeaa.

ALTETNATE UNIT(S) an. "otheA," uni.t(a) that rnay be wed tn lieu oti
the "pitinci.pae" unias I when the tatten arte not avaLl.-
able; the "alteitnate" unit(4) au. &signaled by the
Wowing de.scitiptton4:

20. Circular unit with telescopic Wye draw off,
density meter time clock, and trough with scraper

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) ane "othee wiit(a) that can not be uaed in
oi the "piiincipat." mit(s) when theratten alt.e. not

avaLtabLe; the "nonaltunate" unit(a) an. deaigna,ted by
the 6oliowin9 deAciription6:

30.

31.

32:

33.

Rectangular unit with sight
and trough with scraper

Rectangular unit with sight
and helical skimmer

glass, direct draw off,

glass, direct draw off,

Circular unit with sight glass, trough with scraper,
and direct sludge draw off

Circular unit with sight glass, trough with scraper,
and telescopic valve draw off

34. Rectangular unit with helical skinner and density
meter time clock

35. Rectangular unit with helical skinner and telescopic
valve draw off.

570
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Continued from previous page (Primary Sedimentation)

36. Square unit

37. Imhoff tank

38. Septic tank-

39. Lagoon

40. Two story mechanical unit

.41. Evacuator unit

4
571
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS

F - air CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

F. TRICKCING FILTRATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) am. those. to be. di/teetty Itepitesente.d n the cultiricattun
6on the. Aubject pnoce.44 and axe designated by the 6oUcuti.ng
des eicipti.on6:

10. Rotary distributor, standard rate uni.t with dosing.tank

OTHER UNIT(S) aim tho.se only inditteetly up/maenad in the cututicutum oit
the ,subject puee.54.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) it/a "othi)0' uni.t(4) that may be (had in I2eu o6
the "obteipae" unit(4 ) when the latteit am.. not avail-
abte; the "altemate" unias) ax.e deeignated by the.
6aUming de6 eitipt2ono:

20. Rotary distributor, high rate unit

. $','
NONALTERNATE ,UN1T(S) afte "atheit" unit(4) that can not be used in

.tiea à .the. "pitincipar una(4) when theratWt. ate not
available; the "nonatteitnate",tutit(4F axe designated- by
the 6oUcwing des citipti.ona :

30. Rotary distributor, roughing unit

31. Fixed nozzle .unit
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES. U1P - G

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

G. AERATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) a tho ,se. to be dite.etty tepiesented in the eutti-mitum
in. the. &lb je.ct pitoce.64 and ate destgnated by the iSottotaing
de.a eitiptions :

10. Diffused air unit with swing type diffuser producing fine.
bubbles

OTHER UNIT (S) ate. tho6e. onty inditteetty teptesented Ln tie autticlawn
the 6 abject phOCA46 .

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) ate. "othet." uxit(4 I that may be wed 1.fl aeu o6
the. "wind-pat" urt.Lt(4) when thetAtteic axe. not avakt-
abte.; the "attemate unit(4) ate de.signated by the.
iottotaing de.4 etiptiona :

20. Mechanical aeration unit with turbine and sparger

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe. "othee unit(4) that ean not be wse.d
tatt o6 the. "ptineipat" unit(4) when titeTattvc. axe not
availabte.; the "nonattvatate." uftit(4) axe deaignated by
the iottaaing des ctipti.ona :

30. Diffused air unit with fixed type diffuser pro-
ducing fine bubbles

31. Diffused air unit with swing type diffuser pro-
ducing large bubbles

32. Diffused air unit with fixed type diffuser pro-
ducing large bubbles

.33. Flat plate di ffuser

34. Nchanical aeration unit withibrush

35. Mechanical aeration unit with propeller

36. Ejector nozzle aeration unit

37. Ejector aeration unit

38. Oxygen aeration unit



I SPECIF I C, PROCESS UNITS
H - air CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

H. SECONDARY SEDIMENTATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) axe tho4e to be di...xectty upu.4ente4 Lit .the cuniticatan
6oit. the subject p/tocess and au designated by the tfoltaaing
cle.4cicipti.on6:

10. Ciral4r, peripheral feed Unit with suction

OTHER UNIT(S) ace .thotte onty indixectty nepaesented in the culutieutum Icon
the subject puceas.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) "othvt" unit(4) that may be uaed in Lieu o6
the "piancipat." anit(4 ) when the tatet arte not avail-
abte; the "atteirnate unit(4) at deasignated by the
6ottowing de4 cn2ptton4:

Ci rcular, center feed unit with suction

NONALTERNATE UNIT (S) axe. "aka" unias) that can not be toed a
oti the "pttincipat." unit(4) when the-rattek axe not

avaitabte; the. "nonattehnate" cutit(s) Olte, designated by
the tiottouting deacryiptioni:

30. Rectangular unit

31. Ci rcular, center feed unit with scrarier

32. Ci rcular, peripheral feed unit with scraper

33. Tube settler unit

34. 'Square unit
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES CIIP -

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

I. POND STABILIZATION

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) axe thase. to be dift.ectly teptzsented in the c.u.tti.e.atwn
iot the .sub feet piLoce6 .6 and ate. de,signate.d by the ioUccuing
des utiptiona :

10. Aerobic pond

arHER UNIT (S) ane thaae ontyl indixectty ite.pnesented in the cwaicutwn tiorE
the 4 ubje.ct ptoe.e.se.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) ate. "othet." unit(4 1 that may be use.d in tie.0 oi"
the "pAincipar unitle when the. ta.ttex ate. no.t aVait-
able.othe. 'alteAna,te." uniot(e) ate dtsignated by the.
allotaing de4 eiciptiona :

20 . Facul tati ve pond

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) ane "otheit," unit(4) that 'can mein. uaed Ln
tieu oi the. "pti.ncipat" unit(e) when therattex ate dot
available; the "nonattetnate" unit(e) ate deatmated by
the iottowing deactiptiona:

30. Anaerobic pond

575
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'SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
J -ClIP CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

I.

J:. THICKENING

0
PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) ane thotte to be diAeaty tepnesetted in the cunnicutum

Oh. the. aubject ph0G2.44 and am., de4.0nated by the iotto.aing
dzscitipti.ons:

10. Floaiation unit with air

OTHER UNIT (S) only indLtectty, itepwen.ted i.n the eum,Leutwn dok
the. .subje.c.t pkoc.e.54. ,

. .

ALTERNAT UNIT(S.) evt.e. "o.theA," untt(6) that may be u6ed Ln v.e.0 oi
the "pnineipar mit(s) when .thelAttvt ane not avait-
able; the "alternate' unit(4) ane designated by the
ottotaing des ciciptidna :

20. 'Fl oatati on unit with vacuum

NONALTERhaTE UNIT(S) cute i'atiteit" unii(4 ) that Can not be use.d A.n
lieu. 06 the "pAineipat" unit(4) 'when the-ratta aim not..
available; the "vionattvoiate" unit(s) ane deAsignated by
.the ottowing de6cnipt2os4:

30. Stirring and settling Unit

31 . Cehtri fuge uni t
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SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES crip - K

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

K: FIRST STAGE DIGESTION

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) cae. thaw. to be diAectly icepte.sented in the eurciticawn
ion the ub f ect puma and axe. dezsignated by the iottaxing
detteitipti.ons :

10. Fixed cover, gas recirculation unit with external heat
exchanger

OTHER UNIT (S) cae. those. onty itepitesented in the. ewmicu.eum oIi
the. zubje.et pue.e.sz.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) aim "otheA." tuat(4) that may be. tused in tie.0 oi
the "pni.ncipat" un,it(4) when the tattvt ane not avaa-
abt.e. the "atteAnge" uiat(4) axe. dezignate.d by the.
liodoug.ng deAciciptiona :

20. Floating cover, gas recirculation unit with exter-.
nal heat exchanger

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) cae. "eke unit(4) that can mot be u.sed in
Liza ot5 the "plancipat" unit(4) when there-W. ate. not
avaitabte.; the. "nonatturnate" unit(4) ate deaignat.e.d "by
the flat-towing de.6 ciapti.ona:

30. Aerobic digester unit

Fixed cover unit with turbo miic

32. Fixed cover unit with hot water coil heat

33. Septic tank

34. Imhoff tank
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'SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS
L - CAP CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

L. SECOND STAGE DIGESTION

PR1NCIOAL UNIT (S) me. those to be daeatty Ae.pne4ented in the culoicatait
a the. subje.at pkocess and me deugnated by the 6ot-towing

des c.itA:ption4 :

10. Floating cover unit with gas storage

OTHER UNIT(S) me those onty inditactly kepo,se.n.ted in the autiticutwn ion
the. zubject opc.ears.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) aivj "otheA" unit(4) that may be used in ti.eu o
the. "plt.inc.ipat." unit(4) when the Latta me not avail-
abte; .the. "atteiutate" uni2(4) me deAignated by the.

aiming des citiptiona :

20. Fixed cover unit

NONALTERNATE UNIT (S) me. "atheit" wtit.(4) that can not be used Zn
Liza oi5 the "pitincipat" tuta(s) when thCratte.& art.e not
avaitabte; the "nonatt&utate." unit(a) au designated by
the. 6ot-taming des citiptions:

30. Aerobic digester unit

11.?6
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SPEC IF I C: PROCESS UN ITS
CURRICULUM GUIDELINES CMP - M

WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

M. SLUDGE CONDITIONING

PRINCIPAL MIMI atte thave to be di/tea:4 kepuisented in the, cmiticatun
tion the subje.ct ptcoce44 and axe designated by the 6ottowing
des clap-U.0ns :

10. Chemical conditioning unit with counter-current elutriation

OTHER UNIT (S1 atm aflame onty indi.neetty hepkeA ented in the amitieutum 6oit,
the subject pnoc.ess.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) alte "Ohm." unit(a) that may be used inti.eu 06
the "pnincipat" unit (4) when the tattex axe. not avail-
abte; the "atteAnate." unit(a) ,OAIL deisignated by the.
liottouti.ng due/aptZona:

20. None

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe. "othvi." unit(41 tha.t can not be (lased in
o the. "principal" unit(4) whe.n thCrattex axe not

availabte; the "nonattexnate" unit(4) axe. designated by
the iotecwing ducitiptiona :

30. Multi-stage elutriation uhit

31. Si ngl e stage el utriati on uni t

32. Unit using Laboon process

33. Unii using Heymann process
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N. POSTCHLORINATION

PRINCIPAL UNITISI axe those to be dixeetty neptseeented in the ewoicutum
6ot the aubject picoems and axe designated by the 'foaming
des utiptions :

10. Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe and close
loop pneuMatic control

OTHER UNIT (SI au those only indinectiy tepnca ented i.n the eu.nitieutwn ion
the subject puces.s.

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) axe. "Ohm" unit(s) that may be uaed in Vett o6
the "pirbteipat" .unit(4) when the Latta au not avait-
abte; the "atteiutate" unit(a ) GAL deaigna.ted by the
iottotoing dea ciciptiona

20. Vacuum chlorinator with automatic feed to pipe and
close loop electrical control

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "othex" unit(a ) that can not be used in
lieu oi the "pnincipat" unit(4) 14*ex thCrattex axe not
avoilabte; the "nona.ttemtate" unit(s) Mt designated by
the 6ottcuting deacxiptiona:

30. Solution feed chlorinator with discharge to pipe

31. Solution feed chlorinator,with discharge to channel

32. Solution feed chlorinator with discharge to basin

33. Vacuum chlorinator with discharge to channel

34. Vacuum chlorinator with discharge-to basin

35. Chlorinator with only manual control
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0. SLUDGE DEWATERING

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) axe tho&e .to be dime-ay Itepneeented in .the eumieutuo n
goit the aubject pnoc.e.se and oite designated by the. gottoAting
dee eitiptione :

10. Vacuum filter unit with cloth

11. Continuous feed centel fuge unit

OTHER UNIT(S) aite thaee. onty indaec.tty itiptuented in tile cwateutum Lox
the eubjeet pltocedsa.

ALTERNATE UNITISI axe. "Ahem." unit(e) that may bo, u6ed in lieu og
the "pnincipat." unit(4 ) illn the. tatteic aite not CWOA.2-

abLe; the. "attvutate" tuzi,t(e) ane. deeignated by the
LoamIng,deeeniptiona:

20. Vacuum filter unit with coil

21. None

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "otheit" unit(4) that can not be u6ed in
o the. "pnineipat" unit(e) when theEtta ate not

cwaitabie; the "nonatteanate" unit(4) axe. deoignated by
the 'foaming de.seitiptione:

30. Drying beds

31. Sludge press unit

32. Sludge lagoon
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P. SOLIDS DISPOSAL

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) alte those tO be diAe.c.tty kepteAented.in the cwoicutum
alt. the. ,subject pkocess and axe designated by the tiottaang

des chiptanb :

10. hitiltiple hearth incinprator unit

OTHER UNIT(S) aice those onty indiAectly icepte4ente4 in the cumicatunt sot
the sub jec-t oacess.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) an.e. "otheA" unit(4) that mai be wed in tieu o6
the "ptincipat" unit(4) whe.n the tattvt WM not avait-
abie; the "atteAnate unit(s) aite. designated by the

ottowing des cAipti.o ns :

20. Fluidized bed incinerator unit

NONALTERNAtE UNIT(S) axe "otheA" (oath) that can not be used in
&at o6 the. "pnincipat" unit(4) when .thrattett aAe not
avaitabie; the "nonatteAnate" unit(4) au. designated by
the tiottcwing des cAiptions :

30. Burial

31. Soil conditioner

32. _Water grate incinerator unit*

33. Unit using Zimmerman process
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Q. EFFLUENT DISPOSAL

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) ant tho4se to be di/Leafy tepnzsented in the cumicatum
Lot the subject p/t.a.e66 and a/Le deAignated by the 6ot-towing

onipti.on4 :

10. Direct reuse system

OTHER UNIT(S) ane thase okay .1..ndinectty nepneze.nted in the eunAicutwn ion,
the aubject pkoc.e.sz.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) ant "otheA" cutit(4) that may be uAed oi
the "pni.ncipat." mi.-as) when the tatten. axe not avai.t.-
abte; the "atteAna.te" unit(4) ane deAignated by the
.6ottowtritg deacitiptionA:

20. Underground disposal system

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) 'axe "alien." unLt(4) that can not be u.sed in
oi the "oineLpor wa.,t(4) when thratten. an.e. not

auaitabte; the "nonatteitnate" tatit(4) ane deaignated by
the 6oI2owing descitipti.ons:

30. Di 1 uti on system

31. I rri gati on system

32. Intermittent sand filter unit as used i.n tertiary

treatment

33. .Precipitation unit as used in tertiary treatment

34. Ion exchange unit as used in tertiary treatment

35. Adsorption unit as used in tertiary tieatment

36.,;. Ponds as used in te4ary treaintt

37. Freezing unit as used in tertiary treatment

38. Nutrient removal unit as used in tertiary treatment--

Continued on foIlwing page
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.Continued from previous page (Effluent Disposal)

39. Microscreen unit as used in tertiary treatment

40. Reverse osmosis unit is used in tertiary treatment

41. Electrodialysis unit as used in tertiary treatment

42. Pressure filter unit as used in tertiary treatment

43. Reaeration unit as used in tertiary treatment
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R. FLOW MEASUREMENT

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) ate tho.se to be dimetty nepnziented in the cwaicutum
sot the Aubjea ptoces4 and axe delagnated by the goZtouting
de6utipt2ona:

10 . Central i zed recordi ng and total i zing system i ncl udi ng

Parshall flume, Venturi meter, magnetic flow meter, and
cotameter

aTNER UNITISI ate. tho4e onty indifteetty heplt.e.bented in the cutti.autwn got
the.4UbjeCt pk.00.e44 .

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) axe. "othet" unit(4) .that may be. used in Zi.eu oi
the "ptine.i.pa2" unit(4) when tie tatteic ate. not avaLt-
abte; the "attettude." unit(4) ate. de.aignate,d by the
gottowing deseiLipti.ons:

20. None

4110.."

NONALTERNATE UNITISI ate. "ath.eit." dnit(4) tha.t ean not be u.sed in
Lieu o the "pftincipat" iutit(4) when therattvi, axe not
avattabte; the "nonattutnat.e" unit(4) axe designated by
the iateaaing de4 cir,iptiona :

30. "V notch weir unit

31. Rectangul ar wei r uni t

32. 'Proportional flow weir unit

* 33. Kenni son nozzl e uni t
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S. PUMPING AND PIPING

PRINCI PAL UNIT (S) axe tho4e to be diitectty tepAe6ented in the cuAxicutum
tion the 4ubject pkoce44 and axe. dehignated by the 6a...towing

dehscitipti.ona:

10. System with magnetically connected, pneumatically controlled,
diesel driven, centrifugal pumps; speed reducer connected,
electrically controlled, motor driven, positive displacement
pumps; and the piping appropriate thereto

OTHER UNIT(S) thase only inditectly nokehented A the cumicnimn tioA
the. subject pnoce64.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) alte "otheA" unit(s) that may be used in ti.eu o6
the "pni.ncipat" unit(4) when the tatty" au not avait-
abLe; the "attzAnate" cuti.t(s) aAe deesignated by the
id-towing de4 cAiptio n4 :

20. None

NONALTEMATE UNIT(S) aAe. "otheA" unitt.$) that earl- net bituse.d
lieu o6 Ae "plancipat" unit(4) when thcratteA am. not
avai2abte; the "nonatteAnate" unit(4s) aite deasigna.ted by
the iottowing de.scitiptions:

30. System with air lift pump

31. System with screw lift pump

32. System with hand driven 'pump

33. System with water driven pump

34. System with air driven pump

35. System with pneumatic ejector pump electrode
controlled
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T. ELECTRIC POWER

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) aim those to be diit.e.ctty kepneAented in the. cuvricutum
6ok. the. zubje.ct pitocess and alt.e. dosignated by the. 6ot-towing
de6 eitiptionts :

10. System using delta transformers, generators, electrical
switch gear, automatic circuit actuators on motors, and
telemetering with alarms

1

OTHER UNIT (S) aice thoze. onty indifteetty itepttesented in the coAtticawn 604
the sub fed prtoce.ss.

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) axe. "othee unit(s) that may be wsed in tied o6
the "pitincipat." uni,t(s) when the &WA ane not avait-
abte.; the "atteitnate." wtit(4 ) aice dehignated by the
6o!2owLng eiapti.oms:

20. System using Y transformers, generators, electrical

switch gear, automatic circuit actuators on motors,
and telemetering with alarms

NONALTERNATE UNIT S) axe "otheA." un:i,t(s) that can not be u4e.d In
Ue. o6 the "pitincipo.t" unit(4) when bterattert. atm no.t
availab e; the "nonattvutate unit(4) ake de.4ignated by
the tio owing deacitiption. s:

30. System ing outside generated power with mantially
controlled circuit motor starters
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U. GAS POWER

PRINCIPAL UNIT (S) a. thaw.. to be di.neetly upne..se.nted in the avoiattwn
6ott. -the Aubject pnoce.s.s and ane, degnated by the iottowing
de6cit,i.pUon6:

10. System with internally produced gas with high pressure
tanks and rotary positive displacement compressors

OMER UNIT(S) a.e. thaae only indiuctly n.e.pice6entexl in Vie athnicutum tcot
1,*the. Aubje.ct pnoee..54.

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) an "otheA." unit(4) that may be wed in lieu o6
the "pnincipat" unit(A) when .the /..atteic au not avait-
abte; the "attennate unit(6) ane deaignate.d by the
£atlowing dos utiption,s :

20. System with internally produced gas with high pres-
, sure tanks and reciprocating compressors

NON04TERNATE UNIT (S) a "othen" unit(.6) that can. not be. u,sed
lieu oi the "pnincipat." unit(4) when therotten ane not
availabte; .the. onattemate" unit(A) a. dezignated by
the iottowing deacniption4:

30. System with internally produced gas with gai holder
covers and entrifugal blowers

31. System with, externally produced gas
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V. LABORATORY CONTROL

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) ane tho,se to be diite.otty tepne.tiented in the'ewuticutuni
tcoit the sub ject pito ce4.6 and aim de.signated by the tcottagtng descitipti.ona:

The trainee will have access during training to'a model labora-
tory facility, typical of a 5 mgd to 25 mgd plant, consisting of
the following types of furnishings, equipment, and supplies . . .

10. Furnishings

, a. cupboard units d.

b. sink cupboard unit with
mixing faucet, polyethy- e.

lene sink trap and stand
pipe

c. gray colorlith tap and
splashback for entire
asserrbly with gas key
hose cock and 2 electric
outlet boxes

11. Equipment

"a. clock, interval timer

b . zer

c. refrigerator, at least
10 ft.'

d. BOD incubator

e. water still ..

f. pH meter

g. balance, triple beam

,A4 'balance, analytical .

. desi icator

j.. drying oven

k., muffle fu'rnace

1. pressure vacuum pump

bunsen burner

f.,

g.

h.

I.

storage uni t lockable , wi th

adjustable shelves

fume-hood with motor and
bl ower

desk, chairs, and stools

cal cul ator

typewriter

'filing cabinet

n. hot pl ate

o. water bath

p. colorimeter-spectrophotometer

q. digestion ipparatus, Kjeldaht

r. distillation apparatus,
KJeldahl \ ;

s. gas analysis apparatus (CO2)

t. sewage sampler

u. chlorine colorimetric equip-
ment

v. condenser

w. microscope and light

x. steri 1 izer for sample' bottles

y, incubator 37°C water bath

,

,Continued bn following page .
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Continued froth previ ous page ( Labdratory Control )

12: Supplies
14

a. general

(1 ) apron

( 2 ) brushes

( 3) funnels

(4) spatul a

( 5) wax penci 1 s

-b.,`"inplyti cal

) s ample bottles

(2) BOD bottl es

( 3) wash bottl es-

( 4 ) deopping bottles

(5) test tube

(6.) nes s 1 er' tube

(7) Erl enmeyer flask

( 8) vol umetri c flask

. (9) fi 1 teritig flask

(1 0) Kjel"dahl fl ask

( 11). rbund bottom flask

(1 2) separatory funnel

(1 3) 'Buchner funnel

(1 4) funnel support

(1 5) buret and buret caps

( 16) buret clamp

(1 7) buret support

( 1 8) Gooch crucible

(1 9) crucible holder

c. chemi cal

methylene bl ue solu-

ti on

buffer sol uti on

phenolphthlein indi-
. cator sol ution

4 ?8 59

'lubricants

gl assware cleaner

face shi el d

neoprene gloves

graph paper

(20) crucible tongs

(21) pi pets

.(22) safety pipet fill er

(23) beakers

(24) graduated cyl inders

(25) evaporati ng di sh and

petri /di s hes

(26 ) opal gl ass plate

(27) glass fibre filter disc

(28) gl ass beads'

(29) rubber stoppers

(30) rubber tubing

(31) uti Iffy clamps

(32) tripod

(33) fi i ter paper

(34) thermometer

(35) media I for, bacteri ol og-

i cal analysis

(4)

(5)

-(6)

Ccmti nued on fol lowing page

thymol bl ue indi cator

sol Lid on

methyl orange indicator
solution .

manganous sul fate sol uti on
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Continued from previous page (Laboratory Control)

(7)
tJ

4119

sodi um thi osul fate

sol uti on

(8) starch solution

(9) cal ci um chloride

sol uti on

(10) ferric chloride
sol uti on

(11) magnesium sulfate
solution

(12) phosphate buffer

(13) ferrous ammonium
sulfate solution

(14) potassium dichro-
mate solution

(15) sul furic acid-si 1 ver

su 1 fate so liuti on

(16) ammonius4loride
soluttofi

(17) nessler reagent
sol uti on

(18) Rochelle salt solu-
tion

(19) zinc sulfate solu-
tion

(20) sodium arsenite
sol uti on

(21) standard nitrate
solution

(22) boric acid solution

(23) sodium hydroxide-
sodi um thi osul fate

solution

(24) sulfuric acid-Mercuric
sulfate potassium sul-
fate solutton

(25) N-Butanol reagent

(26) chloroform reagent

(27) alkaline iodide azide
reagent

(28) potassium iodide
'reagent

(29) arsenite reagent

(30) sodium sulfate reagent

(31) brucine-sul fani i c

.acid reagent

(32) mercuric sulfate
reagent

(33) sodium hydroxide

(34) calcium chloride

(35) silicic acid

(36) sulfuric acid

(37) ferrion

(38) potassium chromate

(39) si 1 ver,ni trate

(40) zonite

V

OTHER UN1T(S) cum tho4e onb.j i.ndixectfy xepire.sented in the cwrxi.c.a.um ion
the aubject pxoe.ms .

ALTERNATE UNIT(S) axe "otheit" tuti.as I that may be use,d i.n Vett ai
the "wand-pal" unit(4) when the tattex arce not ava12-
abte; the "ateicnizte" un.i2(4) axe de.aignated by the.
iottaving due/apt-ion. 5:

20,. None 21. None

591

22. None

Cpr..04jued on following page
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Continued from previous page (Laboratory Control)

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) a/te. "othee unit(4) that can not be. used in
Ue.0 o6 the. "principal" untt(4 ) when theratteit dice not
avattabte; the "nonatteAnate" unit(4) a designated by
the &Leading des 0.)U:0-Lon6 :

30: None

40,4 592
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W. MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY

PRINCIPAL UNIT(S) axe those to be dinectty xepte.sente.d in the Cannata=
don. the subject pxocess and axe designated by the. 6ottotui.ng descipti.ona:

The trainee will have acCess during training to a model office of
a typical 5 mgd to 25 mgd facility, requiring the services of, and
serving the pUrpose of, a superintendent, assistant superintendent,
three foremen, and a secretary. The office willi in design and
appointment, be representative of a typical plan office consisting
of the following types of furnithings, equipment;, and supplies . . .

10.

11.

Furnishings

desks

chai rs

a.
b.

c. file cabinets contain-
ing shop drawings,
daily, monthly, annual
reports ; bi de sheets ,

memos, inventory, per-
sonnel records

Equipment

a . typewri ter

b . cal cul ator

c. copy machine

12. Supplies

a. standard (as found in,%fiy office) .

b. special (serving needs oi wastewater Rlant--Cr, ion@ ,

log books, slide rule, etc.) .

d. blue-print cabinet (with
sample prints) and table

e. bookcase containing supply
catal ogs , reference materi al s ,

and technical journals

d. duplicating machine

e . di ctati on equi pment

."

OTHER UNIT (S) axe .thbse onty indineetty xepx,zie.nted in the cux&i.cutcon tfox
the subje.C.t pxoc.ess.

ALTERNATE UNIT (S) ane "alien" unit(4) that may be ube.d n £A.eu oi
-the "px,bwipa.f." unit(4) when the &Wu axe not avall-
ate; the "aitexnaten unit(z. ) axe de,signate.d by the
6oLectiting des c.rtipti.ons :

20. None 21. None . 22. None

Continued on following page
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Continued from previous page (Management/Supervisory)

NONALTERNATE UNIT(S) ate '!othen" uni.t(4) that can not be used in
lieu. o6 the "pAinei.pat." untas when thearit.tteic ait.e. not
avojeabte; the "nonattvinate" uni,t(z. ) aite ile.signate.d by
the 6o1Jowing de.scitipt,i.on.s:

P

30. None

Sal

Ca
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141. - GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . .

NORMAL OPERATION PROCiDURES: 101 ana 102

c.

101

R

. When given the task of per-
forming the noltmat operation
procedures; and confronted
with an actual process unit,
or a convnon name, function-
al or physical description,
or other standard represen-
tation thereof . . .

4,10*
When considering the conduct
of an actual specific noluna2
procedure, or when confront-
ed with it by name, function-
al description, or other
standard representation
thereof .

Trainee, from recall , will de-
scribe the routine he will,
follow and its frequency, the
conditions he will look for,
the actions he win take, and
for certai n acti ons the "whys"
that are most relevant; from
recall, trainee will actually _

perform the procedure.

102

Trainee, from recall, will
describe and/or demonstrate
those aspects of the procedure
related directly to employee
safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

59(A 44
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GENERAL CRITERION BENAVIORS, for . . .

ABNORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURES: 201 and 202

201

When given the task of per-
forming the abnotunat operation
procedures, and confronted
with actual indications of an
abnormal condition of the
wastestream, or a verbal
description or other standard
representation thereof . .

Trainee will recognize the
abnormality as such, and,
from recall, will identify it
as to probable cause and will
recall the name(s) of rele-
vant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use,
and using the reference tools
will describe the indicated
immediate and/or long term
corrective (operationally and
mechanically related) measures;
using the reference tools
trainee will actually perform
the indicated procedure.

202
11111111111101,

When considering the Londuct
of an actual, specific abnot-
mat procedure,. or' when con-
'fronted with it by Rame,
functional description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee, -.from recall, will

desbri be' and/or demons trate

those aspects of the prode-
dure related directly to
employee safety,, incl udi ng

how (why) they protect the
empl oyee.,
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GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . . .

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES: 301 and 302

301

R

When given the task of pen:
forming the pkeventive main-
tenance procedures, and
confronted with an actual
process unit, or a common
name; functional or physical
description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools
(e.g., guides) available for
1use, and using the reference
.tools will describe the rou-'

' tine he will follow and its
frequency, the conditions he
will look for, the actions he
will take, and for certain
actions the "whys" that are
most relevant; using the
reference tools trainee Will
actually perform the proce-
dure.

302

-7-111111"
When considering the conduct 4

&of'an actual specific waven-
tive procedure, or when con-
fronted with it by name,
functional description, or
other standard representation
thereof . . .

599

Trainee, from recall, will
' describe and/or demonstrate

those aspects of the procedure
related directly to employee
safety, including how (why)
they.protect the employee.

416



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . . .

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES; 401 - 403

401

When given the task of per-
forming the c.o/r)LectiK main-

tenance procedures, and
confronted with actual ,

mechanical indications of
a malfunction of a process
unit or component within
the unit, or a verbal
description or other stand-
ard representation thereof . .

402

Trainee will recognize the
mechanical malfunction as
such and will recall the
name(s) of relevant reference
tools (e.g., guides)'avail-
able for use, and using the
reference tools will describe
the immediate and/or long
term operational adjustments
that may be necessary, will
name the most probable com-
ponent(s) needi ng repai r or

replacement, if more than
.one probable.cause of mal-
function, will list in order
of probability from highest
to lowest, if component(s)
need repair, will briefly
describe the nature of the
repair; using the reference
tools trainee will actually
perform the indi cated proce-
dure.

R

When considering the conduct
of some relevant procedure,
and confronted with a comrnon
name of a bigntiritiint component
of a related process unit, or
a functional or physical
description or other stand-
ard representation thereof . . .

600

Trainee, from recall, will
point to the component on
the actual process unit or an
appropriate facsimile, and
wi 11 recall the name(s) of
relevant reference tools (e.g.,
guides) available for use, and
using the reference tools will
describe "when" the component
i s operati ve , "what" i t does ,

and "how" an'd "why" it func-
tions as it does within the
unit.

Continued on fol lowing page
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CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES: Continued

403

. R

When cwidering. the conduct
of an actual specific con.-
nizeti.ve procidure, Or when
confronted with it by name,
functional description, or
other standard representa-
tion thereof . . .

601

Trainee, from recall, will
descilbe and/or/demonstrate
those aspects ,of the proce-
dure related directly to
employee safety, including
how. (why) they protect the
employee,

/

//



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . . .

LABORATORY CONTROL PROCEDURES: 501 - 504

501
11111111D

When given the task of_per-, -

forming the laborathry con-
trol procedures, and confronted
with the need to conduct any
common laboratory analysis,
identified by name, functional
description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof .,.

Trainee wi 11 recal 1 the name(s)
- of relevant reference tools

(e.g. , guides) available for
use in the conduct of the
tests , and using the reference
tools will describe the con-
duct of sampling and analysis
and the faci 1 i ti es , equipment,

. and supplies involved; using
the reference tool s , trai nee

will actual ly perform the

sampl ing and analysis in
accordance with the most cur-
rent recoMmendations as re-
ported by the relevant pro-
fessional organization.

502

When given the task of deter-
mining if a specific plant
meets standard requirements
and specifications related
to quality of wastestream
and receiving water . . .

602

Trai nee wi 11 recal 1, the name(s)

of relevant reference tools
needed, and using the refer-
ence tools will name the stand-
ard analyses and the frequency
of these analyses to deter-
mine the operational efficiency
of specific units or combine-
tions of units.

Continued on following page
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LABORATORY CONTROL PROCEDLIRES : Continued

503

Given the task of: determining
if the results of the labora-

-tory analyses in a specific
plant meet standard require-

---ments and specifications
rel ated to qual i ty of wasie,

stream and receiving water . .

504

S .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant reference tools
needed, and using the refer-
ence tools will specify it
results fall within an achpt-
able range of values.

When considering the conduct
of a specific Laboratory
analysis, or when confronted
with it by name, functional
description, or other stand-
ard representation thereof . .

Trainee, from recall, will
describe and/or demonstrate
those aspects of the analysis
related directly to employee
safety, including how (why)
they protect the employee.

603 504



GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . . .

SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES: 601 - 607

601/

When given the task of plan-
ning the overall operation of
a specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted
with the actual condition(s)
of the wastewater entering or
of the wastestream within the
plant, or a verbal description
or other standard representa-
tion thereof . . .

602

Trainee, from iill
i denti fy by common nail" ,

physical or functional descrip-
tion, or other standard repre-
sentation thereof, the process
unit(s) directly involved in
dealing wi th, the condi ti on(s)

and will describe how the
unit(s) deal with the speci-
fied condi ti on( s ) .

When given the task of plan-
ning the oveeall operation of
a specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted
with an actual common indus-
trial waste, or a common name,
verbal description, or other
standard representation
thereof . . .

603

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools
wi 11 determine the speci fi c

data needed and will describe
the possible effect(s) of the
waste (if present in plant's
influent) on the plant's
treatment process and on the
receiving stream.

R
When given the task of plan-
ning the overall operation of
a specific plant for a certain
period of time, and confronted
with an actual process unit,
or a common name, functional
or physi cal descri pti on , or

other standard representation
'thereof . . .

604

Trainee, from recall, will
describe the purpose of the
process unit within a treat-
ment plant and how its func-
tion relates to other units
within the plant.

Continued on fol lowing page
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SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES: Continued

604
S ..

When given the task of plan-
ning the laboratory control
procedures of a specific
plant

605

Trai nee wi 11 recal 1 the name(s)
of relevant referende tools
needed, and using the refer-
ence tools wi 1 1 identi fy appro-.
priate sampling locations and

describe the significance
to the plant as a whole of
each sampling location. .

R

When given the task of making
prel imi nary proposal s regard-
ing the wastewater treatment
needs of a specific comunity
area . .

Trai nee will recal 1 the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools will
determine the specific data
needed.and will name the most
probable processes Weeded in
a treatment plant to meet the
condi tions i ndi cated and wi 1 1
prepare a simple line diagram
showing the relationship of
the named processes.

Conti nued on rullowing page



SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES: Continued

606

When given the task of plan-
ning the overall operation of

4. a specific plant for a certain
period of times and confronted
with an actual main disaster
(condition) that is in either
a possible, pending, or occur-
red status, or a verbal
description or other stanbrd
representation thereof . . .

607

Trainee will ecognize the
disaster as such and, from
recall, will identify the pro-
bable related operational dis-
ruptions , plant damages, and
threats to health, and will
recall the names of relevant
reference tools (e.g., guides)
availabl e for use, and using
the reference tools will
describe the indicated imme-
diate and/or long term preven-
tive and/or corrective mea-
sures; using the reference
tools trainee will actually
perform the indicated proce-
dure.

When given the task of relat-
ing optional 'process units,
and confronted with a common
name, physical or functional
description, or other stand-
ard representation of a pro-
cess unit, or a .conponent
thereof, designated "OTHER"
in the CMP . . .

Trainee , from recall , will
identify by common name,
physical or functional descrip-
tion, or other standard repre-
sentation thereof, the "PRIN-
CIPAL" process unit(s) or
unit component(s) to which
the "OTHER" unit or unit
component rel ates , and will
recall the name(s) of rele-
vant types of data and refer-
ence tools needed, and using
the reference tools will
determi ne the speci fi c data
needed and will describe how
the units or unit components
are similar and/or different
functionally and/or mechani-
cally.



o

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS for . . .

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: 701 - 717

701

When given the task of placing
orders for service or parts,
and confronted with an actual
process unit, or unit osvo-
nent, by common name, func-
tional or physical description,
or other standard representa-
tion thereof . .

702

Trainee wi 11 recal 1 the name(s)
of relevant reference tools
(e.g., catalogs) available
for use and using the refer-
ence tools will actually pre-
pare a purchase or service
order form listing all rele-
vant information.

When given the task of order-
ing all consumable supplies
needed in the operation of a
specific plant for one

year. . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools will
determine the specific data
needed and will actually pre-
pare a list of consumable
supplies usually required for
the specific plant.

703,,NO
R

When given the task of pre-
paring the daily and monthly
reports of a specific
plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools will
determine the speci fi c data

needed and will actually prer
pare the reports.

Conti nued on fol 1 owi ng page



MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES : Continued

704

When given the task of prepar-
i ng the \annual operati on/

maintenance report for the
current year for a specific
plant . . .

705

Trainee will recal 1 the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed and
using the reference tools
wi 11 determine the speci fic

data needed and wi 1 1 actually
prepare the report.

When given the task of prepar-
ing the projected annual opera-
tion/maintenance budget break-
down for the coming year for
a specific plant . . .

706

S

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools 'needed, and
using the reference tools
will determine the speci fic
data needed and will actually
prepare the projected budget.

When given the task of hi ring
a new employee . . .

Trainee , from recall
describe the categories
(types) ofi information that

he must use in the course of
interviewing appl i cants for
the job and will describe ,

how information is relevant.

Continued on fol lowing page



MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: Continued

707

When given the task of provid-
ing an orientation to a new
employee . .

708

Trainee, from recall , will
describe the categories (types)
of information that he must
use in the conduct of a new-
hire orientation and will
describe how information is
relevant.

R .

When given the task of accom-
plishing nonterminal disci-
pline of employees, and con-
fronted with an actual
justifiable cause, by name,
verbal description, or other
standard repriJentation
thereof . . .

709

S

Trainee will recognize the
cause as such, and, from
recall, will describe the rea-
son(s) why the cause. justifies
employee discipl ine and will
describe the action(s) relat-
ing directly to the actual
di scipline procedure.

When given the task of accom-
plithing employee dismissal,
and confronted with an actual
justifiable cause, by name,
verbal descrilition, or other
standard representation
thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the
cause as such, and, 'from
recall, wi 11 describe the
reason(s) why the cause jus-
tifies employee dismissal and
wi 11 descri be action(s) rel at-

ing directly to the actual
dismissal procedure.

Continued on following page



MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: Continued

710

S
When given the task of accom-
plishing personal and profes-
sional growth among employees,
and confronted with an expres-
sed need, by name, verbal
descriptipn, or other stand-
ard representation there-
of . .

Trainee will recognize the
need as such and, from recall,
will name certain relevant
"master" reference tools
(e.g., resources catalog),
and using the reference tools
will locate the specific
resource(s) relating to the
fulfillment of the exgressed
need.

711

When given the task of develop-
ing staffing guides for a -

specific plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools will
determi ne the speci fi c data
needed and will specify the
numbers and type of person-
nel requi;.ed to operate the
pl ant and will j us ti fy each
enployee in terms of certain
characteristics of the plaht
as specified.

Al

Conti nued on 'fol 1 owi ng page
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MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: Continued

712

R

When given the task of deter-
mini ng recommended ope rat i on-

al changes in a specific
plant . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the referenee tools will
determine the specific data
needed and will describe what,
if any, changes in day-to-day
plant operation are indicated,,
why the changes are necessary,
and haw they should be imple-
mented.

713
711411110

When _given, the task of deter-

mining recommended capital
iinproveMents for a specific
Plant . .

Trainee Will recal 1 the name(s) ,

of relevant types of data and
reference tools.needed, and
using the reference tools will
determine the specific data
needed and will describe what,
if any, capital improvements
are indicated, why the improve-
ments are necessary, and how
much the cost will be.

714

When given the task of
describing (explaining) the
operation of a speci fic
plant to a group of lay
persons . . /.

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tool s wi 11

determine the specific data
appropriate_for the presenta-
tion; using the data trainee
will actually prepare an out-
line for such a presentation.

Conti'nued on following page



MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: Continued

.715

When given the task of respond-
ing to criticism of plant
operation, and confronted
with an actual complaint from
private citizens and/or public
officials regarding conditions
both relevant.add irrelevarit
to the operation\of a waste-
water plant, or a\ verbal
description or other stand-
ard representatIon there-

of . . .

S

Trainee will recognize the .
complaint as relevant or
irrelevant, and, from recall,
will describe the type of
data appropriate to the com-
plaint in question and will

describe how (why) the com-
plaint is relevant or irre-
levant; using the data noted
trainee will demonstrate an
actual response to the com-
plaint. .

t.,

716=411110
When liven the task Of convin-
cing various groups as'to the
merits of necessary expanSion
of plant service . . .

Trainee will recall the name(s)
of relevant types of data and
reference tools needed, and
using the reference tools will
describe the specific data and
arguments supporting,the appro-
priation of funds needed for
the expansion; using the data
and argunents trainee will
actually prepare press re-
leases and speeches relating
thereto.

Continued on following page \



MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES: Continued

V

717

When given the task of pro-
moting.favorable public
interest in wastewater plant-
operation, and confronted
with an actual occasion of
Terit, or a verbal descrip-,
tion or other standard
representation thereof . . .

Trainee will recognize the
meritorious occasion as such
and, from recall, will describe
the most useful way in which
appropriate persons can be
made aware of the occasion to
the benefit of the trainee
specifically and the industry
generally, and will describe
the-specific measures to be
taken; trainee will actually
perform the procedure.

4 .4j0



CURRI6144 GUIDELINES
WASTEWATER PLANT.OPERATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRI1ERIA

TRAINEE OHARA TERISTICS



TRAINEE CHARACTERISTICS
TWO YEAR POST HIGH SCHOOL WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAM

PURPOSE

This documentation provides general guidance to the trai;ning institution on

the recruitment and placement of trainees. The information provided relates

to the expected charicteriFtics of the trainee when entering and when grad-

uating from the training program.

TRAINEE CHARACTERISTICS WHEN ENTERING PROGRAM

It is beyond the scope of the present effort to offerobjectively qualified

characteristics (e.g., a characteristic as indicated by a certain score on

a specified testing instrument). However, it is expected that the training

institution will develop (in cooperation wlth the fuding agency or its

representative) and use such in objective approach in its trainee recruit-

'trent and selection procedure. Standards of acceptatice for all categories

will be determined by the institution in consultation with the Central

Coordinating Committee. The present document will Offer only general guid-

ance as to the types of factors to be used in trainee selection. Selected

trainees will be represented in two groups.

1. Principal Trainee Group

The essential characteristic of this group is that the trainees

te recent high school graduates or have attained equivalent aca-

demic accomplishment through remedial work and/or testing (e.g.,

GED). Trainees of this group must have no water or wastewater

treatment work experience. Trainees of this group will comprise

at least two-thirds of the recruits for a given training class:

Trainees should be further screened and selected with respect to

the following:

a. Formal education. To the extent that it can be objectiVely
determined, thetrainee's academic accomplishment should be
representative of at least the middle third of the national
population.

tele, 11.C.2



b. Aptitudes. A model profile of "ideal" trainee aptitudes
should be determined. Using standardized tests and their
normative data, a trainee's specific aptitude profile will
be developed and compared tq the model profile. Standards

of acceptance should be determined and applied with respect

to at least the following:

(1) General intelligence (achievement)

(2) Verbal skill

(3) Numerical skill

(4) Clerical skill

(5) Spatial perception

(6) Form perception

(7) Motor coordination

(8) Finger dexterity

(9) Manual dexterity

(10) Eye-hand-foot coordination

(11) Color discrimination

(12) Visual acuity

(13) Auditory acuity

(14) 01 factory acuity

c. Interest. A model profile of "ideal" tainee interest
should be determined. Using pre-entrance orientation
(including plant visitation), personal counseling, and
standardized tests and their normative data, a trainee's
specific interest profile will be developed and compared
to the model profile. Standards of acceptance should be
determined and applied with respect to at least the follow-
ing interest categories:

(1) The environment

(2) The natural and physical sciences

(3) Mechanical technology

(4) Professional or paraprofessional employment

(5) Public service opportunity

(6) Wastewater treatment employment

d. Temperament. A model profile of "ideal" trainee tempera-
ment should be determined. Using pre-entrance orientation,
personal counseling, and standardized tests, and their norma-
tive data, a trainee's specific temperament profile will be
developed and compared to the model profile. Standards of
acceptance should be determined and applied with respect to
the following conditions:

Ala
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(1) Working at all levels of supervision

(2) Being appropriately responsive in the face of political,
regulatory and public scrutiny and criticism

(3) Maintenance of quality performance in the face of highly
repetitive, routine procedures

(4) Acceptance of the responsibility for the safety and wel-
fare of one's self, one's fellow workers, and the public.

e. Physical capability. A model profile of "ideal" trainee physi-
cal capacity should be determined. Using,medical examinations
and standardized tests and their normative data, a trainee's
specific physical capacity, profile will be developed and com-
pared to the model profile. Standards of acceptance should
be determined and applied with respect to at least the follow-
ing actiVities:

(1) Climbing (6) Reaching

(2) Balancing (7) Handling

(3) Stooping (8) Fingering

(4) Kneeling (9) Lifting

(5) Crouching

f. Physical sensitivity. rA model profile of "ideal" trainee
physical tolerance should be determined. Using medical exam-
inations, perSonal counseling,.and standardizd tests and
their normative data, a trainee's specific physical tolerance
profile will be developed and compared to the model profile.
Standards of acceptance should be determined and applied with
respect to the following conditions:

(1) Year-round inside work (5) 'Fumes

(2) Year-round outside.riork (6) Odors

(3) Temperature changes (7) Dust

(4) Risk of bodily injury (8) Toxic conditions

In the course of trainee selection procedures involving "a" through "f"

above, it will sometimes become obvious that the proposed trainee is capable

of a much higher level of training and employMent opportunity than that

offered by the subject program. In such cases the trainee should be coun-

seled 'and provided assistance, if he wishes it, in seeking opportunities

in the water quality field that better fit his capabilities. Applicants

whose capabilities fall within the ideal range of capabilities should be

given priority for admittance into the program.

619 (1(..-.;4.



2. Alternative Trainee Group

Trainees of this group could comprise from one-fifth to one-third

of the recruits for a given training aass. Trainees of this

group will be representative of the following:

a. Educationally deficient. If an applican meets all conditions
in "1" above except those relating directly or indirectly to
formal education ("a" and some öf "b"), he may be accepted
into the program if he i willing to undertake. remedial, basic
education to be provided or arranged by the selected training
institution. All remedial work should be satisfactorily
completed bepne the trainee begins the regular program.
Therefore, it will be necessary to recruit trainees in this
category well in advance of the regular prograM in which they
will participate.

b. Experienced wastewater treatment system employees. If an

applicant meets all conditions as stated in "1" or "2a" above
except_the."must'have no water or wastewater treatment work
experience" requirement and has at least one year of accep-
table (employer-rated) experience in a wastewater treatment
system, he may be accepted into the program.

TRAINEE CHARACTERISTICS WHEN GRADUATING FROM THE PROGRAM

The information to foflow is offered to provide the training institution a.

rather general indication of the desired capabilities of the trainee when

he graduates from the subject training program. This information should be

used to help the instituticin devise its trainee placement program.

1. Skill and Knowledge Possessed by Program Graduate

a. General skill and knowledge. The program graduate will be
expected to have hands-on skill* and knowledge* with respect
to certain 4peci.6ic functional procedures and proceSs units*
representative of those in wastewater-treatment plants. He
will be able to relate,.at least verbally*, other process units
similar in form and function to the 4peci641c units. The pro-
gram graduate will be able, with confidence and relative ease,
to adapt the 4peci6ic skill and knowledge acquired expressly

1

through the training program to the many plants and processes
not covered directly in the training program. The 4pV..e,

, skill and knowledge acquired will relate to procedures in,the
.

areas of "normal operations"*, "abnormal operations"*, "prer-
ventive maintenance"*, "corrective maintenance"*, "laboratory
control"*, "systems interaction"*, and "management/supervisory"*.

Refer to the Glossary (page 35 ) for the indicated words:t
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b: Specific skill and knowledge. The Curriculum Cu? *delines as

represented in Voitune _zir indicates the 4peci.V..c skill and

knowledge (behavior*) to be acquired by the trainee and is
to be the basis for the training programs provided by the
selected institutions. However, a reading of the "General
Criterion Behaviors"* (refer to Volume II) is recom-

mended at this time to provide a quick view of the .apecigc.
skill and knowledge implied by the Curriculton Gui3

Positions for Which the Program Graduate is Prepared

a. General positions. Graduates should be regarded as techno-
logists and paraprofessionals. This implies coripetence as

a technician (involving hands-on level of application) with
the abi 1 i ty to relate performance of t e most basi c- procedure

- to the overall mission of the plant an to other procedures.

When performing those procedures of "n rmal operati on", "ab-
normal operation", "preventive maintenance" "corrective

maintenance", or "laboratory control", the Prog am aduate

will require varying degrees of supervision dur is first .

weeks on the job or until such time as he is acqu ted with

the unique character of the plant and its operation. For

example: to make a suspended solids determination on.the
mixed liquor, the trainee should need little or no supervision;
tiowever, to determine if the addition of lime to a stuck diges-
ter is necessary, he siiould be.suPervised more closely. In

any case., the supervision required should be only' occasional

and b'rief. When performing the "management/supervisory" and
"systems interaction" procedures ,' the trainee wil 1 requi re ,

appreciably more Supervision initially but should acquire the
necessary competence and confidence much more quickly than is

. generally the case in on-the-job:development. In fat., for
all procedures the graduate should require rno extensive in-
depth on-the-job training after a brief initial orientation
to his employment, and the amount of technical supervision
needed should decline rapidly' and remain minimal.

b. Specific positions. In most cases, the program graduate
should enter employment as an "intern" preparing for rapid
advancement to one cf three positions; in some cases, the
entry position may be that of sole employee. The actual posi-

tion will depend on the plant size; for example:

I

Plant Size ,

Less than 1 MGD**
Up to 10 MGD
Up to 30 ,MGD

More than 30 MGD

Position

Plant Manager _

Plant Manager Internship
Asst. Plant Manager Internship
Shift or Process Supervisor Internship

Refer to the Glossary (page 35 ) for the indicated words.
**

Million gallons per day
/74A;



There is nothing inherent in the proposed curriculum that
will selectively prepare a trainee for any one of the above

positions. Basic personality, personal ambition , geographic

preferences, and job availability are factors that will con-
tinue to exercise significant influences in the choices and
chances of the program graduate. It is enough to expect of
the training that it prepare the graduate to perform satis-
factorily -in the position that is selected.

Although the program graduate may, at the outset of his employ-
ment, perform the most basic tasks and serve brief periods in
a varciety of jobs and at various levels of responsibility,
his terms of employment (e.g. , title) should clearly indicate
his internship (e.g. , shift foreman trainee or intern). Re-

muneration, advancement, and other employment advantages
should refleci the special skill and knowledge acquired through
the two year post high school wastewater technology training
program.

The chart on the opposite page shows the relationship of the
subject training program to other training programs at a
higher and lower leVel of skill and knowleds in the waste-
water treatment field. The placement of most of the 'program
graduates is indicated and the expected overlaps graphically
presented.

622 .
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PLEASE NoTE: Words that appear
in quotes within a definition
are themselves defined within
thi s G1 ossary.

...".4r-

ABNORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURLS. Include those activities of the plant
employee that result from atinorraul (unusuat and tutdetaAate.) conditions of
the "wastestream". Abnormal procedures are designed to enable the plant
employee to recognize when the wastestream is abnormal and to return it to
an a table, normal condition. For example, the plant employee should
recognize a black, septic influent to the primary settling tank as an 4.

abnormal condition of the wastestream, take whatever immediate action i,s
appropriate, if any (e.g., eliminate source of black, septic wastewater to
prevent further disruption of downline processes), then determine the cause,

correct it and any other adverse effects of the abnormal condition. NOTE:

Actual cause of septic condition could relate tp failure to manually close
supernatant valve (resulting from poor "Normal Operation Procedure"); or
to malfunctioning o,f timer switch controlling supernatant valve (leading to
a "Corrective Maintenance ProCedure"); or to adverse ihdustrIal eischarge
in collection system (resulting from poor "Management/Supervisory Proce
dures".). ("GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS" 201 and 202 relate to Abnormal

Operation Procedures and Can be seen in- the Appendix of.volume rr.)

ALTERNATE (UNIT). Used within the description of the "Composite Model
Plant", (CMP) to identify those "Other Units" ihat may be substituted for
"Principal Units" when the latter are not availaMe. InXuch a case, the
Alternate Unit would be given "direct" representation,in the curriculum.

BEHAVIOR. "Stimulus/response" interactfon(s).

*
For maximum meaningfulness of this definition, first seethose for

-"Unit", "Principal Unit", and "Other Uhit".



BEHAVIORAL. Describing what a person's specific "response" should be to a

given "stimulus" and the specification of how this basic stimulus/response

component relates to other such components of a job (task, etc.).

BEHAVIORAL (TASK) ANALYSIS. The iprocess of determining (and documenting)

the "behavioral" components ("stimulus/response") of a job (task, etc.) by

observing, analyzing, and/or creating actual or simulated performance of the

person(s) involved.

&NI

BEHAVIORAL TRAINING OBJECTIVES. The "behavioral" specification of what the

performance of a trainee should be after training. An integral part of

objectives is the specification of the trainees relevant "pretraining reper-

tory" and the specification of "posttraining performance evaluation condi-

tions and criteria". (Who does what, when, and how well.)

COMPONENT (OF THE EQUIPMENT). Used to designate a distinctive pairt of 'a

-"process unit". Whereas the neciptocating pump on certain primary sedimén-.

tation process units is a compoLent, the impeller on that pump is alsO

referred to as a component.

COMPOSITE MODEL PLANT (CMP). A "verbal" representation of a "wastewater"
ii

treatment plant. This plant is a composite plant in the sense that it repre-

sents many different plants in one model. "Processe" are duplicated and .

duplicate means for accomplishing each process are indicated. This overall

redundancy in the design of the model is directed toward assuring that .

trainee competence in the "skill" and "knowledge" mastery of tha composite

. plant will ensure optimuM transfer (generalization) of competenZ'y to almost

any plant currently in opeFation. The CMP provides a concitete. point.of

reference'in deciding-whit specific skill and knowledge a trainee should

acquire in order to have the level of mastery desired. The model is defined

in volume 17: curriculum Guidelines by a "Processes Chart" and 2 number of

sheets titled "Specific Process Units". A letter of the alphabet identi-

fies each papc.e44 represented in the Composite Model Plant; each,process is

further defined by the-4pe.c.i4i.c. "units" of equipment that are used to accom-

plish, or are related to the accomplishment of the indicated process.
/-.
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CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES. Include those maintenance activities

of the plant employee that usually 'result from the breakdown and/or mal-

function of a "unit" of equipment or a "component" thereof; for example,

recognizing the indications of a malfunctioning timer switch-on the super-

natant valve serving the return line to the primary settling tank and

knowing when and how to correct the disorder, or when and how to refer the

problem to plant or contract maintenance personnel. ("GENERAL CRITERION

BEHAVIORS" 401 - 403 relate to Correctiva Maintenance Procedures and can

be seen in the Appendix of Volume H.)

COVERT BEHAVIOR. "Behavior" in which the "response" (and usually the

"stimulus") is not directly perceivable: e.g., thinkfng.

CRITERION. A standard bY which to judge; a goal to achieve.

DIRECT (REPRESENTATION I CURRICULUM). Indicating that the curriculum

must be designed and implemented so as to ensure the same" kind of practical ,

hands-on experience--"skill" and "knowledge"--a man would recei've working

in an actual plant. (Quality instruction in plant is 'assumed.)

GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR. A conprehensive statement that defines "be-

hal,fiorally" and "operationally" the general "skill" and "knowledge" desired

of a trainee agen training.

GENERAL CRITERI.4 BEHAVIOR, CATEGORIES. The seven groupings within which

the thirty-seven individual "General Criterion Behaviors" are organiZed.

The categories are not necessarily intended to represent the apparent

grouping of behaviors in the actual operation of a 'plant; rather, the cate-
.

gories represent groupings of similar, related behaviors for ease in analy-

sis and for brevity in documentation. The names Of,the categories are:

"Normal Operation Procedures", Mbnormal Operatfon Procedures", "Preventive

Maintenance Procedures", "Corrective Maintenance Procedures", "Laboratory

Control Procedures", "Systems Interaction Procedures!!, and 'Management/

Supervisory Procedures".

629
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INDIRECT (REPRESENTATION IN CURRICULUM) . Indicating that the curricul um

must be designed and implemented so as tO ensure an ability in the trainee

to "verbally" relate certain aspects of "Other Units" to "Principal Units"

i .e. , be able to, say how they are simi I ar and/or different functional ly

and/or mechanically.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION. Instruction that is representea by at least

one, preferably both, of the following characteristics: (1) selective

assignment of instruction to the trainee according to individual need is

facilitated by pre- and posttesting', and (2) the trainee Is permitted to

learn at his own pace. Where necessary, instruction may be presented to

a group (which would minimize self-paced learning), but the first charac-

teristic must not, be violated. All instruction should maximize the active

involvement of the trainee by,having.him freqaently answer questions, solve

problems, and react to the informatiän 'he is currctitly learning. The trainee

must be provided prompt fee,d1.2sIck regarding the correbtness of his responses.

Instruction should be nzdularized to facilitate Andividualizing a trainee's

learning experiences, and all increments of instruction should be sized and

sequenced to ensure the trainee's smooth and confident transition froM the

known to the unknown. Individualized instruction includes, but is not

restricted to, instruction often referred to as "programed".

IN-PLANT INSTRUCTION. Used to indiCate a continuation of .formal training

as a trainee moves from the classroom/lab context into an actual, function-

ing facility. A high degree of_structure is implied: detailed lesson plans

will be employed, with spedfic perf rmance objectives, and practical

trai nee testing procedures . Certi fi d instructor/operators wi 1 1 be assigned

to coordinate and supervise i'n-plan instruction as a primary part of their

duties. Instruction (learning) is of primary concern in an in-plant instruc-

tion programproductive employment is a secondary factor.,

KNOWLEDGE. .That which is conveyed by. an.individual when "verbally" describ7

jrig a job (task., etc.) or some related aspect of it., Related "skilP is not

necessarily implied by "knowledge".

it'73
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LABORATORY CONTROL PROCEDURES. Include those special and routine activi-

ties of the plant employee relating to laboratory analyses, the specifica-

tion of sampling procedures and locations, and the general management of

the laboratory facilities; for example, determining DO, determining the

sample and analysis required for a given condition of the "wastestream".

("GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS" 501 - 503 relate to Laboratory Control

Procedures and can be seen in the Appendix of Volume II.)

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROCEDURES. Include activities of the plant

employee relating to employment practices, record keeping, plant operation

policy, and the establistimenty a constructive and realistic rapport

between the plant and the&Commtinity it serves. ("GENERAL CRITERION BEHAV-

IORS" 701 - 717 re.ate to Management/Supervisory Procedures and can be

seen in the Appendix of volume II.)

NONALTERNATE (UNIT). Used within the description of the "Composite Model

Plant" (CMP) to identify those "Other "Units that can not be substituted

for "Principal Units".

NORMAL OPERATION PROCEDURES. Include those touttne Operating activities

bf.the plant employee that do not vary significantly from day-to-day, and

that are designed to keep the,plant functioning within a normal range of

values; for. example, AputZne sampling at standard locations, &mane inspec-

tions of equipment and "wasteStream" to verify that the process is funCtion-

ing properly, noutine opening and closing of supernatant valve in return

e to primary settling tank. ("GENERAL CRITERION BiEHAVIORS"-101 and 102

relate to Normal Operation Procedures and can be seen, in the Appendix of

Volume II.)

OPERATIONAL. 'Describing the extent to which "behavior" ("skill" or

"knowledge") is relevant (essential) to the performance of a job (task,

etc.). In order for "skill" or "knowledge" to be considered operational,

For maximum meaningfulness of this definition, first see those for
"Unit", "Principal Unit", "Other Unit", and "Alternate Unit".
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an acceptably trained person must be able to demonstrate ("overtly" and/or

"covertly") its direct applicati n in acconplishing his job within /mason-

abte limits imposed by uppe.A. and &weft standards of performance. NOTE:

It is uniceasonabte to train for arely occurring circumstances or for obtuse

or hypotheti cal condi tions .

OTHER (UNIT). Used within the description of the "Composite Model Plant"

(CMP) to identify those "process units" that will be "indirectly" represented

in the curriculum. Essentially, this means ensuring thai: the trainee can

"verbally" relate Other Units to "Principal Units"--i.e. s can say how they

are similar and/or different functionally and/or mechanically. (See "GEN-

ERAL CRITERION BEHAVIOR" 607, shown in the Appendix of voZtene

,

OVERT BEHAVIOR. ."Behavior" in which the "response". (and usually the "stim-

ulus") is directly perceivable (can see it, hear it, etc.): .e.g., talking,

manipulating switches, writing, etc.

POSTTRAINING PERFORMANCE (BEHAVIOR). The trainee's application of rele-

vant."behavior" after training (total or any portion thereof); this maLy

include his "verbally" responding to verbal stimuli (e.g., questions, com-

mands) as wel 1 as 'that "ski 11" including the hands-on behavior.

T

POSTTRAINING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA., A descrip-

tion of the conditions under which i'posttraining peeformance" is to be

evaluated and the "criteria" are to be applied. Minimally, the description

must make explicit the types of questions to be used, the.testing environ-

ments to,pe used, the testing devices to be used, and the degrees (quanti-

1 at ve and qualitative). of conpleteness desired.

PRETRAINING REPERTORY. Used to designate the catagory of relevant exper-

ience ("knowledge'''. and "skill") that a trainee has before training. This

prior experience should be excluded from explicit treatment in training;

For maximum meaningfulness of this definition, first see those for
"Unit" and "Principal Unit".



if so, it must. be stipulated as prerequisite knowledge and skill as

appropri ate.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES. Include, those uuti.ne. maintenance

activities of the plant employee designed to &Mutate or pitevent major

equipment breakdown and subsequent corrective maintenance; for, example,

lubrication of bearings and other moving parts , replacing air and oil Ill-

s ters, towane replacement and/or adjustment of certain worn cornponents.

("GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIORS" 301,, and 302 relate to Preventive Maintenance
-

Procedures and can be seen in the Appendix of Volume II.)

PRINCIPAL f(UNIT). Used within the description of the "Composite Model

Plant" (CMP) to identify those "process units" that will be "directly"

-represented in the curriculum. That is , with respect to the Principal

Unit, the curriculum, must be designed aryi.implemented,so as to ensure the

same kind of practical , hands-on experienice"skill" and "knowledge"--a

man would receive working with the actual process units, in an actual

plant. (Quality instruction in plant is'assumed.) Also, a Principal

Unit is that specific process unit, which when mastered by the trainee,

will beat enable the trainee to operate moat other units, not directly

represented in ,the curriculum, but used Ito accomplish the subject process.

,
PROCESS. A physical , chemical , and/ori biological interaction through

which the "wastestream" is modified (treated).

PROCESS VARIATION. Variations in any "process" wherein the same "unit"

(or "components" thereo.4--is'used, ixtt the way in which it is used is varied,

or the way in which it processes the "wastestream" is_ varied. For instance,

the same basic unit is used for aeration for a.number of process variations

of the aeration process,(e.g., eitended aeration, tapered aeration, conven-

tional aeration, etc.

PROCESS UNIT. See "Process" and, "Unit".

For maximum meaningfulness of this definition', first see the defini-
_tion for "Unit".
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PROCESSES CHART. A simple listing of the processes" representeCin the

"Composite Model Plant", showing the letter of the alphabet used to identify

each process.

RECALL. Refers to the ability of a person to "construct" or "compose",

in part or in whole as required , primari ly from memory,, the appropri ate

"response' or "stimulus".

RECOGNIZE. Refers to the ability of a person to pick from among possible

explicit alternatives the appropriate "response" or "stimulus".

REFERENCE TOOL. A device (documentation, etc.) that is used concurrently

with, or as a part of, the performance of some job (procedure, task, etc.).

The purpose of the reference tool is to provide information and/or instruc-

tion that the person involved is not normally expected to "know" from "re-

call". Reference tools, depending on their design purpose, may be brief

and general in content or highly specific and detailed. Reference tools

include parts catalogs and equipment specifications (including line draw-

ings) that indicate how the eqpment woidvs and performance guides that

indicate how to won.fe the equipme.nt. Reference tools may be in many forms:

,on separate pieces of cardstock, on pages in a book, on film for projection,

on audiotape, on an engraved plate attached to a piece of equipment.

RESPONSE. The "overt" (manipulate, talk, etc.) or "covert" (think, realize,

etc.) reaction of a person when confronted by an appropriate "stimul us".

.RESPONSE DETAIL'. An element of the "Specific Behavior Sheets". The

Response Deta.q provides a maximum of additional information with a mini-

mum of documentation.. It may provide some actual content of instruction

'and "posttraining performance"; of greater importance, however, the Response

Detail wil l_provide, by implication, a more specific indication of the

level and 6ontent of training.

SKILL. That'which is conveyed by an individual when actually doing a job

(task, etc.) properly. Usually implies a certain degree of "knowledge" also.

/177
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NOTE: Although "verbal behavior" is usually the mode for expressing "know-
ledge", verbal behavior is often a necessary part of skill; e.g., the ability
to issue a proper oral command, or the ability to comunicate on radio, or
the ability to fill out (write) a sales slip.

SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR SHEETS. The basic data sheet for the Curriculwn Guide-
lines . A sheet will contain the full statement of one of the thirty-seven
"General Criterion Behaviors"; in most cases, it will contain a very
specific material object of the subject "behavior" (e.g., the description
of a specific "process unit"); and it will,contain more explicit informa-
tion ("Stimulus Detail" and "Response Detail") about what is implied by
the general statement of the subject behavior.

SPECIFIC PROCESS UNITS SHEETS. The basic data sheet for the "Composite
Model Plant" (CMP) ; a sheet will contain a listing of the several different
"units" of equipment that may be used to accomplish one of the standard
"processes" represented in the CMP. The "process units" listed on a sheet
are grouped into "Principal" and "Other" ("Alternate" and "Nonalternate"):

STIMULUS. An "overt" or "covert" condition, circumstance., indication,
substance, reaction, awareness, etc. that becomes the unique oceatsidn for
a person's "response".

STIMULUS DETAIL. An element of the 'Specific.Behavior Sheets". The

Stimulus Detail provides a maximum of additional information with a minimum

of documentation. It may provide some actual content of instruction and
"posttraining performance"; of greater importance, however, the Stimulus
Detail will provide, by implication, i more specific indication of the
level and content of training.

SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROCEDURES. Include those activities of the plant
employee concerned with relating the functioning of specific "units" of
equipment to 4her "process units" and to the system as a.whole, relating
specific processes to other processes and to the system as a whole, and
relating the plant to the comunity which it serves; for example, determining

,
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how the effective functioning of the grit removal' process relates to other

processes and the equipment involved, determining the desired characteris-

tics of a plant for a given community. *("GENERAL CRITERION BEHAVIdRS"

601 - 606 relate to Systems Interaction Procedures and can be seen' in

the Appendix of volume H.)

TRAINING SYSTEM. One of several sub-systems which constitute the total

management 'system. ktraining system is one with specific iunetionat wiLty
whose product is trained personnel and whose systematic 'process is directed

and controlled by standardized concepts and techniques. Essential to the

maintenance of an effective Training System is the development and use of

"Behavioral Training Objectives" at a level of detail and "oper'ational"

relevancy that permits their use in course development, in course evaluation,

in trainee selection and classification, and in evaluation of trainee's

"posttrai ni ng performance" .

UNIT. A specific piece of equipment, or a.cymbination of equipment, that

.---s-erves-to--accomplish one of the standard "wastewater" treatment plent "pro-

cesses" represented-inthe "Composite Model Plant" (CMP). Rather than

being identified by a 6u:a description of all salient characteristics, the

totat unit is defined by one or more very distinct and' selective mechanical

or functional characteristics; for example . .

"rectangular unit with telescopi c valve draw off,
density meter timeclock, and trough with scraper"

characterizes a -tato/ process unit used to accomplish the primary sedimenta-

ti on process as represented in the CMP.

VERBAL. That which is either oral (spoken) or written.

VERBAL BEHAVIOR. 'Consisting of either or both of oral or written "stithuli"

and/or "responses".

WASTESTREAM. The influent or effliient from any "process unit" of a "waste-
,

water" treatment plant. This includes liquids as well as soli,ds; for example:

raw wastewater, treated effluent, screenings, grit, recycled flow from
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secOndary cl ad. fier , di gesbr, sludge ,

sl udge. (Compare wi th "was teWater" :

terms are synonymous; once within the

term wastestream appropriate.)

vacuum filter sludge, or drying bed

Within the collection system, the two

treatment plant pryer, only the

WASTEWATER. The used water of a community, including the domestic, com-

mercial , and industrial liquid wastes and the ground, surface, .and storm

water. (Compare with "wastestream": Within the collection system, the

two terms are synonymous;.once within the treatment plant proper, only

tne term wastesstream is appropriate.)
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